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and I shall become clean . .
.' (Ps.li.7). 'To expiate

with hyssop . ,
.' = external purification.

. That 'hyssop '= the lowest truth. 111.

e_ 'Hyssop' = the external truth which is of

intelligence.

E. 386^". 'Their putting hyssop about it' (John xix.

29)= some kind of purification of the Church; for by
'hyssop' is signified an external means of purification.

519'.

Hysteric. Hystericus. M.252.

I. The letter /, sounded as in pique.

SeeE. (The letter.)

D. 51 12, When the spiritual Angels speak . . . and

use U (00) there is something of I or Y in it.

5622®. Instead of I (in the Inmost Heaven) there is

nearly Y.

6063. All the vowels (there)= that which conjoins . . .

I there= that which is from what is interior.

De Verbo 4^. The vowels there are for sound, which

corresponds to affection ; and (the Angels of the Third

Heaven) cannot utter the vowels I and E . . . because

... I and E give a close-s<j'Jc<Mm-sound.

I. Ego.

See Me, and under Self.

A. 3290. 'I,' or 'for what am I' (Gen. xxv. 22):= that

if they combated on this account they would not receive

influx from rational truth ; hence straitness.

3711. 'Behold, I am with thee' (Gen.xxviii. 15)=
what is Divine. . . (For) the 'I,' here, is Jehovah, thus

what is Divine of the Lord.

5326. 'I am Pharaoh' (Gen.xli.44) = that thence is

the Natural.

5459. 'I fear God' (Gen.xlii. i8) = from the Divine;

for by Joseph is represented the Lord as to truth from

the Divine . . . and therefore by 'I,' here, in the supreme
sense, is signified truth from the Divine.

7202. 'I am Jehovah' (Ex.vi. 6) = confirmation by the

Divine,

7636. 'That ye may know that I am Jehovah' (Ex.

X. 2) — that it may be known to them that the Lord is the

only God.

R. 222. 'As I overcame' (Rev.iii.2i)= . . .

E. 650''''. 'land none besides me' (Zeph.ii. I5) = the

falsity of Own intelligence.

Ice. Glacies.

See Frost.

R. 510^ Like a house founded upon ice, which falls

to the bottom when the ice melts.

M. 380-. Like the thin plates . . , called Mary's ice

(mica).

T. 185-. All the water appeared bound Avith ice.

342^. Like those who are carried in a chariot over

thin ice.

385. The vernal light . . . melts the ice.

^. I compared them to fishes under the ice.

D. 3207. They become as cold as snow and ice. (See

Cold, here.)

5144. I was in places where I saw nothing but ice

outside the houses.

De Conj. 97. They who seduce by the appearance

of piety . . . when they approach Heaven, become cold

like ice, whereby they are miserably tormented.

Idea. Idea.

Ideal. Idealis.

See under Think.

A. 41. Every idea ... of an Angelic Spirit is

alive . . .

301-. By profanations they are commingled ; the

moment any idea of what is holy comes, there is also

present conjoined with it the idea of what is profane. .

In the other life is most exquisitely perceived . . . what-

ever is present conjoined with any idea of thought ; so

exquisitely that they know his quality from a single

idea.

315. In the other life there is a communication of all

the ideas of thought.

444. He was held in the idea in which lie had been

when thinking (about spirit) in the world.

454^. They who had had such an idea . . .

582^. They cohere in every idea, and ideas are the

things which are mutually communicated (there) ; and

therefore the moment any idea of what is holy and true

is produced, what is profane and false is adjoined . . .

590. In every idea of thought with man there is

something of the understanding and of the will . . . The

idea which does not derive something from his will or

love is not an idea ; for otherwise he can never think at

all . . .

607. That an idea of it may be presented . . .

2. They spoke by ideas, as the Angels do, which

they could express by innumerable changes of the ex-

pression and of the face . . .

^. As they had such a respiration . . . they were

in profound ideas of thought . . .

608. With external breathing came the speech of

words . . . into which the ideas of thoughts were

determined . . .

. When there was such a determination of the

ideas of thought . . . they could no longer be so in-

structed through the internal man . . . Therefore . . .

doctrinal things succeeded, which were first apprehended

with the external senses, from which (senses) the material

ideas of the memory, and thence the ideas of thought,

were formed, through which and according to which

ideas they were instructed.

8032. A Spirit . . . can be Known from a single idea

of his thought . . . (Thus) every idea of a man ... is

his image . . .

82 1-. When being examined, their quality is exactly

perceived . . . from every idea of their thought.

959-. They derive the penalty into others by transfer-

ences of ideas.

1008. When he comes (there), in every idea of his

thought . . . holy things adhere to profane ones ; so
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that he cannot bring out a single idea of what is holy

but there is distinctly seen what is profane adhering to

it ; for such a perception of the ideas of anotlier exists

in the other life.

[A. 1008]-. How the case is with ideas scarcely anyone

knows. People suppose it is a simple something. But

in every idea of thought there are innumerable things

joined together in various ways ; so that there is a certain

form, and hence a pictured image of the man, which is

perceived as a whole ; so that it is also clearly seen

(there). For example, when the idea of a place occurs

, . . then the idea and image of all the things he has

ever done there comes forth-prod it-a.t the same time, all

which things the Spirits and Angels see. Or if the idea

of a person occurs, against whom he has had hatred,

then the idea of all the things which he has thought,

spoken, and done against him, comes forth at the same

time. The case is the same with the ideas of all things

. . . When the idea of marriage occurs, then, if he has

been an adulterer, all the filthy and obscene things of

adultery, even of thought, come forth ; in like manner

all the things by which he has confirmed adulteries . . .

^. Moreover, the idea of one thing inflows into

the idea of another, and infects it . . . and therefore a

Spirit is Known from his ideas ; and, wonderful to say,

in every idea of his there is his image or effigy . . .

1025'-. The material, worldly, and corporeal ideas,

which a man has when reading the "Word, with the

Angels become spiritual and celestial ideas . . .

1040-. Such as is a man's life in general, such it is in

ilie singulars ... so that there cannot be the least of an

idea in which there is not the like life. Examps. . .

Therefore, in the other life his quality is known from a

single idea of his thought.

1 1 18. By such speech they could much more fully

express the meanings of . . . the ideas of thought . . .

1 143. Of such things there is there no idea
; but of

the things signified by them.

1376. They are not in the idea of place and time ; but

in the idea of states.

13S2. The idea itself of the Infinite Divine is in-

sinuated into the Angels by this . . . and the idea of

the Eternal Divine by this . . .

-. Nor do they ever have any idea of death ; but

only the idea of life.

1391. Communications are effected (also) by means of

ideas simultaneously with representations ; for the

ideas of their thought are simultaneously representa-

tive . . . More can be represented by one idea than by

the uttering of a thousand words. But the Angels per-

ceive what is within an idea, what affection, what origin

of the affection, what is its end, besides many things

which are more interior.

1435. AVithout scieutifics, man . . . cannot have any
idea of thought : the ideas of thought are founded upon

those things which are impressed on the memory from

sensuous things . . .

1489-. He still has no other idea of (the Divine pre-

cepts) than from such scientifics ; and therefore so long

as these lowest scientifics adhere, from which are his

ideas, his mind cannot be elevated. (It was) with the

Lord in like manner.

1526. I was withdrawn from the ideas of particulars,

or those of the body ; so that I was held in spiritual

ideas. (The effect of it des.

)

1557. Knowledges make a general and obscure idea

distinct ; and the more distinct an idea becomes by

means of Knowledges, so much the more can worldly

things be separated.

1626^. They who have extinguished spuitual ideas

by the terms and definitions of human philosophy, and

by reasonings . . .

1637-. The language (of Spirits) is ... a language of

the ideas of thouglit, which is the universal of all

languages ; and when the}- are with man the ideas of

their tliought fall into the words which are with the man.

1639. The speech of the ideas of thought is the speech

of Spirits ; and, in fact, of the interior memory . . .

From this memory I have pretty often spoken with

Spirits . . . that is, by means of ideas of thought ; and

how universal and copious this language is may be evi-

dent from the fact that every word has an idea of much
extension ; for it is known that a single idea of a word

can be set forth by many things, and still more the

idea of a single subject, and yet still more that of many,

which can be brought together into one composite idea

that still appears as a simple one.

1641. Their speech (is) by means of ideas, the primi-

tives of words . . .

1642^. For angelic Spirits comprehend more distinctly

with one idea of speech or of thought, than Spirits do

by a thousand ; and the Angels in like manner relatively

to angelic Spirits. What then must be the case with

the Lord . . .

1643^. These are the things which inflow into the

ideas of Spirits . . ,

1644. There are very many interior evil Spirits who
. . . are in the beginnings of ideas . . . They attach

their ideas to objects and things abstractedly, but to

filthy ones . . . and involve their ideas in such

things . . .

1645. They cannot present to themselves any idea

of it.

. The speech of Angels is not that of things re-

presented by any ideas, such as is that of Spiiits and

angelic Spirits ; but it is that of ends and the derivative

uses.

^. The Angels with man . . . care nothing about

the other things, which are ideal and material (,in his

thought).

1648. There is a speech of good Spirits ... as it were

rhythmical. They think nothing about words, or ideas

. . . No words or ideas inflow which multiply the mean-

ing, or which . . .

1
702"-. Scarcely otherwise than like beasts, which in

like manner have an idea of terrestrial things.

1756. (Beauty of the Word) when each and all things

. . . are apprehended under one idea. AVhen all things

are apprehended under one idea, then the things which

are scattered appear beautifully coherent and connected.

Ex.
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1757. The speech of Spirits with each other is effected

by means of ideas, the originaries of words, such as are

the ideas of thought ; but uot so obscure as are those of

man . , . but distinct ideas, as are those of speech. . .

After the separation of the body . . . the ideas of thought
become discrete, so as to serve for distinct forms of

speech . , .

1807*. Tliey who are in Divine ideas never stop in the

objects of the external sight . . .

1869. The ideas of thought were opened. This can

be done (there) so that the ideas themselves appear

visible in a form ... So were opened the ideas of one

who had lived in charity . . . There then appeared in-

numerable beautiful things . . . and it was said that

these things . . . could again be opened . . . All the

angelic ideas are such ; for these are ojiened bj' the

Lord Himself. Ex.

^. The rays of the internal sight are nothing but
ideas, which in themselves are so gross that scarcely

anything grosser is possible in that sphere.

1870. So with the Word. The several words there

form their own ideas ; for a word is nothing but an idea

so formed ... in wliich there are innumerable things

which cannot come to the perception of man, but only

to that of the Angels . . .

1875. It has been granted to perceive the angelic

ideas in the Lord's Prayer . . .

^. These ideas were purified in proportion as they

ascended higher . . .

1876. The Angels do uot retain the least idea of any

person . . .

. The speecli of Spirits together is not that of

words, but of ideas, such as are those of human thought

without the words ; and therefore it is the universal of

all languages.

1919-. Their thought . . . is a partition of these things

into ideas, and then into words.

1953-. The first ideas which are taken up from the

objects of sight are material . . . but there is a still more

interior sight which views them, and so thinks.

1955^. Such things cannot be explained to the appre-

hension, except by ideas such as are the angelic ones,

which do not fall into words, but only into the sense

of the words ; and this abstractedly from the material

ideas, from which are the ideas of the sense of the

words.

1980. For the ideas of the Angels are turned into

representatives in the World of Spirits.

^. The things wliich are in the memory and
aifectiou of man are recipient vessels, in which ideas are

varied and received representatively according to the

variations of their form, and the changes of the state.

1984. No ideas of corporeal and worldly things can

ever pass over to the Angels ; l)ut these ideas are put

off and completely removed at the first threshold as

they go away from man.

20946. Which cannot inflow apperceptibly into the

idea of man.

2 1
44-. Such perception perished with man when he

began to be no longer in heavenly ideas, but only in

worldly and corporeal ones.

2157. They who perceive the internal sense ... as to

the affection, do not attend at all to the words which
belong to the subject, but form ideas for themselves

from the affection and its series . . . Examp. . . Thus
in an ineffable manner, variety, and abundance, they

form for themselves celestial ideas, which can scarcelj'

be called ideas, but so many lights of affections and
perceptions, which follow in a continuous series . . .

2177'. When the man of the Church thus apprehended
these (representatives), he was then in an idea like the

perception of the Angels.

2209^. In each idea of man's thought there is his

image . . .

®. When these appearances are withdrawn, the

idea perishes . . .

2249^. For angelic ideas are such that . . .

^. Heavenly arcana are attended with this, that

although they rise above all apprehension, still everyone

makes for himself some idea about them ; for nothing

can ever be kept in the memory, still less enter into

anything of thought, except by means of some idea

however formed
;

(2329*'.) and as ideas could not be

formed otherwise than from the things which are in the

world, or from things analogous to those which are in the

world, and as . . . fallacies have insinuated themselves

... it treats so much in this chapter concerning the

conjunction of the Lord's Human with His Divine . . .

and then, when the Word is being read, these things

are presented to the perception of the Angels so, that

the former ideas . . . are by degrees dissipated, and new
ideas . . . are insinuated. This is more the case with

the spiritual Angels . . . for according to the purification

of their ideas they are perfected for the reception of

heavenly things.

2290^. The Angels . . . insinuated into the tender and
novitiate ideas (of the infants) tlie sense of tlie things

which are in the Lord's Prayer , . .

2291. Their ideas, in that state of tenderness, were

openable even to the Lord . . . for the Lord inflows into

the ideas of infants especially from inmosts ; for nothing

has as yet closed their ideas as with adults . . .

2298. It was shown me . . . what is the (juality of

the ideas of infants. When they see any objects, they

were as if each and all things weie alive, so that tliey

have life in each idea of their thought ; and it was i)er-

ceived that there are almost the same ideas with infants

on Earth, when they are at their games. H.33S.

2329^. Nor do they diffuse their ideas among Three,

as many others within tlie Church are wont to do. . .

The learned . . . explored (there) . . . were manifestly

apperceived to have the idea of three Gods ; for there is

a communication of ideas there . , .

2333-

letter .

When the ideas are kept in the sense of the

. But when the ideas are kept in the internal

'^. How worldly and corporeal ideas pass into

corresponding spiritual and celestial ideas, when the

former ideas are elevated to Heaven. Examp.
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[A. 2333^]. The Angels cannot have any idea of 'a

way,' but . . .

. The Historicals . . . are not at all adapted to the

ideas of the Angels . . .

2470. For the ideas of thought which are of the

interior memory inflow into the things which are in the

exterior memory . . .

e. When Spirits are speaking to a man . . . the

ideas are theirs, but the words into which they inflow

are the man's.

2473. j\Iyriads of ideas of the interior memory inflow

into one thing of the exterior memory, and there present

a general obscure something.

2520". That man does not receive anything of which

he cannot have some idea from his Rational, may be

evident from the ideas which man cherishes concerning

Divine arcana ; there always adheres to them some idea

from worldly things or from things analogous to worldly

tilings, by which idea they are retained in the memory,

and by which they are reproduced into the thought ; for

without an idea from worldly things man cannot think

anything whatever . . . Examps.

2541^. Man . . . has a most obsciue idea (of this),

because he is still in corporeal things ; but the Angels

have a most distinct idea ; for . . . myriads of distinct

ideas with the Angels present only a single obscure idea

with men.

2568'. All these things are confirmatory, and give

them a fuller idea of the subject.

2574*. These things are presented by the Lord to the

Angels . . . by myriads of ideas and representations . . .

e_ For ideas inspired with the affection of good

conjoin (there).

2580'-. How these tilings are . . . can with difliculty

fall into ideas. They can into angelic ideas, which are

presented in the light of Heaven ; not so well into

human ideas, which, unless illuminated by the things

of the light of the world, do not perceive them.

2588''. The ideas of interior thought are entirely

different from the material ideas which fall into the

words of language.

2593. From one idea of thought they could know the

whole series.

2632'-. For the ideas of the Rational are acquired

(from worldly things) . . .

2643. If these things were presented before man in

any more elevated style, they would fall into the

material and corporeal ideas which man has.

2657-. At this time these things enter no further than

a little above the ideas of the corporeal memory, which

are relatively very material.

2813. For of truth Divine an idea can be formed, but

not of good Divine except by those who have perception,

and are celestial Angels.

2831. They who have not perception of good and

truth must necessarily be contirmed by scieiitifics

:

everyone makes for himself some idea about the things

he has learned, even about the goods and truths of faith
;

without an idea nothing remains in the memory other-

wise than as an empty thing ; things confirmatory

accede and infil the idea of a thing . . . The idea itself

when confirmed by many things is caused thereby not
only to adhere to the memory, and to be capable of

being called forth thence into the thought, but also to

be capable of having faith insinuated into it.

2953. The internal sense is such that the words are

almost nothing ; but the sense of them flowing from the

series presents an idea—and, in fact, a spiritual idea

—

before the Angels ... for there are ideas of man's
thought which are the objects of spiritual thoughts with

the Angels ; and in fact principally those ideas of

thought with man which are from the Word . . .

3035-. This is because man, who is to be instructed

from the sense of the letter, cannot have an idea of one
thing before he has an idea of a number of things . . .

Whereas Heaven never makes a distinction ; but ac-

knowledges one God with a simple idea . . .

3108. They who are not in good and thence in faith

have no other ideas of thought than those which have

been formed from the objects of the light of the world.

3131-. For such are the correspondences between the

ideas of a man and the ideas of an Angel ... So that

when a man . . . has an idea of Laban . . . with the

Angels there is no idea of Laban . . . but spiritual ideas

corresponding to these. That such is the correspondence

of natural and spiritual things and the derivative ideas.

Refs.

3213. For the ideas of the Angels . . . when they fall

down to Spirits are presented representatively . . .

Angelic ideas . . . cannot be otherwise presented before

Spirits : for an angelic idea contains indefinite things

more than the idea of a Spirit ; and unless these were

formed and presented representatively ... a Spirit

would understand them scarcely at all . . .

3219. When the Angels are discoursing about . . .

ideas . . . then in the World of Spirits there appear as

it were birds . . .

3223. All ideas of time and ideas of space, which

ettect so much in the natural man that he cannot think

without them, are also of the light of the world . . .

Man's interior mind, where are his intellectual ideas

which are called immaterial ones, is in the light of

Heaven.

3226. This (man can express) by means of ideas from

those things which are of the light of Heaven, assisted

and as it were made winged by representative appear-

ances . . .

3309. No one can be in scientific truths unless he is

first in sensuous truths ; for the ideas of scientifics are

acquired from the latter.

3310^. Man can have and retain no idea, notion, or

concept (of doctrinal truths) except from scientifics.

. Man cannot be confirmed in the truths of

doctrinals, except by means of ideas from scientific and

sensuous things ; for nothing ever exists ... in his

thought . . . which has not with it a natural and sensu-

ous idea . . .

3342-. All speech . . . when it ascends towards the

interiors passes into ideas not unlike those of visual

things ; and from these into intellectual ones : and thus

is effected a perception of the sense of the words.
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3343. The ideas (of the Angels of the interior Heaven)
which are formed representatively, are not expressible

in words . . .

3344. But the speech of tlie Angels of the . . . Third

Heaven . . . can never be apprehended by any idea . . .

This idea also is within man . . .

-. In a word, by means of representatives joined

to ideas, speech is as it were alive . . .

3387^. That in Heaven there is no idea of place, thus

none of distance, but instead of them there are ideas of

states, cannot be apprehended by man . . . for the idea

of space and time is in almost everything of thought

with man . . .

3507^. For angelic ideas are altogether unlike human
ideas ; angelic ideas are spiritual, and when they go

more interiorly they are celestial ; but human ideas are

natural, and when from Historicals they are sensuous
;

but still there is such a correspondence . . . effected by

means of the Word that natural ideas are turned into

spiritual ones, and this in a moment.

3563S. For the Voluntary . . . admits . . . such things

as . . . serve for . . . forming ideas about goods and

truths.

3579. Such a natural idea may be had about (this)
;

but a spiritual idea cannot be had except by those who
are in the other life ; for their ideas are formed from

the light of Heaven.

3596. Besides, such things are to be superstructed

upon the ideas of natural Truths . . .

35996. Concerning these and the like arcana the

Angels have from the Lord heavenly ideas with repre-

sentatives . . .

3605^ Without any idea of temptation and of evil.

3607. There are Spirits on the way who reject the

ideas of evil and falsity, in order that the idea of good

and truth may be presented.

^. In the other life the ideas of those who are in

truth alone appear closed, insomuch that the things of

Heaven cannot flow in . . . Whereas with those who are

at the same time in good the ideas appear open . . .

3679''. Spirits have with them all the natural memory
... so that the ideas of their thought are there termin-

ated. Hence it is that the ideas of their thought are

interior ones . . .

''. According to the idea of S[)irits that is called

the thought of natural good which according to the

idea of men is called thought in the good of the

Natural.

3767«=. Hence the ideas of the speech (of the Angels)

are not determined except to the Lord alone.

3825-. The understanding of every subject is accord-

ing to the ideas
; none, if there is no idea of it ; obscure,

if the idea is obscure
;

perverted, if it is perverted
;

clear; if it is clear : and also according to the affections,

through which the idea, even if clear, is also varied.

3938. Things Divine or infinite are not appreliended

from any source except the finite things of which man
can have an idea. Without an idea from finite things,

and principally without an idea from the things of

space and time, man can comprehend nothing about

Divine things, still less about what is Infinite. Man
cannot even think anything without an idea of space

and time . . . Whereas the Angels . . . have ideas of

state.

4047-. All Spirits and Angels . . . may be known as

to their quality ... by means of an influx of their

ideas of thought and of tbeir affections into the contents

of the Lord's Prayer.
e_ YoT their ideas were not closed, but open-

able . . .

4075*. They believe . . . that they can be in love to

God, when yet they are not, unless they make that

Infinite finite by some idea ; or present the hidden God
visible with themselves by means of finite intellectual

ideas . . .

4210-. Because man is in time and place, and thus
thinks from the ideas which are thence derived . . .

Hence it is that it is spoken in the Word according to

the ideas of man's thought. If it were not spoken
according to these ideas, but according to angelic ideas,

man would not perceive anything whatever . . ,

421 1". For man can have no idea whatever about the

Lord's Supreme Divine ; but it so transcends his idea

that it completely perishes and becomes no idea. But
about His Divine Human he can have an idea ; for

everyone is conjoined by means of thought and affection

[with him] concerning whom he has some idea . . .

4221. For the speech of Spirits distinguishes itself

from human speech in this, that it is full of ideas.

4329. On a general idea which is clear. See General,
here.

4341-. For when good inflows . . . then the ideas of

the natural man formed from the fallacies of the senses

... do not endure its approach . . .

4366^. (Therefore) they cannot have an interior idea

about the truth of faith ; moreover . . . they dare not

draw from civil life any idea about spiritual life . . .

When yet ... no idea can be liad about spiritual life

except from the things in civil life . . .

4373®. For the Angels have no idea except a spiritual

one . . .

4408. Hence comes the imagination . . . the ideas of

which are called by philosophers material ideas. . . The
ideas of thought are called immaterial ideas, and also

intellectual ones.

4413. AVhile I was kept in that light, I seemed to

myself to be withdrawn from corporeal ideas, and to be

led into spiritual ideas . . . The ideas of thought which

derived their origin from the light of the world, then

appeared to be removed from me, and as it were not to

belong to me, although they were obscurely present.

4482^. The things of space and time have entered the

ideas of man's thought.

452S'-. The speech of the Angels of a higher Heaven

is ett'ected by means of spiritual and celestial ideas,

which to them are the forms of words . . .

4551. In his first age man had no other ideas about

the truths of faith than those of infancy and childhood,

which ideas, being from the external things of the
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world (nmst be) aiaoiig fallacies, and consequently

among falsities . . .

[A.] 4592-. An ideaof (this good and this truth) cannot

be had by anyone except him who is enlightened by the

light of Heaven. The Angels have a clear idea about

these things, because all the ideas of their thought are

from the light of Heaven. Exanip.

4609''. For hiiman words are from the ideas formed

from the things which are in the light of the world
;

these ideas are transcended by the ideas which are from

the light of Heaven, insomuch that they cannot be

expressed ; but only as to a part be thought of by those

to whom it is given to withdraw the mind from sensuous

things.

4742. Because with man that light falls into material

images or ideas, which are in his natural . . . man from

the light of the world.

4882. (This) appears remote . . . from the ideas of

thought in which man is, because man is in space and

time, and has formed the ideas of his thought from

these things ; as the idea of going, advancing, etc. . .

But when the idea about these things is . . . put off,

there results the sjiiritual thing which is signified. For

in . . . Heaven not anything of space and time enters

the ideas ; but in place of tljem the things which are of

the state of life. '^.

4901^. For mau in every single idea of his thought

has something adjoined from space and time. Hence

are his memory and recollection, and also his lower

thought, the ideas of which are called material. But

this memory, from which are such ideas, is i^uiescent in

the other life. Those there are in the interior memory,

and in the ideas of its thought . . .

4946'-. In every idea of thought there are innumerable

things which do not appear before man . . . except as

one simple thing. . . There was represented to them a

single idea, which they saw as one simple idea, conse-

(^uently as an obscure point . . . When that idea was

unclosed, and their interior sight opened at the same

time, there was manifest as it were a universe leading

to the Lord ; and they were told that so it is in every

idea of good and truth ; namely, that it is an image of

the whole Heaven, because it is from the Lord . . .

50S9. Xo idea can be formed about these things from

the things which are in the world . . . But about these

and the like things an idea can be formed from the

things which are in Heaven, which idea is such that it

does not fall into any idea formed from the things in

the world ; except with those who while in thought can

be withdrawn from sensuous things.

5 1 10^. As man is such that he cannot have any idea

of thought whatever about abstract things unless he

adjoins something natural ... it pleased Jehovah to

present Himself ... as a Divine Man.

5 1 26-. From these things are (in childhood) man's

ideas and thoughts . . .

5133. The exterior Natural is that which receives the

images and thence the ideas of things from the world

through sensuous things. These ideas, unless enlight-

ened by those which are in the interior Natural, present

fallacies.

5146. AVhen the idea of space is ])ut otf, as is done in

Heaven, and also in man's interior thought, then there

is put otf the idea of what is high and deep ; for what
is high and deep are from the idea of space. Nay, in

the Interior Heaven, there is no idea of things interior

and exterior, because in this idea there also adheres

something of space ; but there is tlie idea of a more
perfect or imperfect state.

5i8o<^, They do not allow the other to wander from
his idea, which idea they also kindle . . .

5212. Hence (scientifics) can be presented . . . before

others ... by means of ideas formed into words by
means of such things as are of the world , . . But the

things in the interior memory . . . are not expressible

except by . . . ideas formed into words by means of such

things as are of Heaven . . .

5225. In the internal sense the idea of a person is

turned into the idea of a thing ; as the idea of a man,
etc. . . into the idea of truth or good . . . For persons

limit the idea . . . 5253'-.

5321'-. Of God as a Divine Man . . . some idea can be

formed from the Human ; and an idea which is formed

from the Human is accepted, of whatever kind it may
be, provided it flows from the good of innocence, and is

in the good of charity.

5354^". The Intellectual of the Church is . , . their

notion, concept, or idea about these things.

5477", All the truths of faith which man draws in

from infancy are apprehended by means of such objects

and the derivative ideas as are from the light of the

world . . . For all the ideas of man's thought . . . are

founded upon such things as are in the world ; and

therefore if these were taken away from liiin his thought

would completely perish.

. It is (spiritual) light which enlightens the

ideas and objects which are from the light of the

world . . .

5497. A child . . . composes his ideas from sensuous

things . . .

-. The ideas of thought from these things are

called in the learned world intellectual and immaterial

ideas ; whereas the ideas from the scientifics of both

Naturals, in so far as they derive from the world from

the senses, are called material ideas.

55 10'-. For nothing can enter the understanding of

man without ideas from such scientifics as he has

acquired for himself from infancy. .

5573. They were skilled in taking away from others

their ideas, and inducing others . . .

5614-. For the internal sense, which is of the interior

thought, falls without man's knowing it into material

and sensuous ideas, which partake of time and space . . .

*. That the interior mind of man, whose ideas of

thought are called intellectual, and also immaterial

ones, does not think from the words of any language

. . . These ideas of thought are spiritual ; and are no

others, when the Word is being read, than as is the

internal sense ; although man does not know this,

because . . . these spiritual ideas, by means of inilux

into what is natural, present natural ideas ; and so the

spiritual ideas do not appear . . .
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6040-. For so the ideas of thought are abstracted from

persons, and are determined to things . . . By such

speech, too, a general idea is had, which extends itself

more widely than if the idea of pei'son be adjoined to

it. Examp.

6200. When I have been thinking, the material ideas

of thought have appeared as it were in the middle of a

kind of wave ; and it was observed that this wave was

nothing else than such things as had been adjoined to

that subject in the memory, and that so the full thought

appears to Spirits ; but that nothing comes to the sense

of the man than what is in the midst ... I likened that

surrounding wave to spiritual wings, by which the thing

which is being thought of is elevated out of the memory
. . . Examp.

6380^. For everyone who is in faith in the Lord has

an idea about Him according to the faculty of elevating

the thoughts ; for they who know what the Internal is

can have an idea of the Internal ; but they who do not

know what the Internal is have an idea of the External.

6476. Whenever I have been reading the Lord's

Prayer . . . the ideas were open ; and thence was effected

a communication with some Societies in Heaven . . .

6619.

6599. Man's thought is distinguished into ideas
; and

one idea follows another ; as in speech one word follows

another ; but the ideas of thought take one another up
with such quickness that the thought appears to man
... as it were continuous . . . But in the other life it

manifests itself that the thought is distinguished into

ideas ; for then speech is effected by means of ideas.

^. In one idea of thought there are innumerable

things ; and still more in one thought compounded
from ideas. 6601, From experience. 6613.

6610. So long as man lives, the ideas of his thought

are varied ; namely, they are multiplied and divided,

and are thus extended to various and new Societies . . .

But with those Avho are in . . . persuasive faith the ideas

of thought are exceedingly confined. Whereas with

those who are being regenerated . . . the previous

thoughts and affections are divided, and when divided

are associated to ideas, which are again communicated

with new Societies . . . Generals are infilled with par-

ticulars, and these with singulars . . .

6614. It has been shown . . . liow angelic ideas inflow

into the ideas of the Spirits who are beneath, and are

therefore in grosser ideas. A store of ideas from the

angelic Heaven was presented as a bright cloud dis-

tinguished into molecules ; and each molecule, which

consisted of innumerable things, produced a single

simple idea with a Spirit . . .

^. Such is the case also with the ideas of thought
;

thousands and thousands of things are in each of them
;

although the many ideas together, from which is thought,

appear only as simple. However, in the ideas of

thought of one person, there are more things than in

the ideas of another ; the abundance therein is accord-

ing to the extension into Societies. 6615.

6616. Thiit there are so many things in one idea lias

been evident to me from the fact, that when I have

heard Spirits speaking to me, I could perceive merely
VOL. III.

from the tone of their voices whether they spoke from

what was simulated, from what was sincere, from what

was friendly, or from the good of love.

e. The Spirits were taken up into a higher region
;

and, speaking to me from thence, they said that they

saw innumerable things in every idea of my thought.

6617. That there are innumerable things in one

idea . . .

6618. One idea can be infilled with indefinite things,

and still it would appear as simple. . . If the ideas were

infilled to eternity with many things every day, they

could not know even all the generals . . .

6619. That there are innumerable things in the ideas

of thought ; and that the things which are in them are

in them in order from the interiors . . .

6620. To those whose ideas are closed, the Word ap-

pears as a very simple thing . . .

^. It was also shown of what quality an idea of

thought appears when it is closed ; and of what quality

it appears when it is open . . . The closed idea appeared

like a black point, in which there was nothing visible
;

but the opened idea appeared as a lucidity, in which

there was as it were a flaming, to which the singles therein

had respect : the flaming represented the Lord, and the

things which had respect to Him represented Heaven :

and it was said that in every idea which is from the

Lord there is an image of the whole Heaven . . .

6622. I have spoken to Spirits about the influx into

the ideas of thought,—that man cannot possibly believe

that there are such innumerable things in them . . . The

Spirits . . . were in the opinion that there is not any-

thing in ideas . , . But that they might comprehend

that they perceive innumerable things as one thing, it

was given to say that to one action there concur myriads

of motor fibres ... In like manner innumerable things

concur together to one word . . .

6623. As such innumerable things are in the ideas of

tliought, the Angels can know from a single word . . .

what is the quality of the Spirit or man. Examp.

6624. As man thinks from what is sensuous ... he

does not know what an idea is, and especially that

thought is distinguished into ideas, as speech is into

words ; for thought appears to him continuous, and not

discrete ; when yet the ideas of thought are the words

of Spirits ; and the ideas of thouglit still more interior

are the words of the Angels. As ideas are the words of

their speech, they are sonorous among Spirits and

Angels. Hence the silent thought of man is audible to

Spirits and Angels when the Lord so pleases. How per-

fect are the ideas of thought in comparison with the

words of speech, may be evident from the fact, tliat a

man can think more things in a minute than he can

utter or write in an hour . . .

6625. (Thus) the ideas of those who live evilly and

thence think evilly containwithin them hatreds, revenges,

envies, deceits, adulteries, conceits . . . some doctrinals

of faith which defend cupidities . . .

6626-. In like manner in the least things of their

thouc^ht, or in their ideas, there are such (monstrous)

forms • for such as anyone is in the whole, such he is in

•2 M
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part . . . The form in whicli they appear is also the form
of the Hell in which they are . . .

[A.] 6653-. Reflection upon any people ... in special,

would withdraw the mind from the universal idea . . .

thus from wisdom ; for the determination of the thought
to any people in special, and also to any jierson, limits

and bounds the ideas.

6700. No one can be conjoined with the Divine . . .

unless the Divine is in a form which he can comprehend
with some idea. If not in a form, the idea would be

dissipated, like the sight in the universe.

6884. They who are in Heaven are in no ideas except

spiritual ones.

6987"^. The words of the speech of Spirits . . . are

ideas, which had been of his tliought ; and in one idea
there are very many things . . . and there are many
things in the same idea which can never be expressed in

corporeal speech.

^. But the Angels . . . have a speech from intel-

lectual ideas, wliich are called by the philosophers

immaterial ideas ; whereas Spirits have a speech from
the ideas of imagination, which are called material

ideas. Hence in one idea of the thought of the Angels
there are very many things which Spirits cannot utter

by means of many series of their own ideas ; besides

many things which they can never express.

7171. The sun as presented to Spirits in their ideas

. . . 105846.
e_ Such is the position of the planets in the ideas

of Spirits and Angels. Des. seriatim. 7247. 7800.

7191-. For angelic ideas are very full of things, and
of innumerable things which are unutterable . . .

721 1-. Not even an Angel of the Third Heaven can
have any idea of the Divine Itself . . . for the Angels
are finite, and the finite cannot have any idea of the

Infinite. Therefore, unless they had in Heaven the idea

of a human shape concerning God, they would have no
idea, or an unbecoming one . . ,

7290-. Nothing enters into the internal man except
by means of intellectual ideas, which are reasons. (But)
miracles ... fix ideas in the external man . . , and
when the ideas from miracles are dissipated, there is

effected a conjunction of falsity and truth . . .

7337^. States of affection and thought cause the idea
of place and distance (there).

7381-. The things said among the Angels are . . . re-

mote from the ideas and words of human speech ; for

man had formed his ideas from the things in nature,

and in fact in grosser nature . . . The ideas of interior

thought with man, although they are above material

things, are still terminated in material things ; and,

where they are terminated, there they appear to be.

Examp.
3. ]\Ian cannot possibly think without the idea

of time and space : this idea adheres to almost every

single thing which man thinks : if the idea from time

and space were to be taken away from man, he would
not know what he was thinking, and scarcely whether
he was thinking. Whereas in the ideas of the Angels
there is nothing from time and space, but in place of

them there are states. . . In the natural world the sun

by apparent revolutions appears to make days and years

. . . hence the ideas of time and its variations. The
ideas of space come forth from the measurement by
times . . . Whereas . . . the Sun of Heaven . . . does

not make circumgyrations . . . and thus induce the
ideas of time and space. The light from that Sun is

truth Divine, and the heat ... is good Divine ; from
these come forth the ideas of state with the Angels . . .

75062. Hence the ideas which (the evil) have about
the good and truth of faith are merely natural, nay,

material ; which in the Spiritual World are represented

as ugly, and have no likeness to a man : whereas the

ideas about the truth and good of faith of those who
. . . are saved, are spiritual, and, although terminated

in the material things of the world, are still separated

from them, for they can be elevated from them. The
ideas of these are represented in the Spiritual World as

beautiful, and have the likeness of a man.
^. The cause of this difference is the life ; for the

good of life , , . when it inflows into the Intellectual

. . . forms beautiful ideas concerning the goods and
truths of faith ; whereas the evil of life . . . makes ugly
ideas concerning (them), and such as are not recognized

in Heaven.

7847. As the Angelic ideas are such, they are also

alive ; and thus the things which in the natural world

are dead objects, when they pass into the Sjiiritual World,

become living objects ; for everything spiritual is alive,

because it proceeds from the Lord.

8022. The speech (of the Angels of Jupiter) is not

effected by means of words, but by means of ideas,

which diffused themselves through my interiors . . .

8455^. Peace affects . . . the origins of the ideas, and

consequently the ends of life of man, with happiness.

8705^. The simple can have no other idea . . .

'. No one can think of the Divine Itself unless

he presents to himself the idea of a Divine Man ... If

anyone thinks of the Divine Itself without the idea of a

Divine Man, he thinks unterminately, and an unter-

minated idea is no idea. Or he apprehends an idea of

the Divine from the visible universe without an end . . .

which idea conjoins itself with the idea of the worship-

pers of nature. It also falls into nature, and thus

becomes no idea. . . That the Divine Itself cannot be

apprehended by means of any idea. 111.

^. All who think about God from themselves . . .

think about Him . . . without any terminated idea
;

whereas they who think about God . . . from the spirit,

think about him determinately ; that is, they present to

themselves the idea of the Divine under a Human
shape.

e_ The intelligent of the world . . . remove from

themselves the idea of the Human . . . Whereas the in-

telligent of Heaven have the idea of the Divine in the

Human.

8734. The speech of Spirits in general is formed from

the ideas which are of thought, which fall into words

according to the fulness and the affection ; and as the

whole idea of the subject is tlius presented and com-

municated. Spirits can express more in a minute than

man can in an hour ; for the Avhole idea of the subject,
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such as it is in thought, is fully conveyed into the

thought of the other.

8885-^. The love (then) inflows from the will into the

intellectual ideas, and by a certain species of inspiration

vivifies and moves them.
*. With the good these intellectual ideas make

one with the affections . . . but it is otherwise with the

evil . . .

8918. This ideal of space (there) comes from the dis-

tance from good and truth . . . With man the thoughts

and their ideas are founded upon spaces and times . . .

But the Angels . . . think without any idea whatever

of time and space ... If an idea from time and simce

intervenes with them, shade and thick darkness at once

come over their minds.

8946. The idea of thought about them thus full of

falsities. Sig.

9094. Arcana of the Word . . . which do not fall . . .

even into the ideas of thought with men . . .

-. When I have been let down (again) into the

light of the external . . . man, and . , . wanted to recol-

lect the things I had heard there, I could not comprehend

them even by the ideas of thought, except a few, and

these few in obscurity.

9186'*. Let those in faith alone know that all the

ideas of thought of the Angels who are in the Second

Heaven . . . are from truths which have been made

goods by life ; and that all the ideas of thought of the

Angels who are in the Third Heaven . . . are from good.

9300^. All things of faith and love bear with them an

idea from such things as the man knows ; for without

an idea from knowable and sensible things man cannot

think in himself.

. Therefore in proportion as ideas of thought

about spiritual things are apprehended outside of cor-

respondences, the ideas are apprehended either from the

fallacies of the senses, or from things incongruous. . .

Ideas are perceived clearly (there).

9396^ The sense of the Word in Heaven is such as is

the thought of the internal man, which is devoid of

material ideas ; that is, is devoid of worldly, corporeal,

and earthly ideas.

10237^. The ideas of thought in the internal man are

spiritual ; and spiritual ideas cannot be comprehended

in the Natural ; for they are intellectual ideas which

are devoid of objects such as are in the material world :

but still these ideas . . . which are proper to the internal

man, inflow into the natural ideas which are of the ex-

ternal man ; and produce and make them ; which is

done by means of correspondences.

°. Spirits and Angels think by means of spiritual

ideas, and also speak together by means of them.

10298^. Man . . . thinks from like ideas (to those of

Spirits) ; which has been observed by some of the learned,

who have called these ideas immaterial and intellectual

ones. After death these ideas become words . . .

5. In every idea of thought which proceeds from
the will of man there is the whole man . . . (For) when
the Angels perceive one idea of a man, or one idea of a

Spirit, they at once know the quality of the man or

Spirit.

10400-'. (For) the interior intellectual ideas of man
are not such as are his natural ideas ; to which, how-

ever, they correspond. But of what quality they are,

man is ignorant while he lives in the body, but he

comes into them spontaneously (there), because they are

implanted ; and by means of them he is at once in

company with the Angels.

10551^. Some of the learned, by looking into their

thoughts . . . have observed that there exists with man
an interior thought which does not appear ; and there-

fore they have called its ideas immaterial and intel-

lectual, which they have distinguished from the ideas

of the exterior thought which appear, and which they

have called natural and material ones : but they were

not aware that the ideas of the interior thought are

spiritual ; and that when they flow down they are

turned into natural ones ; and that they appear under a

different shape and under a diff'erent eondition-habihi.

10568^. The Angels cannot keep the mind in the idea

of a land, because the idea of a land is material ; nor in

the idea of any nation, for this idea is also material ; on

which account a spiritual idea at once occurs to them,

which idea is concerning the Church. In general, a

spiritual idea is concerniug the Lord, His Kingdom,

Heaven, the Church, love and faith in the Lord, and

the inmimerable things which are of faith and love,

thus which are of the Church ; and ... it is impossible

that any material idea should enter Heaven : it is put

otf at the first threshold. This is the case with each

and all things of the Word.

10582. For concerning truth they have a material and

earthly idea, and not at the same time a spiritual and

celestial one ; and every material and earthly idea, if

light from Heaven is not in it, abounds with fallacies.

Examp.

10604'. The ideas of thought of the Angels are not

natural ones, such as are the ideas of the thought of

men ; but they are spiritual ones. But the nature of

their spiritual ideas can with difliculty be comprehended

by man, except by means of interior thought, and re-

flection upon the initiaments of their thoughts. That

these are devoid of words of speech is known from the

fact that they are of such a character that a man can

comprehend more things in a moment than he can

express by speech in any time. These ideas of thought

are of his spirit ; whereas the ideas of thought which

man comprehends, and which fall into words, are natural

ones, and are called by the learned material ones ; but

the former or interior ones are called spiritual ones, and

by the learned immaterial ones, ilan comes into these

ideas after death . . . and by means of these ideas he

consociates in discourse with other Spirits. There is a

correspondence between these ideas and the former ones
;

and, by means of the correspondence . . . tlie spiritual

ones are turned into the natural ones when the man is

speaking. The man is not aware of this, because he

does not reflect upon it ; and no others can reflect upon
it except those who think interiorly ; that is, who think

in their spirit abstractedly from the body. Sensuous

men are utterly unable to do this.

*. The Angels do not know that the man is think-

ing about 'the suu,' etc. . . The reason is that the Angels
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are in a spiritual idea ; and a spiritual idea is sucli that

the things of nature are turned into realities-res-of

heavenly light.

[A.] 10708. The speech (in the Fourth Earth) is not by

words, but by ideas, such as are in the proximate

thought, in which man is when he is speaking
; which

ideas differ completely from the ideas of the interior

thought, in which man is when not speaking, and when

judging matters. From this Sonorous thus modified by

means of ideas, the discourse is perceived more fully

than discourse by means of words ; for the general affec-

tion which is in the tone of man's speech, thus moditied

by means of ideas, gives an interior apperception, and

thus a fuller one.

10736^. The preacher . . . was explored as to the

nature of the idea he had about one God and three

Persons. Des.

«. The idea of thought of anyone about anything

is (there) presented to the life . . . And the idea of

thought concerning God is the principal one of all ; for

by means of this idea, if it is genuine, there is effected

conjunction with Heaven.

10771-. The Angels concluded these (dimensions) by

means of angelic ideas, by means of which there are at

once known the measures of spaces and times in a just

ratio relatively to the spaces and times elsewhere.

Angelic ideas, which are spiritual ones, in such things

immensely surpass human ideas, which are natural

ones.

H. 168. The Angels who are speaking with a man
never speak by means of the natural ideas projier to the

man, all of which are from time, from space, from what
is material, and from things analogous thereto ; but by
means of spiritual ideas, all of which are from states

and their various changes within and without the

Angels. But still the angelic ideas, which are spiritual

ones, when they inflow with men, are turned in a

moment and of themselves into natural ideas proper to

the men exactly corresponding to the spiritual ones.

Neither the Angels nor the men know that this is done.

Such, too, is all the influx of Heaven with man. Angels

were once admitted more nearlj' into my thoughts, and
even into the natural ones in which were many things

from space and time ; but as they then understood

nothing, they suddenly receded . . . saying that they

had been in darkness.

240. The ideas of thought are various forms into

which the general affection is distributed . . .

-. The ideas of thought of the Angels, and the

words of their speech, thus make one, like the effecting

cause and the effect . . .

e_ The ideas of thought of everyone, both Angel
and man, are presented to view in the light of Heaven,
when it pleases the Lord.

307-. The natural ideas of man thus pass over into

spiritual ideas with the Angels, without their knowing
anything about the sense of the letter . . ,

310S. By (the internal sense) man would enter into

ideas like the angelic ones.

323. From one idea of thought they could know the

whole series, and infil it with delectable things of

wisdom, together with pleasant representations.

356^. The interior mind of man looks into the things

of the natural memory ; and those things there which

confirm, it as it were sublimates by the fire of heavenly

love, and withdraws them, and purifies them even into

spiritual ideas . . .

356. App.®. That the truths which have attained

spiritual life are comprehended by means of natural

ideas. Ref.

U. 38. As (Christian Wollf) answered by means of

material ideas, and no spiritual ones (the Spirits of

Mercury) receded from him. For, in the other life,

everyone speaks spiritually, or by spiritual ideas, in

proportion as in the world he had believed in God ; and

materially, in proportion as he had not believed.

J. 18. While in the earthly body, man's spiritual

mind thinks naturally ; for his spiritual thought, which

he has equally with an Angel, flows down then into

natural ideas corresponding to the spiritual ones ; and
so is perceived there.

W. H. 7-. That the ideas of man, so long as he lives

in the Avorld, are natural ones, because the man then

thinks in the Natural ; but that still spiritual ideas are

stored up in them with those who are in the affection of

truth for the sake of truth ; and that the man comes

into them after death. Rel's.

. That without ideas of the understanding and

thence of the thought about any subject whatever, there

is no perception. Ref.

. That the ideas concerning the things of faith

are opened (there), and the quality of them is seen by

the Angels ; and that the man is then conjoined with

others according to them, in so far as they proceed from

the affection of love. Refs.

F. 34. On the Christian faith in a universal idea.

Gen. art. R.67.

W. 7. That . . . God is not in space, although He is

omnipresent . . . cannot be comprehended by a merely

natural idea . . . but it can by a spiritual idea. . .

Because there is space in a natural idea
; for it has

been formed from such things as are in the world, in

each and all things of which . . . there is space . . .

T.30.

-. A spiritual idea does not derive anything from

space, but it derives all that belongs to it from state.

State is said of love, life, wisdom, etc. . . A truly

spiritual idea concerning these things has nothing in

common with space. It is higher ; and looks at the

ideas of space beneath itself as the eye looks at the

earth. T. 30.

^. As (the spaces there) cannot be determined by

measure, they cannot be comprehended by any natural

idea, but only by a spiritual idea . . .

13. How important it is to have a just idea of God.

(See God, here.)

69. There are two things proper to nature, Space and

Time. From these a man in the natural world forms

the ideas of his thought, and thence his understanding.

If he remains in these ideas, and does not elevate his

mind above them, he can never perceive anything

spiritual and Divine ; for he involves them in ideas

which derive from space and time ; and in proportion as
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he does this, the lumen of his understanding is merely-

natural . . .

". But he who knows how to elevate his mind
above the ideas of thought which derive from space and

time, passes from thick darkness into the light . . .

71. The merely natural man thinks by means of ideas

which he has acquired from the objects of sight, in all of

which there is figure . . . These things are manifestly in

the ideas of his thought concerning the visible things

on the Earth ; and they are also in the ideas of his

thought concerning the non-visible ones, such as civil

and moral things. He indeed does not see them, but

they are in them as continuous things. Not so a

spiritual man, especially an Angel . . . His thought has

nothing in common with figure and form deriving any-

thing from what is long, broad, and high of space ; but

from the state of a thing from the state of the life.

Examps.

III. That this is so can with diflSculty be compre-

hended by a natural idea, because there is space in it
;

but it can ... by a spiritual idea, because there is no

space in it. In this idea are the Angels. This, how-

ever, can be comprehended by a natural idea : that love

and wisdom . . . cannot proceed through spaces.

156". I know that these things transcend the ideas

of thoughts which are in natural light ; but they do not

transcend the ideas of thoughts which are in spiritual

light, for in these there is nothing of space and time.

Nay, they do not wholly transcend them in natural

light ; for . . .

202^. For the thoughts of the Angels do not fall into

natural ideas, because they are spiritual.

294-. This is an arcanum which the Angels, by means
of their spiritual ideas, can see in thought, and also

express in speech ; but not men by means of their

natural ideas
; because a thousand spiritual ideas make

one natural idea ; and one natural idea cannot be

resolved by man into any spiritual idea, much less into

so many. The reason is that they differ according to

degrees of height.

P. 34^. Angelic wisdom is so iueff"able, that a thousand
ideas of thought of the Angels from their wisdom can

present only one idea of thought of men from their

Avisdom. These 999 ideas of thought of the Angels
cannot enter ; for thej^ are supernatural.

46. Because there are abstract ideas, by means of

which things are seen to be, although not their ijuality.

There are such ideas concerning the Infinite. Examps.
^. Unless the things which the thought derives

from nature be withdrawn from the idea . . . For these

cannot but bound the ideas, and cause abstract ideas to

be as nothing.

1 50-. He who does not receive a general idea of this

subject from influx from Heaven . . .

R. 463''. I was told that (these representatives) were

. . . the ideal thoughts, which are called phantasies,

from (them).

875^. Spiritual speech embraces thousands of things

which . . . cannot fall even into the ideas of natural

thought.

M. 42-. Take heed, lest the . . . sparkling . . . pene-

trates interiorly. By its influx the higher ideas of your

understanding, which in themselves are heavenly, are

indeed enlightened ; but these ideas are unutterable in

the world in which you are. Therefore receive rationally

what you are about to hear.

66-. For every idea of man, however sublimated, is

substantial ; that is, is afiixed to substances.

326". They entered their Society, thought something,

retained it, and came out again ; but when they would

bring out the thing thought of they could not ; for they

did not find any idea of natural thought adequate to

any idea of spiritual thought ; thus neither any word

to express them ; for the ideas of thought become the

words of speech.

''. They then re-entered . . . and confirmed them-

selves, that spiritual ideas are supernatural, inexpres-

sible, unutterable, and incomprehensible to the natural

man ; and . . . they'said that spiritual ideas or thoughts,

relatively to natural ones, were ideas of ideas, and

thoughts of thoughts ; and that therefore by them were

expressed qualities of qualities, and aflectious of aS'ec-

tions ; consequently, that spiritual thoughts were the

beginnings and origins of natural thoughts.

328-. For to every idea of natural thought there

adheres something from time and space ; but not to any

spiritual idea.

329". In proportion as your ideas are divisible, so are

you wise.

——'^. I have perceived that one natural idea is the

containant of innumerable spiritual ideas
;
nay, that

one spiritual idea is the containant of innumerable

celestial ideas.

T. 335^. You believe that beasts have connate ideas

. . . and yet they have no thought at all ; and ideas

are predicable only of that . . .

•*. Does a fly have an idea . . ,

'. Their spontaneous acts do not flow from any

thought, of which alone is idea predicable. The error

that beasts have ideas . . .

''. That neither has man any connate ideas, may

appear evidently from the fact, that he has no connate

thought ; and where there is no thought, there is no

idea ; for the one is of the other mutually . . .

. As infants . . . sound words at first without

any idea, there arises something obscure of phantasy
;

and as this grows clearer, there is born something obscure

of imagination, and from this of thought. According

to the formation of this state, ideas come forth, which

. . . make one with thought . . . Therefore men have

ideas ; not connate ones, but formed ones ;
and from

these flow their speech and acts.

35 1^, He who does not know that the human mind

. . . is a spiritual organism ceasing in a natural organism,

in which and according to which the mind operates its

ideas or thinks, cannot but suppose that perceptions,

thoughts, and ideas are nothing but radiations and

variations of light flowing into the head . . . But . . .

everyone knows"that . . . the brains are organized ; that

the mind dwells in them ; and that its ideas are fixed

therein and remain as they have been accepted and

confirmed.
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[T.] 603-. A judge gathers them .

idea.

iuto a universal

Ad. 643^. To this (lower mind) imagination is allotted,

and its ideas are called material ones ; while the opera-

tion of the intellectual mind is called thought, and its

ideas immaterial ones.

947^. For the ideas of thought are expressed by
means of words, insomuch that they are in themselves
ideas translated into words so as to be apprehended by
others . . .

D. 158. That an intellectual idea comes forth-ea;<s./a/-

from and consists of very many ideas,

987. On the communication of the ideas of man with
Spirits.

1304. Such (holy) things are thus adjoined to their

corporeal ideas . . . For the like ideas return . . . The
ideas are thus joined.

1305. Ideas among Spirits are not as are our words
. . . (for) the ideas of Spirits fall into the words of any
language . . .

1395' That many senses can form one idea . . . and
thus be understood together, is especially evident from
spiritual speech, in which many such senses form one as

it were simple and instantaneous idea . . .

^. There is such an idea with men too ; for when
he has read these things, he apprehends them under one
idea.

1498. On a spiritual idea.

. Spiritual ideas are much fuller than those ideas

which man has in the life of the body . . . When I was
pt in spiritual ideas, I could see . . . For when the

rd infils the idea . . . such things are manifestly

seen . . .

1559. That more things can be comprehended in a

spiritual idea than it is possible to believe.

. A spiritual idea is that by which a man, while

he lives as it were a Spirit . . . acts and thinks. That
they are fuller ideas, and more perceptive of things . . .

1562. On a general idea, into which inflowed the

distinct ideas of others.

-. (Thus) general ideas are in themselves distinct

from singular ones ; and the singular ones are in the

general one ; and the singular ones do not know that

they are in the general one . . .

1620. For (these Spirits) are in a general idea . . .

1638. That in one apparently simple idea there are

so many things that no one can utter them.

1639. Hence may be evident the (quality of ideas

which are not closed ; but are ideas which inflow from

the Lord through the internal way . . .

1706. For the ideas were determined into the uni-

verse . . .

1707. Spirits have this from the determination of the

ideas in themselves . . .

1729, Through these, other Spirits transfer their

ideas.

1731. So that the Angels could thence draw interior

ideas. . . For all Spirits and Angels . . . can be known
from the quality of the ideas from the Lord's Prayer . . .

1735- (The quality of a spiritual idea shown by an
example.)

1826. Ideas are more infilled by the Lord while the

man does not attend so much to them . . . Thus . . ,

the ideas of little children are more infilled than those

of adults while they are praying the Lord's Pi'ayer ; for

the adult is disturbed in his ideas . . .

1894. In one simple idea of the human mind there

are indefinite things, which are comprehended by the

man as a certain most general one. The interiors of his

idea are perceived by the spiritual Angels ; the more
interior and inmost, by the more interior and inmost
Angels , . .

1897. Corporeal and worldly things serve Spirits as a

subject or receptacle for the idea ...

1923. In the ideas of infants there is nothing as yet

closed by Falsities . . . Thus their ideas are open
;

although not to them, still to the Angels.

1924. As man grows up . . . all his idea is the more
closed towards Heaven ; nor is it opened except in those

in whom the Lord deigns to open it. Sig.

1942a. I have observed that the Angels perceived a

fuller understanding of my ideas when I did not inter-

mingle my thoughts, but only perceived that the ideas

were open towards Heaven . . . Tlie idea was more
opened, than when I seemed to enter at the same time

into the interiors of the idea.

1926. When it is granted to the Angels by the Lord
to inflow into the ideas, tliere is such a Delight of all

things . . .

°. For they do not penetrate into corporeal or

sensuous ideas , . .

2CX)2^. Thus the several words or ideas flow suitably

as it were spontaneously . . .

2021. That the Lord can grant to anyone to view

interior things by a spiritual idea.

. When the spiritual idea was taken away, I was

just like any other in thought . . .

2062. That each and all things are ruled by the

Lord, so that in each idea and affection there may be

indefinite things. Ex.

. It was afterwards shown me how many Societies

of Spirits concurred to the idea of that affection . . .

When yet from the ideas of so many Societies originat-

ing from their cupidities, desires, and ends, there came

forth with me one general thought or idea.

2067. What harm ideas bring, when profane things

are commingled with them. Ex,

2072. That ideas, their qualitj', and the things in

them, are communicated to Spirits and Angels. (See

Garden, here.)

2085. That in each idea there are infinite things.

. In itself the idea is a general something, and in

fact a most general vessel, of indefinite ideas. Therefore,

there can never be a like idea of one thing ; although

the idea may appear simple . . .

2138. For it is spiritual ideas which constitute the

speech of Spirits. When these inflow into the memory
of man, they excite words corresponding to the ideas,
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and like things which the man has in his memory ; and

also ideas which are mixed, or which are many in the

same word . . . For Spirits excite ideas, and thns the

words which agree with their nature , . .

2142. Spirits speak by means of the primitive ideas

of words ; for . . . every word has some idea in it ; and

every composition of words a composite idea which is

expressed by many words . . .

. Sometimes the discourse has unexpectedly in-

flowed into my ideas, and thus into words . . .

2142a. That in one simple idea there are indefinite

things. Examp.

2143. In like manner are the ideas of the Angels of

the interior Heaven now perceived in a still more interior

degree by the Angels of the more interior Heaven.

2145. For without speech in Society with a number

there cannot be the idea of anything.

2159. (Thus) not even the least idea of the interior

mind can be reduced into full correspondence ; still less

all the ideas, as to all the variations of the state of the

persuasion and affection.

2180b. The speech of the Angels, or the thought of

the celestials ... is a series of very many distinct ideas.

When these descend into the mind of a Spirit or man,

that whole series of very many ideas becomes as it were

a single or simple idea ; and they do not appear therein

as a series of ideas . . .

2 18 1. On a spiritual idea, iu the perception of the

lower mind of those who are speaking, from the sound

of the words.

2i82<^. For in every idea there is the whole image of

the man ; whatever he has thought, spoken, and done

fi'om infancy.

2184. Certain Spirits who were incredulous that there

are spiritual ideas . . . were taken up . . . and it was
granted them to' see many things in the several ideas of

my thought . . . Enum.
<*. The idea must be broken before a man by his

own force can come into Heaven . . .

2186. On representative angelic ideas. 2192.

. This is done by an idea inexpressible in words.

2193. For they make representations out of every idea

of a thing, as also from composite ideas, and from many
together . . .

2197. That to every composite idea with man, and to

the ideas of which they are composed, there correspond

Spirits and Societies of Spirits.

. In like manner iu Heaven (there is a corre-

spondence) with the things which are in the ideas of

Spirits.

2207. On the angelic idea in the Lord's Prayer.

. By a certain idea, temptation and evil are re-

jected . . .

221 1^. So are the ideas (of the Angels) to the ideas of

man. Ex.

2215. In every idea of a man, even the least, is the

whole man, according to the state in which the man
then is ; thus as it were together with all his members
and viscera, or interiors. From experience.

2216. But the ideas, or thoughts, of the Angels . . .

of the interior Heaven, relatively to the ideas and

thoughts of man, do not extend themselves any further

than do the interiors of the said little animal to its

whole parts . . . Such comparatively are the ideas of the

more interior and inmost Angels.

2227. On spiritual ideas as to the affections.

. For iu itself an idea is from its own beginning

nothing except the effect of an affection . . .

2266. How the case is with the Societies of Spirits

which operate into their ideas, and communicate their

own ideas with them . . . When the thoughts of many
Societies inflowed into one idea or Knowledge of a

thing . . .

2268. Every idea ... is in its own order . . . from the

General which inflows. . . Otherwise, man. Spirit,

and Angel could not have even the least idea.

2295. That ideas are perceived, with all variety.

. So that one idea, or the sense of ideas, is never

received by one in like manner as it is by another . . .

For in one idea there are indefinite things . . .

s. How ideas are received according to different

dispositions.

2303. That when ideas are separated, they are asso-

ciated by the Lord with many other ideas which serve

for his happiness. Ex.

. Ideas are manifold ; and there are so many
things in one idea as to exceed man's belief and appre-

hension. From so many multiplied and multiple things

there coalesces one idea, which is sometimes so ugly that

if presented to the eye, with the things tied to it . . .

the man or Spirit would abhor himself. . . ^Nevertheless,

men and Spirits love such ideas, and suppose them to

be more beautiful than all things in the universe.

Therefore, in the other life, such things are separated

by the Lord . . . for as man is man because he thinks ;

and thought is a series of ideas . . . lest he should be

such, such ideas are separated ; and in fact so, that to

the things which are in one idea there are adjoined

other things ; so that when that idea comes forth, then

the things which are associated may come forth at the

same time . . . Hence, the instant his idea comes forth,

the Lord inserts those things which He Himself has

associated and added. Thus is the idea turned into a

beautiful one, according to the good pleasure of the Lord

... In the other life ideas cannot be made ugly . . .

2304.

2305. When they examine him tlie Lord permits only

that to come forth from his ideas and in his ideas which

He pleases ; for if all the evil and filthy things which

are of his ideas and in his ideas were to come forth,

they could never subsist, but would be as it were mangled

by swift dogs. Thus the Lord permits only those things

to come forth from his ideas and in his ideas which are

to be amended ; and which are not amendable without

the penalty of vastation.

2308. Spirits speak together . . . not by words, or

articulations of words . . . still less by sound, but by

means of ideas like the ideas which are formed by means

of words. (Even) when a man hears a person speaking,

he attends solely ... to the ideas formed by means of

the articulated words. When Spirits are speaking to-
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gether by means of such ideas, they no more reflect upon
the words . . . than men sometimes do . . .

[D.] 2318. "When I suff'ered my ideas to expatiate, they

were led around in a spiral from left to right, and con-

centrated themselves. Hence it may be concluded tliat

such is the flux of the . . . forces . . .

2352. That from even the least idea of a man the

Angels know what sort of Spirits are in the neighbour-

hood.

. Man's ideas . . . contain in them, have in them,
near them, and further away from them, indefinite

things ; all of which are wont to be excited ; as may be

known to anyone. When I thought, or had an idea of

one thing, then the things in the idea, and near the

idea, were excited by Spirits, and indeed variously.

[They excited] the things which were in agreement with
themselves and their own nature ; the evil, evils accord-

ing to their disposition ; the good, goods.

2353. Hence, too, may be evident of what (juality are

human ideas
; and that they are excited by Spirits,

according to the state of the man.

2588. (Thus) every least idea in a man, and in a

Spirit, while he is thinking, and still more when he is

speaking, has its own corresponding state in the interior

Heaven ; and the thought and speech of this one or of

these, in a more interior Heaven . . . And therefore

every idea is a certain aff'ection, or a general state of the

aff'ections which are in the interiors. Otherwise never

could any thought have come forth and lived.

2631. See Hebrew Language, here.

2655. That the ideas of men, and consequently those

of Spirits, as to their quality, are explored in the other

life.

. In the life of the body, ideas are collected . . .

from various things ; both those which are of natural

things, and those which are of spiritual things ; and the

things are explored which are according to those things

with which every idea is heaped up ; for every idea

contains infinite things. Thus man is allotted a life

after death according to the quality of the indefinite

things which compose his idea ; for such is a man or his

spirit as are his ideas.

2669. Although thousands or myriads of things con-

cur to one idea . . . still each Spirit supposes that it is

he alone who does it.

2670. That each one contributes to the general idea,

or action . . .

2696. On an interior spiritual and angelic idea.

. It has been shown me what is an idea of the

interior Spirits, and also what of the interior Angels

... in sleep, and in the morning wakefulnesses . . . for

then the mind is more separated from the body. An
idea of the interior Spirits is also inexpressible; but still

is intelligible to those who are separated from the world

. . . for it is intelligible to Spirits who are in such an

idea. Examps.

2697. But an angelic idea, which is the beginning of

an idea of the interior Spirits, or from which as from

its beginning is born an idea of the interior Spirits, is

such as to be utterly inexpressible ... By means of such

ideas they not only think, but also speak together ; and

are in the light. If these ideas could have been told,

they would appear to no mortal. One can only say^that

their speech and ideas, and their derivative happinesses,

are the continual beginnings of the speech, ideas, and
happinesses of the interior Spirits ; and, through this,

of the speech, ideas, and delights of the lower Spirits,

or of men.

2728. On the Avonderful circulation of ideas in

Heaven.

2729. In Heaven there are still more wonderful cir-

cumvolutions according to the heavenly form . . .

according to which ideas circulate, and the derivative

thoughts (than are those of Spirits in the World of

Spirits ; which are almost such as those in the human
brain. 2728.) Aff'ections produce them.

2735®. So that the objects of the ideas, and conse-

quently the ideas, pass from one to another. Hence
they suppose that it is . . . from themselves . . .

2851. From this I could know how evil Spirits took

out from the ideas of my memory, each one according

to his own state . . . those things which . . . agi'eed

with them. Some took out remote things ; nay, more
remote things, which were far at the side of the idea

;

fromever)'- object of thought, hearing, or sight . . . For
tlie ideas of the memory are thus circumstanced : that

they successively associate very many things with them-

selves, and indeed even foreign things ; and ideas are as

it were the field of many things ; are compounded from

the objects of the senses and of the thought ; thus are

associated : they are as it were meetings of very many
things : and in whatever manner the more simple ideas

are consociated and associated, and whatever their

qualitj% such is the man as to that idea : and when men
after death are among such Spirits, then each one accord-

ing to his own nature takes out the things of his own
disposition. Thus is the man lacerated . . . and under-

goes many kinds of pain . . . The evil Spirits with me
have brought out from my composite ideas those things

which were far remote from the centre of the idea . . ,

2852.

2896. On the more subtle thought ; its ideas.

. He said that now he knows that there is an

interior thought, whose ideas filled up the simple ideas

of others. He supposed that there could not be simpler

ones than his ideas . . . But it was given to represent to

him of what quality his ideas are, which he supposed to

be most subtle . . . namely, that if he should see any of

them • . . with a microscope, he would see one idea

larger than a horse . . . and afterwards larger than the

whole Earth, with its forests and varieties ; and that

his simplest idea was that crust, in which were worms

and serpents, which were not seen by him . . . 2897.

2996''. Such indefinite things are contained in one

idea, that one idea cannot be described by volumes.

3015. On the ideal speech of Spirits.

3022. When man is the ultimate of order, ideas are

thus terminated in his memory, or in the material ideas

of his memory ; and as all ideas are there terminated,

even those of Spirits, and thus they are the recipients

of the ideas of Spirits, and a continuous nexus of order

follows up to that point, a Spirit cannot do otherwise
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than suppose that the ideas begin in himself and from

himself ; when yet [thej' do so] in the ideas of the man
in which they are terminated : they are his ideas . . .

3023. From this it flows—as ideas thus fall into the

ideas of man's memory ; and man's ideas are variously

filled up—that to every idea of his there are adjoined in-

numerable things which are proximate, which are

related, which are more remote as to distance, which are

dependent thence . . .

3024. From this it flows . . . that one Spirit or one

kind of them snatches that in an idea which agrees with

themselves ; another kind, that ; another kind, what is

distant thence.

3024a. The more that ideas are closed by man, so

that he views only one thing—which comes from per-

suasion ; from cupidity ; from the fact that he regards

himself and worldly things ; thus are they closed by a

man—the less is it dangerous ; for then the ideas of the

Spirits cannot be diffused to many^ things, and thus in-

fuse into the man things which are evil in addition to

those which the man has acquired to himself. Whereas

with him who is in faith, the better it is the less the

ideas are determined to one thing, but are applicable

to each movement . . .

3025. So long as a m.an lives, the ideas of his memory
are varied, changed, difl'used to many objects, confined

to fewer things by means of persuasions : in a word, he

can become worse or he can become better even till

death. But it is not the same with Spirits. Besides,

the case is thus with ideas, that they can be diffused to

many goods, so as to have other affinities, be otherwise

conjoined, be divided ; and thus contract new affinities
;

and so forth.

3033. Every Spirit and Angel is a centre of influxes,

so that myriads of myriads inflow into each idea, which
the man or Spirit supposes to be a simple one, or the

sole one . . .

3043. That an idea remains permanently attached to

a word.

• In speech with Spirits the idea of a word is

very exquisitely observed ; both that one word does not

comprehend many ideas ; and that when the word is

changed, confusion is at once produced. Examp. . . There-

fore, when another idea is impressed on a word, and the

former one is changed, it produces much trouble in

si)eech with Spirits ; and therefore those words ought to

be in constant use, on which the idea has been once

impressed.

3050. (The true speech of Spirits) is a communication

of ideas, one of which cannot be set forth by many
words ; and, Avhen it is set forth, it is but little ex-

hausted ; for it has in it as it were its entire idea,

which is manifested. Such is the speech of Spirits to-

gether ; in a word, not of words, but of the ideas of

words ; for each word has an idea, which is of much
extension ; as is evident from the fact, that the idea of

one word can be and is wont to be set forth by many

. . . 3051-

3064. Should a Spirit only say the word truth, then

there stood out to me indications of two kinds, namely,

from the word, and from the idea ... It could at once

be evident what was his general idea of truth ; whether

general or few things were in it ; whether simplicity was

in the general idea ; whether pity was in the general

idea ; whether what is tranquil ; whether what is in-

fantile or innocent, which is a general indication ; and

also whether the idea is closed, or open ; as if something

from Heaven is insinuated into the idea ; or if from the

evil ; what he draws from himself; also whether the

idea is fuller ; whether there is much Knowledge ; and

of what quality ; also whether there is but little
;

whether Knowledge of the truth ; whether Knowledge of

falsity . . . All the difi'erences go into what is indefinite ;

and moreover, angelic Spirits apprehend still more

things which are still more interior ; and the Angels

still more things . . . And therefore a Spirit can at once

be Known , . . from one word only ... for in every idea

is the man, with variety as to the state ; and they also

know how the externals—namely, the sound, and the

natural or external idea—dissent from the interiors.

3065.

3077. In one idea (of Spirits) there is as much of light

and of life as in a thousand and more of the life of the

body ; and it was thus shown that the life of the body

with its ideas is so obscure as to be relatively mere

darkness.

3127. The variations of affections, without ideas of

thought. Ex.

3145. That the Angels can know the whole nature of

a man or Spirit from one idea of his.

3154. On the quality of the ideas of those who do not

believe because they do not i;nderstand.

. Such innumerable ideas concur in every idea of

those who do not want to believe unless they understand.

Therefore, if this idea were presented before their eyes

... by the representation of a face, or of any other

thing, they would be so filthy, and ugly, that nothing

could be more so.

-. A certain Spirit said that he had seen repre-

sented to him an idea of some one, who was not so very

evil ; aud a more ugly thing he said he had never seen.

And it was only a general idea, so obscure as to be no

idea.

e. Another said he had not believed that such

things can be seen in the other life. An idea of his was

at once represented, which in foulness surpassed the

others.

3210. That all words are ideas . . .

3323. So that there is nothing in the idea of the word

or speech which is not determined by the respiration.

Therefore it follows that an idea of the Most Ancient

Church was much fuller than can ever be possible at

this time. Thus the external of the idea is such a re-

spii-ation, because the idea produces it. Such, also, is

the respiration of Spirits, consequently thence are their

ideas, according to indefinite difi'erences . . . From which

it follows that the ideas of the celestial Angels also are

nothing but respirations, and the life of them the Lord

alone.

3376. After the Flood . . . thus succeeded scientific

ideas, which were separated . . .

33996. For . . . ideas are the movements and varieties

of the respirations ; as is evident from the operation of

the will into the muscles by the pulmonic applications.
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[D.] 3402. For he was not in the idea of my thought,

but only in the idea of those who were as it were adjoined

to my ideas ; not proximately, but remotely. In a

word, he excited the persons or Spirits who were far or

remote from my ideas. For every idea of man has with

it not only places, but also persons, just as if the persons

were adjoined to them. Therefore, when I was think-

ing, he perceived nothing whatever from my idea ; but

the idea of his phantasy was far away, and in fact in

the persons . . . whom he thus excited.

3403. (Thus) there are Spirits who can excite such

things from the ideas of others as the person thinking

has never known. Examp. . . There are other Spirits

who excite from every idea whatever, such things as con-

form to them and their nature. . . Therefore there are

Spirits, who excite all things whatever in the idea of

man ; some, the proximate things ; some, the more re-

mote things ; some, even the consequent things. This

Spirit was such, that he excited only the men known to

me, and thus those who flowed from the idea and were

remote ; but not the proximate ones ; that is, those of

whom I was thinking. 3404,Rep.

3405. He excited their ideas, and thus entered into

their ideas . . .

3408°. "Whom they remember from the idea of their

speech . . .

3422. On the ideas of Spirits.

. By means of one tacit idea it could be presented

to Spirits, what is the nature of the idea of the lower

Spirits, of the angelic Spirits, and also of the Angels,

merely by this, that it was perceived in idea, that the

interiors of an idea are of the angelic Spirits, and their

interiors are of the Angels.

6_ Because man has no perception of what an idea

is, still less of what is within ideas ; for he supposes all

things to be simple ; for thus do corjioreal men conclude

their ideas to be.

3485. (Dippel) induced a general sphere of ideas,

which cannot be described : so that there was not an

idea of particulars ; but still he spoke as from what is

particular . . .

3499. (The Dutch Spirits) wanted to snatch from

others their ideas (in order to keep themselves private).

3558. Not by speech, nor by distinct ideas, but in a

certain general manner . . .

3605. On the idea of place.

. I have observed that whenever I have heard

anything, although I have not seen it, still I have con-

ceived the idea of a place . . . Thus I acknowledged

that I had invented for myself the idea of the place. I

have also observed that when I have been long in one

room ... I could have my ideas better there than when
I was in any other room or place. Examp. . . Spirits

want to have the idea of the place joined ; and unless it

is at the same time in their idea, there comes up what
is foreign ... so that the idea is not determinate unless

there is also a place . . .

^. The reason is that the idea is not bounded
without space ; or, what is the same, without a

structure.

3606. How filthy ideas punish those who have such.

-. For an idea is the image of him who produces

it.

^. Therefore, a filthy idea has with it from phan-

tasy the penalty of a representation such as is that of

him who produces it.

3608. That the ideas of Spirits are attached to place,

and to those things which are in a place.

. Such things (as books, etc.) are in the ideas of

the Spirits . . . and therefore when these things have

been left behind . . . they seem to have disappeared
;

for they are present according to their own ideas

. . . 3609.

3610. (Thus) the ideas of Spirits are terminated in

material things, the ultimates of order ; on the taking

away of which they do not know where they are ; and

they disappear before they have fixed their ideas in

other material things. So in the AVord of the Lord
;

and so with the Angels in like manner through the

Spirits.

3635. Such as are the vessels, so are received the ideas

of the Spirits which flow in ; for the vessels receive the

influxes according to their forms . . . nay, sometimes so

that the ideas are turned into the contrary. Hence it

comes, that with those who are in a general idea all the

particulars inapplicate themselves ; and thus derive from

the general idea . . .

3637. In this sphere is his interior man ; it is the

sense of the words, which consists of ideas only . . .

This sense of words consists of ideas ; without ideas no

sense is possible. In this speech are the lower Spirits

among themselves ; and then they know no otherwise

than that they arc speaking by words, when yet it is by

ideas. . . When a man is thinking, he does not know

but that it is by the words of speech, when yet it is by

ideas . . . Ideas afterwards flow spontaneously into any

speech whatever he is skilled in ; and therefore this

thought is from ideas, which fall into the speech of

words of that man with whom (the Spirits) are speaking.

3640. The ideas (of the evil who are in the interior

sphere) . . . are attached to various objects. Thus they

are phantasies which cannot be described . . . They

are attached to filthy and obscene objects . . . Such are

the beginnings of the thoughts of the evil of the interior

sphere . . .

3640a. It is otherwise with angelic Spirits . . . their

ideas are most beautiful and delightful representa-

tions . . .

3642. The evil and deceitful communicate their ideas

beyond what they know . . .

3666^. When he is in some other general idea, such

objects strike the eyes but lightly. . . Thence also is

the general of an idea acquired . . .

3671. When Spirits are in some general idea, then in

like manner they call forth all the objects which come

up in my memory . . . which . . . were so many vessels,

which are applied to their ideas according to the quality

of the vessels or of the ideas at the time ; and also ac-

cording to their general idea and its quality.

3690. Their ideas are such, when determined upon

me, and when remitted by a spiritual idea, which was

as it were a sphere of poisonous serpents.
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3724. That the material ideas of man are vessels of

angelic ideas. 3725^

3726. All the good of the Lord . . . inflowing into the

World of Spirits, is turned into evil ; and it is thus that

evil flows from angelic ideas.

3729. On ideas.

. That man has ideas of composite things which

are 'unknown to him, and which are peculiar to each

person, may be evident if anyone will remember cities,

places, and . . . many things . . . Examps.

3730. It was further shown that men do not know
what an idea is ; for when they were kept in thought

about an idea they disappeared . . . But they speak

about ideas . . . saying that such a thing is according

to my idea ; and that my idea is so and so ; by -which

is signified merely thought in general. (Thus) . . . they

neitlier know that thought is distinguished into ideas,

or composed of ideas, nor yet what thought is . . .

^. Therefore it was said that an idea is a less

thought, of which thought is composed. This may per-

haps be understood.

3731. But ... I do not yet know of one Spirit . . .

who does not perceive what an idea is, because it is

perceived by me ; and they now wonder that men are

such ; when they themselves have been such, and are

such, if I have not some distinguishing of au idea.

3739. AVhen Sirens . , . excite anything from man's

memory, they keep the ideas solely in such things as

filthy or evil things . . . for these things which are in

the man's memory correspond to their ideas ; as a man
. . . when he keeps his ideas in any things [perceives]

that the things which are of the general idea are excited

in order . . .

3753. That Spirits terminate their ideas in material

things. (As teacups and books. Des.

)

3754. That a diffused idea of Spirits presents an idea

as if there were no Society.

3759. As the ideas of Spirits are terminated in the

vessels in man's memory, sometimes they cannot speak

otherwise than according to the vessels ... for they

determine their ideas thither, and there they terminate.

3791. On an ideal representation.

3840. Such Spirits . . . pervert the vessels, or ideas,

so that (angelic Spirits) cannot flow in.

3869. That they are also punished by their Own
ideas.

. There were with me those who . . . [endea-

voured] to inflow by the most filthy ideas ; and there-

fore they made their ideas visible near me, which is

wont to be done in the other life . . . Examp. 3870.

3879. On an idea not intelligible.

3881. I did not suppose that there could be a speech

without ideas. They said that in that speech ideas are

formed in a certain manner, which ideas are not intel-

ligible to others ; they take care that there is nothing

of affection . . . and thus speak with ideas formed with-

out affection . . . 3882, Ex. 3883.

3942. (Thus) every idea is also a change of Societies. . .

3943. Thus every idea flows from indefinite Societies,

according to au order instituted by the Lord . . .

3944. Through these (Spirits) especially, ideas cau be

terminated in material things.

3945. An exceedingly gross idea or notion occurred

(of love and Heaven), which ideas and notions can

scarcely be described . . . But when the persuasive life

of Spirits came, then the idea or notion was subtle . . .

4000. As Spirits objected . . . that ideas originate

from the objects of sight, and not the objects of sight

from ideas ... it was answered . . . that this was like

saying that the innumerable applications of the lungs

. . . inflow into the ideas of the thought and will ; and

not the ideas of thought and will into the fibres of the

muscles . . .

4004. It can never be known in ultimates . . . that

angelic ideas are represented by animals and such things

in the World of Spirits ; and the ideas of evil Spirits by

circumflexious of the body and such things as appear.

4006. Angelic ideas are not only representations . . .

but are also parables, which with man can be varied

in innumerable manners ; for from one parabolic idea

innumerable applicable things follow . . .

4013. Actions do not inflow into ideas . . , but

thought and will into actions. In like manner also

angelic ideas inflow through the ideas of Spirits into

man's thoughts . . . Every idea is such a general some-

thing . . .

4014. How the speech of one inflows into the idea of

another. It is clearly evident that this is done by

means of removals of lower things . . . The words . . .

then the proximate ideas, are rejected, then the interior

ideas . , . Thus is the interior idea of others com-

municated, and is presented manifestly as it were

naked, devoid of the things which are outside.

4015. The ideas which are proper to lower Spirits

must as it were die, in order that a man may be in

interior ideas, or those of angelic Spirits ; and these

ideas . . . too, in order that he may be an Angel ;
when

the communication is immediate.

4017. That distances are . . . ideas . . . Therefore

place is null ; where the idea is there is the spirit ; for

the spirit is not separated from the idea
;
without the

idea the spirit would not be ; it is its life.

4028. They said that through these openings . . .

they could see my ideas ; and also those which I should

have when I was asleep. . . They said . . . that they

can see ideas represented to themselves. Examps.

4037. When a man is in the life of the body he can

be reformed ; for he then enjoys a corporeal memory, in

the vessels or ideas of which are founded the interior

ideas, so that a plane of ideas is jjrepared in which

order is terminated. These ideas, or these vessels, are

prepared by the Lord in various ways ; by the con-

nection of such things as agree with other ideas of the

corporeal memory ; so that when one is excited, another

near it and akin to it may be brought forth, and thus

be bent to good ; and also by the disposing of many
ideas that there may be many ; for generals are first

introduced ; then particulars ; and thus particulars of

particulars, which have a connection according to the

disposing of the Lord ; for tliere are connections as of

consanguinities and affinities in every simple idea ; and
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still more so in a comjtound one. . . TIius are ideas bent
by the Lord . . .

[D.] 4038. But in the other life [ideas] are not in-

rooted in the corporeal memory . . . and therefore they

are not reformed there . . .

4042*^. For the vessels of the memory are planes into

which the ideas are determined ; which, if not adapted,

cannot receive ; and as they are adapted, so they receive.

The ideas of the proximate Spirits are as it were tied to

these . . .

4087. Unless Societies were ... so ordinated, as to

correspond to . . . every idea . . . Spirits conld not

possibly move themselves from place to place . . . The
Divine ordination of Societies is the cause that man can
have ideas . . .

4095. The generals of an angelic idea comprehend
siich inmimerable things simultaneously, that it appears

only as a general something ; and they are representative

and parabolic ideas, from which are innumerable things.

These ideas are received according to the state of the

persuasion and of the cupidities of the recipients ; and
also the contrary things thence, according to the state

of the recipient ; also the intermediate things. Thus
almost all things can be presented by an angelic idea,

which contains things so innumerable. "What then [must
be the case] with the Lord's life . . .

4095a. As the ideas of one man when speaking, while
a thousand hear, are diversely received, although they
are in the same degree, how [much more must this be
the case with] the interior ideas, which, relatively to

the exterior ones, contain indefinite things. And as the

interior ideas come {orth-existtint-t'vom the more interior

ones, which relatively again contain indefinite things
;

and these come forth from the inmost ones ; which,
however, are all finite things, what [must be the case

with] the Lord . . .

41 19. Every idea reproduces-j-e/er^-the whole man,
thus the whole Spirit ; whose idea or image being pre-

sented, he is at once present . . .

4125. If Spirits were permitted to be in the corporeal

memory, they could not possibly be among other Spirits

... for all ideas are communicated in the other life . . .

4166. The quality of the ideas of Spirits, relatively to
humafl ones, may be evident, because they are in

thought . . .

. One obscTire idea is presented by Spirits by
means of many ideas represented and understood
visibly.

4201. There are more things in one idea, joined with
representatives, than can be described in many pages,

and many which still could not be described.

4210. It was gi-anted to speak with angelic Spirits,

but through intermediate ones ; then . . . only the
generals came to me. It was also granted to speak with
them by means of the generals, or by means of general
ideas, which ideas I thought only most generally and
thus obscurely ; whereas the angelic Spirits perceived

distinct and singular things in them.

421 1. As to the speech of Spirits: in the World of

Spirits they have their ideas founded in material and
corporeal things ; and those ideas which are not material

they still bound, and make material, so that they may
cease in them, and so that they may apprehend from
them.

4212. But the interior Spirits do not so make their

ideas material ; but they make the things themselves

material ; and to the things thus made they adjoin their

ideas
; which speech of ideas is so wonderful that it can

scarcely be described.

4220. I conceived the idea that . . .

. Even when he conceives an idea about the

things which are of faith, the former idea remains, and
becomes familiar ; so that as often as there occurs any-

thing concerning faith, he is in a like general idea or

sphere.

4266. It is only variations of affections which produce

ideas, and thus speech . . .

4287. How innumerable Societies conspire to one

principle of falsity ; thus how much there is in one

idea . . .

. One idea of falsity has innumerable conspiring

Societies, but all diversely : some directly ; some

obliquely ; some from an end of evil ; some from an end

of good ; some from malice ; some with good intention
;

some with ignorance : so innumerable are those which

compose one idea of falsity. Examp. The opinion in

which the man is . . . is as it were the nucleus . . . from

which the other things are as rays variously variegated

and making up the idea. From experience.

4288. Every idea is an image of the man ; it is an

image of such a Society in general . . . One is an image

of this Society ; another is the image of another ; and

thus [there is] an image of all with diversity according

to the state . . . They who are in the idea of truth, have

in like manner concordant angelic Societies.

4342. My corporeal memory . . . where their ideas

inflow into names and words. . . They could not pro-

nounce the name Abraham ; for their speech is not of

words but of ideas, which are formed into the originaries

of words.

. The sense . . . with Spirits becomes distinct

and divided into ideas.

. When Spirits [think] of any person, city, or the

like, of which they have had an idea from the world,

[and] merely present the idea thereof ... all the things

they have heard, seen, or conceived about (that object)

[present themselves in it] ; which idea is sometimes

simultaneous ; sometimes is divided into many . . .

4390. That Spirits perceive the ideas of the thoughts,

and the lesser things of the ideas.

4404. They inflow thus into ideas variously appre-

hended ; and each thing with them excited an agreeing

somewhat in the idea. Examp.

4444. On ideas.

. All things which are of the memory and thence

which are of the thought are ideas ; so that the things

of the memory are nothing but ideas ; thence thought,

howevei- obscure it appears, is stiJl distinguished into

ideas. This may be concluded from speech from

thought, because ideas fall into words.

4445. Those ideas remain with a man, and persuade

him, which are from himself; not so those which are
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from others. Although there be an authority which

impresses them, nevertheless before he has formed ideas

for himself from himself, they do not so inhere, nor so

persuade. There also accedes the love of self, and the

mental view of self, and thus are implanted ideas from

others . . .

4458. Their Subject could pour out one idea of herself

before her own, and another idea to others. Des.

4477. Whatever idea of thought there was, and what-

ever idea from scientifics . . . the Sirens, when they

call them forth from a man, turn them into magical

things . . .

4516. On ideas.

. There was called forth an idea against a certain

person with whom I had had a childish quarrel, so

living, that I as it were saw him . . . Hence it may be

evident what is the quality of the ideas taken up in

childhood, and how much they remain . . .

4517. That witches tie themselves to ideas.

4518. They came so far as to find oirt arts of tying

themselves even to the spontaneous things of ideas ; for

every idea has also what is spontaneous ; which the man
is not aware of ; so that there are both what is voluntary

and what is spontaneous in the ideas of the memory or

of thought.

6. I was thus tied to a most profane Subject, and

. . . my ideas were more violently led, against my
will.

4526. Others are acted upon by means of ideas ; and

they tie themselves in diverse ways to ideas . . .

4538. There are also other magical arts ... by enter-

ing into the ideas of others . . . keeping the lower mind
fixed in them, and thus driving to those things . . .

4599. These bandages are their ideas, which are

variously formed by them, and are thus wrapped round
;

and when their ideas are thus wrapped round, they

themselves are ; for the mind or thought of anyone

consists of ideas. . . Hence it is evident that the ideas

of the thoughts of man, which are from affections, are

real, because they can be thus transcribed. This magic

is from the magical Hell. Unless the ideas were real,

such a thing could never come forth.

4609. On ideas.

. Ideas are nothing else than changes and varia-

tions in the interior substances of which is the internal

man ; thus they are modifications and variegations

therein. When the Lord's life inflows into these, there

are presented the ideas which are called thoughts. He
who does not comprehend that the interiors of man are

real substances . . , can never conceive a perception

about ideas.

4666. On those who are in a general idea.

, It has been given to know the causes whence
some are in a general idea, which however is determinate.

A great part are in an evil general idea
; some also are

in a good one. They are those who have been solitaries,

and have thought much . . . and when these ideas are

not determinate, they are as it were in no idea . . . The
good, who think much about faith, about Heaven, even

determinately, are in the interim in the general idea of

these things . . .

4667. It is otherwise with those who are in an abstract

idea
; and who have not had determinate ideas

; but
such as had been obvious to the eyes ; and in the interim
were in a general but not a regular idea, or one deter-

minate to fixed things, but variously to those obvious
things.

4758. The reason is that man has still a natural idea
about all heavenly things ; and because without some
idea there is no comprehension, no memory; yea, no
faith in anything whatever. The ideas about the things
of faith, as to their quality, are also evident in the other
life ; and have also been shown me. They are all

natural . . .

4784". (The perversions) were effected by means of

the idea of the speech, or by means of ideas which are

such as are not attended to by the man ; because a
number make one idea of a word, or one word ; still less

does he attend to the affections in them, which are the
life of the ideas.

'*. Thus (I could) perceive the qualities of the
ideas from their affections.

4821. He said that he hears me speaking many things

;

but I said that I had not thought . . . nor had any idea,

-. The reason was that in the Third Heaven they
think and speak by means of ideas, or by means of

ideas made into words, or by means of the forms of ideas

flowing down into words . . .

5 1 12. When the spiritual Angels are speaking, their

words, which are intellectual ideas, have an affinity

with the vowels E and I . . .

5116®. In this way (the celestials) speak together;

and also by means of intellectual ideas ; but not by
such as are with the spiritual Angels ; but by such as

make one with the affection in which they are, with

unspeakable variety.

5192. The ideas of the Angels are according to the

state of good and truth in which they are. That natural

ideas are turned into spiritual and celestial ones accord-

ing to correspondence. Ref.

5519. (The celestials) said that they could not express

the thousandth part by means of spiritual ideas (which

they expressed by these motions) . . . The ideas of those

who are from the Spiritual Ivingdom cannot be otherwise

expressed than that they are variegations of light

;

whereas the ideas of those who are from the Celestial

Kingdom . . . are variegations as it were of the flame

from which is the light ; thus are inexpressible in the

words of natural speech. The celestials well understand

the spirituals ; but not vice versa . . .

5561. In the Spiritual Heaven the writing is like the

writings in the world . . . the words therein are accord-

ing to their natural ideas . . .

5566a. The several ideas of natural thought flow from
the afiections which are of love, as light from flame . . .

5585. The speech of Spirits is natural. It is from
their interior memory, the ideas from which become
words, but such as accord with the things themselves

;

which, also, are the beginnings of natural words. Such
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ideas are with man, although he is unaware of it ; and

in the other life he speaks from them.

[D.5585P. As man's interior ideas fall into the speech

of his words.

^ Some, also, speak from ideas ; but this now
rarely ; for the quality of his truth and good is then

perceived ; but if anyone has genuine truths in connec-

tion, he can readily speak from ideas . . . but he must
beware of this speech ; it is interior. "With such speech

by means of ideas, I have pretty frequently spoken

with Spirits and Angels.

55S6. The speech of angelic Spirits is swect-dulcii,

aud differs from the ideas of others ; because their

interior ideas are full of truths from good. Evil Spirits

do not understand their speech when they are speaking

together from ideas.

*. These things were written when a Spirit was

present who had no ideas ; but spoke only from the

interior memory, without ideas.

5587®. Thus (the celestials) do not speak with ideas
;

(but) by means of various gestures . . .

5588. As to the speech of Spirits, it is from the ideas

of the speaking thought, w-hich ideas are devoid of

words with man ; for when a man is speaking, he thinks

only the sense of the thing about which he is speaking

;

and this sense falls into words. That thought which is

speaking or exterior, divided into ideas, presents the

speech of Spirits ; and it is from the interior natural

memory.

55S9. It presents the ideas thereof similar-con/ormfy-

to the natures of the things in the universe . . . These

similar ideas fall with Spirits into words . . .

5589b. Thus also preachers speak ; each from his own
doctrine, without interior ideas at the same time.

5592. There is, besides, a speech by means of ideas

at the same time ; and also devoid of ideas at the same

time . . . Speech by means of ideas alone, without words,

is also twofold . . .

5592a. When the intellectual ideas of the thoughts

are presented, then appear all things which the man or

Spirit has known about the same thing . . .

5592b. But speech from affections, without intellectual

ideas, is still more ample . . .

5593. By means of this speech from ideas and from

affections, one Spirit cannot have intercourse with

another, if they are not in like truths, aud in like affec-

tions from truths . . .

5594. By means of the tacit speech of ideas, I have

often spoken with Angels . . . and I could then express

even material things Avithout words, by merely thinking

about them . . .

5596. When a Spirit turns himself to another Spirit,

or to a man who is speaking from ideas or atl'ectious . . .

he is then completely in what is like . . .

5616. Natui'al Truths are in the place of a foundation
;

hence the thought is full of such ideas . . .

5625. (Thus) all natural ideas perish there ; for they

are founded upon spaces and times . . .

5630^. By means of the speech of ideas, such as the

wise have (there) . . .

56436. Such is the speech of ideas, when genuine
;

and therefore the evil cannot endure it ; because they
have a different and contrary speech of ideas, which is

from the falsities of evil.

581 1. On the idea of what is Divine.

D.Min. 4553. On ideas.

. The ideas which are of the memory are various
;

as the idea of a person, namely, whatever one has heard

. . . has seen . . . has observed . . . has thought about
him . . , All these ideas remain, and are presented

simultaneouslj' in the other life, when anyone is thought
about ; but still so, that when good is thought about

liim, evils are as it were rejected round about ; when
evil, then goods are rejected round about . . . D.Min.

4618.

4554. Ideas of places are also simultaneously pre-

sented ; and, with these, all things which have happened
there . . . thus thousands of things simultaneously.

4555. The ideas of subjects in like manner . . . what-
ever one has learned and thought about that subject, is

simultaneously presented . . .

4556. That more things enter the ideas than the man
apprehends, w-as shown by this : that when I walked in

the streets of a city, and in a grove . . . the things

which lightly struck the eye, and which I scarcely

observed . . . still adhere ; and can be recalled. So it

is in relation to persons and subjects.

4557- Spirits speak together by means of ideas . . .

^. The ideas are fuller and fuller according as

their interior memory is formed.

4558. I had only to think of any person with the

idea of his qualities, and at the same time of his place,

dignity . . . without an idea of his face, body, and such

things as a man is described by in human words—still

less his name—and the Spirits at once recognized him
and knew who it was ; and of what quality he was in

my thought.

4560. I have besides thought with an obscure idea,

and as it were a simultaneous one, about some subject

. . . But the Spirits apperceived it manifestly.

4609. On the quality of the idea of what is infinite

and eternal, if the ideas are from space and time.

-. The more inwardly anyone is elevated into

Heaven, the more he is from the idea of time and space
;

and the more deeply from Heaven, the more into the

idea of time and space ; thus the more he is removed

from the idea of what is infinite and eternal ; and

therefore from faith. Time and space are the things

which bound human ideas, and make them inwardlj^

natural, and adhere to other ideas, of which man is

ignorant . . . The case is the same with the Lord's

DiWne Human, a finite idea of which a man apprehends

from the corporeal things in himself aud others. Unless

he can be removed from this idea, he cannot apprehend

otherwise than that the Lord is like another man. In

like manner the numerical idea of Three in God . . .

4616. On ideas.

. Ideas of thought are so obscure with man that

he does not know what an idea is, and does not know
that he has ideas. The reason is that he does not re-
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fleet upon it . . . When yet thought consists of mere
ideas, which are distinct from each other,

4617. How much more perfect the ideas of thought

are than the words of speech, may be evident from tlie

fact, that a man can think more things in a moment
than he can utter or describe in an hour. After death,

speech is distinguished into ideas, and consists of ideas

;

which, among Spirits, are in the place of words, and of

sound. . . I have spoken with Spirits by means of ideas;

and sometimes also with words at the same time ; and
then the ideas presented far more things than the words

;

and wonderfully infilled the sense. Sometimes they

presented things which cannot be uttered in words.

4618^. Therefore, when such an idea (of a pei'son)

occurs in the other life, the person is presented present.

4619. It is similar with the idea of anything what-

ever ; which idea is fuller, in proportion as one has

known more things about that same thing ; as with the

idea of the [starry] heaven : he who has studied astro-

nomical things has a much fuller idea of the heavens . . .

4620. In the other life ideas are wonderful. If it is

that of a city, there is no need- except to think about the

city, and at tlie same time about those things which are

there : they at once know what city it is. Ideas are

wonderful in the other life, being formed by means of

unspeakable varieties which can never be described ; and
also by means of shade and lights ; by means of their

determinations ; and by means of other variegations.

4621. Man is unaware that he never has anything

impressed on the memory of which he has not formed

some idea . . . Man is unaware that there are ideas

themselves . . . But in the other life they are clearly

manifested—although nothing is said—when anything

of them occurs.

4622. It is very important what sort of an idea a man
has procured for himself concerning the truths of faith.

Although these ideas are varied, nevertheless when good
is the end . . . the ideas are still goodT

4623. The most arcane mysteries have their idea re-

maining after death ; as the Trinity. Christians cannot

have any idea except that of Three Gods . . . which the

Gentiles have not. Therefore it is a matter of the

greatest work to bring back the ideas of Christians to

one God . . .

4624. Ideas of falsity and ideas of evil can with diffi-

culty, if ever, be broken or bent ; except by means of

the good of life. 4625.

E. 336^. One delight of affection can be presented by
means of many ideas of thought . . .

405-. For the idea of persons and places bounds the

thought ; for it determines it to that idea, and thus

bounds it. This idea of thought is properly natural.

But an idea abstracted from persons and places extends

itself into Heaven on every side ; nor is it bounded
otherwise than as is the sight of the eye when it is look-

ing into the sky without any intervening objects. Such

an idea is properly spiritual.

957*. The idea of God is the primary one of all . . .

970*^. Spiritual things are enclosed in natural ideas.

1 1 15*. Man is in the idea of his spirit when he is

thinking abstractedly ; and in the idea of his body
when not abstractedly. That every man in the idea

of his spirit sees God as a Man . . .

1124^. There are in man's thought two ideas ; one

abstract, which is spiritual, and one not abstract, which

is natural. The abstract idea, which is spiritual, con-

cerning the life which is God, is that He is love itself

and that He is wisdom itself ; and that the love is of

the wisdom, and the wisdom of the love. But the idea

which is not abstract, and which is natural, concerning

the life which is God, is that His love is like fire, and
His wisdom like light, and that both together are like a

beam. This natural idea is taken from the correspond-

ence . . .

Ath. 58. In theological things . . . the idea is formed

according to each person's understanding . . . The idea

which is formed concerning the thing, is the under-

standing of it . . . This idea is manifest in the other

life . . .

De Verbo 2. For spiritual ideas with the Angels of

the Second Heaven derive from the light there . . . but

celestial ideas with the Angels of the Third Heaven

derive from the flame of good . . .

3". It was impossible to describe it ; there were . . .

not even any ideas of thought by means of which I could

express it. The spiritual ideas of thought . . . were so

remote from the natural ideas of thought, that they did

not at all approximate. ^.

''. For the ideas of the thoughts become words

when they go into sjieech . . .

6^. Because everyone has some natural idea about

spiritual things, by means of which he retains them in

the memory . . .

14-. When an Angel reads (the Word in Heaven) he

knows no otherwise than that it is like the Word he has

read in the world. The reason is that he no longer has

any natural ideas, but in place of them spiritual ideas
;

and what is natural and what is spiritual are so con-

joined by means of correspondences that they make as

it were a one.

D. Wis. ii". In endeavour in Divine love ; and in

idea in Divine wisdom . . .

vii. 5''. That they transcend, and do not fall into

natural ideas, except a little in the interior rational

sight ...

x^. See Sound, here.

7-. Love . . . produces aifections ... by means of

these, perception . . . and by means of this, thought, of

which are ideas ; and from these memory . . .

Ideal. Idea/is.

Ideally. Idealiter.

Idealist. Idealista.

See under Idea.

A. i645<^. Things ideal and material (the Angels) care

nothing about.

1808-. On the Earth they come forth not ideally, but

actually.

4623'^. They try to persuade that nothing is real
;
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but that all things are ideal, even those which are in

Heaven.

P. 46-. According to the visionaries called idealists.

309^. It can be said of all these that they are idealists,

becaiise . . .

R. 463^. See Idea, here.

S75*. The angelic Spirit said . . . He cannot, except

only ideally, and not really.

B. 98^. This ideal faith . . .

D. 3015. On the ideal speech of sleep.

3791. On an ideal representation.

3885. A speech from the variations of the face, which
(variations) they ideally represent , . .

4305. On those who suppose all things to be phan-

tasies . . . and that there is nothing real. [Idealists.]

E. 988^. By fallacies and sophisms ; as that . . .

whatever appears is ideal.

Identity. Identitas.

See Same.

M. 78*. He said . . . with one wife there would be

. . . weariness from sameness.

T. 32. There is not an identity of two effects . . .

Can. Trin. iii. 2. By a mere identity of essence join

them together into one God.

Idiom. IdioDia.

A. 4195. In the idiom of Syria.

4196. In the Hebrew idiom . . .

4197-. In his own idiom . . . and, afterwards, in the
idiom of Canaan.

, To speak in the idiom, or lip, of Canaan, is to

apply himself to the Divine. 111.

D. 1305. All would perceive it in their own language,
or in their own idiom.

Idiot. See under Yoox^-fatuus.

W. 259. With [idiots] the Rational cannot be ele-

vated.

Docu. 243. Those who in the world had been idiots, on
their arrival in the other world are likewise foolish and
idiotic

; but when their externals are removed and their

internals opened . . . they are then endowed with an
understanding in accordance with their genius and their

previous life ; for real madness and insanity reside in

the external or natural, and not in the internal or

spiritual man.

Idleness. Ignavia.

Idle. Ignavtcs.

M. 249'-. The contrary happens to those who give

themselves up to sloth and idleness. (See Idleness-
otiitm, here.)

D. Love xii. No idle vagabond is tolerated there,

D. Wis. xi. 4. An indolent and idle person is not
admitted into Heaven ; but he is cast out either into

Hell or into a desert, where he lives in want of all things
and in misery.

Idleness. Otinm.

Idle. Otiosus.

A.' 454. Some (suppose that Heaven consists) in an
idle life, in which they are served by others. But they

are told that no happiness ever consists in being at rest,

and thence having happiness ; for thus everj'one would
want to have the happiness of others for himself ; and
when everyone wanted this, no one woiild have it. Such
a life would not be active, but idle, in which they would

become torpid . . . The angelic life consists in use . . .

^. When these things had been said, those who
had had such an idea, that heavenly joy consisted in

this, that they were idle, breathing eternal joy in idle-

ness . . . perceived . . . that such a life is very sad, and
that when all joy had thus perished, after a little time

they would loathe and nauseate it. H.403. D. 3985,

6, Ex.

944. Women who from a sordid and low condition

have become rich, and from pride thence have entirely

given themselves up to pleasures, and to a delicate and
idle life, reclining on couches like queens, sitting at

table, and caring for nothing else ; in the other life,

when they meet together, miserably quarrel with each

other ; they beat, tear, pull each other by the hair, and

become like furies. D.592.

3688^. Not considering that such as beg in the streets

for the most part live an impious and wicked life . . .

and completely give themselves up to idleness and

inertia.

5723. Spirits who . . . had lived in foul idleness and

inertia . . .

6310^. In this lumen especially are . . . they who have

lived in shameful idleness.

6410. The delight from good, and the pleasantness

from truth, which make the bliss in Heaven, do not

consist in what is idle, but in what is active ; for de-

light and pleasantness in what is idle become undelight

and unpleasantness . . .

H. 361®. Because thus he can remove his lower mind
from an idle life, which life is pernicious ; for in it the

man thinks evilly from the evil implanted in him.

364. The poor who are content with their lot . . . love

labour more than idleness . . .

403. Leisure is only for the sake of recreation, in

order that one may return more lively to the activity of

one's life.

P. 98-. Freedom itself and rationality itself cannot

be . . . with those who have become stupid and dull

from the torpor of idleness.

R. 153^. Food is (there) given from Heaven ... to

all according to the uses which they do : to the idle, be-

cause they are useless, none is given.

8. Why sit ye here idle ? . . .

M. 207^. The elder said. By eternal rest from labours

did you understand eternal idleness, in which you

would be continually sitting and lying down, drawing

in delights with the bosom, and sucking in joys with

the mouth ? The three new-comers said . . . they had

supposed something of the kind. They were then

answered. What have joys, and deliciousnesses, and the
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derivative happiness, in common with idleness i By
idleness the mind collapses, and is not expanded ; that

is, the man is made dead, and is not vivified. Suppose

a person to be sitting in complete idleness, with his

liands hanging down, his eyes cast down . . . and suppose

him at the same time to be encompassed by an aura of

gladness ; would not a lethargy seize both head and

body ; the vital expansion of the face shrivel up ; and

would he not at last . . . sway to and fro, till he fell to

the earth ?

". Eternal rest is not idleness . . . Ex.

220'. In the world . . . the industrious have abund-

ance, but not the idle. Ex.

249-. The contrary happens to those who give them-

selves up to sloth and idleness. The mind of these

persons is unlimited and unbounded ; and hence the

man admits into the whole of it everything vain and

nonsensical which inflows from the world and the body,

and bears into the love thereof. That then also con-

jugial love is driven into exile, is evident ; for from

sloth and idleness the mind becomes stupid and the

body torpid, and the whole man becomes insensible to

every vital love ; especially to conjugial love, from which

as from a fountain issue the energies and alacrities of

life. Conjugial cold with these ... is indeed the

privation of conjugial love, but from defect.

D. 2500. They are useless, because they love idleness

. . . Des.

2502. They dull all the forces of acting . . . They
have been with me for some days, and have caused me
such trouble in thinking and doing things serious, true,

and good . . . that I scarcely knew what I was doing.

Such is the influx of such poisons when they are in a

Society of good Spirits ; they induce on them a torpor

in doing good . . . Thus the human race is especially

seduced by these . . . Societies . . . are at last ensnared

by that which they study, as by sweetness ; for they

live luxuriously, dress magnificently, enjoy only leisure,

hate the laborious and those who are studious of truth

and good. They are destroyers of the human race.

For it is known that those who begin to indulge in

idleness take from it the greatest sweetness ; like

beggars who accustom themselves to this idleness ; and

are thus withheld . . . from all study to be members of

civil society , . . Such cannot be called citizens, but

destroyers of citizens.

3985'=. I perceived that an idle life of joy is no

life . . .

5309^'. (The lot of idle old women there.)

5394. They were allowed to dwell together ; but

were told they ought by no means to lead an idle

life . . .

5839. In a word, idleness had been their delectation :

and they who love idleness more than use collect evils

into their spirit ; for they do not determine the mind to

use, but to such things as are in the world ; thus to

filthy and evil things of every kind ; from which they

woidd be well withheld if they were delighted with

uses.

6072. On idleness . . .

. It has been made known from experience that

VOL. III.

idleness is the devil's pillow : that idleness is like a

sponge which draws in filthy waters of various kinds
;

because he who is in idleness speaks and thence thinks

about all things in the world, pure and impure ; and

thence takes in the devil of all impure things, because

man inclines to these things ; nor is there anything

which repels them ; the love of uses alone repels them ;

for it keeps the lower mind in its delight, and thus

regards all other things as outside itself. This was seen

with H. Benzelstierna, who loved idleness. He drew

to himself very many evils from the delight ; and

suffered himself to be led by their delights ; thus by

the Spirits who were in them.

6088*. In the Hells, all are driven to works . . .

The reason is that idleness is the root of all wickedness ;

for in idleness the mind is spread out to various evils

and falsities ; but in labour it is held together in a one.

". As all things ... in the Spiritual World cor-

respond to affections and the derivative thoughts of

the understanding, hence they have houses, palaces,

garments, fields, gardens, paradises . . . and a good

affection with the thought of the understanding of

truth cannot exist-dari-in idleness, but is dissipated ;

therefore, food is not given otherwise than according to

correspondences . . .

D. Min. 4805. They suppose (heavenly joy) to consist

in this, that they should be served by Angels and Spirits,

and that they would thus breathe joy in idleness, and

this to eternity. That this is false was shown them by

this . . . that mere joy in idleness vanishes away within

a few hours or days ; for it is devoid of life. Idle things.

at last weary everyone, in whatever joy they may be . . .

E. 831^ All (in the Second Heaven) love uses, and

are intent on works, whereby their thoughts are as it

were kept at home, and are withheld from idleness
;

which is, as it is also called, the devil's pillow . . .

1194-. He who believes (heavenly joy) to be given in

idleness, is much mistaken. Nay, neither is there any

idle person tolerated in Hell. Those who are there are

in workhouses, and are under a judge, who imposes

works on the prisoners, which are to be done daily : to

those who do not do them there is given neither food

nor garment ; they stand hungry and naked : thus are

they driven there. (See Recreation. )

1226^. In the deserts and in the Hells I have seen

many of noble family, who in the world had given them-

selves up to idleness ; and had sought after ofiices, and

had also discharged them, not for the sake of the use,

but for the sake of the honours and gains . . .

6^ For the man who has life from the love of use

is quite different from him who has life from the love

of idleness. By life from idleness is meant also life

from mere company keeping, and from feastings, and

from public shows . . .

. Whereas the life of the love of idleness is a life

of the love of self and of the world ; and hence this

life is merely natural : it does not hold the thoughts

together ; but dift'uses them into every vain thing ;
and

thereby turns away the man from the delights of

wisdom, and immerses him solely in the delights of the

body and the world, with which evils cohere : and there-

fore after death he is let down into the infernal Society

2 X
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which he had attached to liimself in the world ; and is

there compelled to work by force of hunger and scarcity.

D. Love xii. No idle person is tolerated (in the

'Spiritual World); no idle - /_7?jarMS - vagabond ; nor

languid glorier from the studies and works of others

;

but everyone must be energetic, busy, industrious, and
diligent, in his duty and business . . .

D. Wis. xi.4e. The lower mind when attached to its

duty and work from the love of use, is held together,

and is then in spiritual delight . . . and is withheld

from the delight of fraud and malice, and also from the

delight of mere talking and feasting, which also is a

delight of idleness ; and idleness is the devil's pillow.

Everyone can see that the Lord cannot have His abode

in the love of these jjersons.

C. 137. All the heavenly Societies are such that no

one is useless. He who does no work ; who wants to

live in idleness, that is, merely to be in company, to

walk, and to sleep, is not tolerated there.

168. Every workman who looks to the Lord and

shuns evils as sins, slums idleness, because it is the

devil's pillow.

Idol. Idolum.

Idolater. Idololatres.

Idolatry. Idololatria.

Idolatrous. Idoiolatricus.

Idolatrously. Idololatrice.

Idol-sacrifices. Idohthyta.

A. 424'-". He who teaches falsities, and compiles from

the Word [passages] wherewith to forge a figment . . .

These persons were formerly represented by artificers

who forge idols, or falsities ; which they ornament with

gold, that is, with quasi good ; with silver, that is,

with quasi truth ; with hyacinthine and a garment,

that is, with natural things which as it were agree.

(Jer.x.8,9.)

994^. Such are 'the creeping things,' that is, the

delights of pleasures . . . which are 'their idols' (Ezek.

viii. 10), because they think them delightful, love them,

have them for gods.

1094-. That such persons are very prone to adore any
god or any idol which favours themselves and theii'

cupidities, is very evident especially from the Jews,

who, because they placed worship as nothing except in

externals, so often lapsed into idolatries. The reason

is, that, in itself, such worship is nothing except
idolatrous ; for what is external is worshipped by them.

1205.

1151^. In this whole chapter it treats of external

worship separated from internal, and made idolatrous
;

which is here signified by 'Gog, Meshech, and Tubal.'
*. External worship separated from internal, that

is, separated from love to the Lord, and from love

towards the neighbour, is nothing except idolatrous . , .

1 167*. 'To sacrifice their sons and daughters to the

idols of Canaan' (Ps.cvi.38)= to profane the things

which are of faith and charity by means of external

woiship separated from internal, which is nothing except
idolatrous.

1188^. By 'Xineveh' is signified external worship in

which are falsities ; which, being idolatrous, tlie king

was smitten by his sons with the sword.

1 195. Hence came the Egyptian idols.

1205. 'The Jebusites, Amorites, Girgashites, Hivites,

Arkites, Siuites, Arvaditcs, Zemarites, and Haniath-

ites' were so many nations ; and by them are signified

also so many diverse idolatries. . . For they were the

inhabitants of the Land of Canaan, who were rejected

on account of idolatries . . . But in the internal sense

these nations are not signified, but the idolatries them-

selves ; in general, with whomsoever they are ; in

special, with the Jews ... In internal worship alone is

there a bond which withholds man from idolatry . . .

lint there are not only external idolatries, but also

interior ones. They who have external worship without

internal rush into external idolatries ; into interior

idolatries, they who have external worship the interiors

of which are filthj' ; M'hich idolatries are both equally

signified by these nations. Interior idolatries are so

many Falsities and cupidities which they love and
adore ; and which thus are in the place of the gods and
idols which were with the gentiles.

1 241. The first Ancient Church . . . degenerated . . .

especially from the fact, that all the significatives

and representatives . . . were turnctl into idolatrous

things . . .

^. Sacrifices were unknown in the true Ancient

Church, except with some of the descendants of Ham
and Canaan, who were idolaters : tliey were i)ermitted

there in order to prevent them from sacrificing their

own sons and daughters.

1242. In every Church there is an internal and an

external ; for without an internal it is . , . not a Chtircli,

but an idolatry.

1 281. It treats of the Second Ancient Church . . .

which at last ceased in an idolatry.

1282. It treats of the origin of the third Ancient

Church, which, from being idolatrous, was made repre-

sentative.

1 328-. (For) the nations which constituted the first

Ancient Church became for the most part idolaters, and
still had a certain external worship.

*=. The lot of those who are idolaters outside the

Church is much better than the lot of those who are

idolaters within the Church. The former are external

idolaters ; but the latter are internal ones. 111.

1 35 1. "'Xahor' was a nation ... by which is signified

worship verging to what is idolatrous. 1353. 1354-

1356''.

1353. 'Terah' was a nation ... by which is signified

idolatrous worship. 1354. i356,Ex.

1354. ' Begat sons and daughters '— idolatrous rituals.

13556. 'Abram, Xahor, and Haran' were persons,

from whom nations also were named, who were idolaters.

1356. This second Ancient Church degenerated from

a kind of internal worship . . . and at last became idola-

trous ; as Churches are wont to do, in that they go from

their internals to externals, and at last cease in mere

externals . . . 111.

1357. There are three universal idolatries : the first
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is of the love of self ; the second is of the love of the

world ; and the third is of the love of pleasures. All

idolatrous worship has for an end one or other of these.

Their worship is not for the sake of other ends ; for they

do not know about eternal life, nor do they care about

it ; they even deny it. These three kinds of idolatry

are signified by the three sons of Terah. 1363.

1363. There are in general four idolatrous worships,

one more interior than another. The three more interior

ones are as the sons of one parent ; the fourth is as the

son of the third. Idolatrous worships are internal and

external : the internal are those which condemn man
;

the external not so much. The more interior idola-

trous worship is, the more it condemns ; but the more

exterior the less. Internal idolaters do not acknowledge

God, but adore themselves and the world ; and have all

cupidities for idols ; whereas external idolaters are able

to acknowledge God, although they are ignorant who is

the God of the universe. Internal idolaters are Known
from the life which they have acquired for themselves,

which life recedes from the life of charity in proportion

as they are interior idolaters. External idolaters are

Known solely from their worship : these, although they

are idolaters, can still have the life of charity. Internal

idolaters can profane holy things ; but external idolaters

cannot : and therefore, lest holy things should be pro-

faned, external idolatries are tolerated.

1364. That from Lot there wore two nations who were

idolaters. 111.

6_ Lot is here mentioned as the father of the

idolatrous worships signified by 'Moab' and 'Amnion.'

1366. That interior worship was obliterated, and was

made merely idolatrous. Sig.

". As a new Church was to be restored, those . . .

were taken with whom all the Knowledge of good and

truth had been obliterated ; and who had become, like

the gentiles, external idolaters.

1 369. The marriages of evil with falsity in idolatrous

worship, which are thus circumstanced. Sig.

1370. The profanations themselves of these things

constitute the genera and species of idolatries ; but not

the worships of idols, which are external idolatries,

which worships can be conjoined with the afiections of

good and truth, and thus with charity ; as with the

gentiles who live in mutual charity. It is the interior

idolatrous worships which are signified in the Word by

the external idolatrous worships. The births, the

generations, and also the marriages of them, which are

those of evil and falsity, are circumstanced exactly ac-

cording to these relationships and these marriages,

which are described in (these two verses).

1372. That the evil and falsity of idolatrous worship

produced themselves no further. Sig.

1373. That those who were in idolatrous worship

were instructed in the celestial and spiritual things of

faith, in order that a I'epresentative Church might come

forth thence. Sig.

1375. The duration and state of the idolatroiis wor-

ship meant by 'Terah.' Sig.

e_ The end of [this] idolatry, and the lieginning

of a representative Church by means of Abram. Sig.

1551'. 'Idols of silver, and idols of gold' (Is.xxxi.7)

= the like things.

1832^. In like manner with the worships, the doc-

trinal and moral things, nay, the idols of the upright

gentiles ; these, in like manner, the Lord leaves entire
;

and still by means of charity adapts them, that they too

may serve as vessels.

1850'^ The Hebrew Church also had its last time . . .

when it became idolatrous.

2177^. As the internal things. . . which were repre-

sented, were separated (the sacrifices, etc.) were nothing

else than idolatrous ; as also they became with the

Jews, and therefore they too fell into all kinds of

idolatry.

2243^. The Ancient Church . . . was turned partly

into an idolatry . . . and then was its consummation.
• \ This external worship (of the Hebrew Church)

was turned into idolatrous worship ; and then was its

consummation.
", This (Israelitish) Church at last so went away

into falsities and evils that every rite became idolatrous

;

and then was its consummation.

2441^. Into such an idolatrous worship was the

ancient worship changed, when they no longer believed

that anything internal was signified in the rites of the

Church, but only what is external.

2604. When Gentiles come into the other life who
have adored any god under an image or a statue, or any

graven thing, they are introduced to some who are in

the place of their gods or idols, in order that they may
put off their phantasies ; and when they have been

with such Spirits for a few days they are taken away

thence. H.326.

2605. I have spoken with some who had been in the

Ancient Church, and who . . . had become idolaters.

They were ... in a miserable state. Des. H.327.
s. From them it was given to think about many

Christians, who are idolaters not exteriorly but in-

teriorly ; and at heart deny the Lord, thus also the

truths of faith; what a lot awaits them in the other

life.

2722. But after these representatives and significatives

had begun to become idolatrous, by their worship] >ing

externals without internals, that holy worship became

]n-ofane, and was therefore interdicted . . .
''.

4288^. 4552^'.

^. As the . . . Israelites . . . were nothing but

idolaters at heart . . .

^. From this it is evident from what origin came
idolatrous worship ; namely, that the objects which

re[>resent and signify were worshipped . . .

2868. 'His concubine . . . Reumah' = the Gentiles who
are in idolatrous worship and in good.

2928^. ' Gog' = external worship separated from inter-

nal, which is idolatrous.

3147". They worshipped this rite (of washing) as

idolatrous ; but still they could represent by it.

3479. As (the Jews) were in externals separated from

internals, worship, relatively to them, was nothing else

than idolatrous ; and therefore they were very prone to

worship any gods whatever . . . ^.
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[A.] 3732-. Thus the worship (of the Israelites) eveu in

respect (to the worship of Jehovah) was idolatrons ; for

the worship of a mere name, even that of Jehovah, is

nothing except idolatrous. As with those who call

themselves Christians, and say they worship Christ, and
do not live according to His precepts ; they worship

Him idolatrously, because they worship His mere
name . .

.

41 11'. The 'teraphim' were idols, which thej' em-

[doyed when they were consulting or iuterrot^ating God.
ejll.

4162'. The rest of the Divine attributes they called

by separate names . . . and the simple made for them-
selves so many representative images . . . and when
Divine worship began to be turned into idolatry, they

invented for themselves so many gods. Hence came so

many idolatries, even among the Gentiles, who increased

the number.

4208'-. Because the sons of Terah . . . were idolaters

;

and it was peculiar in that house that each family

worshipped its own god . . .

^ The rituals themselves of their Church, rela-

tively to them, were no otherwise than idolatrous,

because they were separated from internal things ; for

every ritual of the Church which is separated from what
is internal is idolatrous . . .

421 1^ They who are outside the Church . . . have an

idea of the Divine from no other source than from
images which they see with their eyes, and from idols

which they can touch ; but still the Lord conjoins

Himself with them through their good of charity and of

innocence . . . ^.

428 1-. Insomuch that Divine worship with them was
no otherwise than idolatrous ; for when internal worship
is separated from external, it is nothing except idola-

trous.

They became idolatrous (when miracles431 1 •

ceased).

. That that people at heart worshipped an Egyp-
tian idol ... is very evident from the golden calf . . .

4431-. But after the nations (of Canaan) . , . had
turned aside to idolatrous things, therefore by the same
nations are signified idolatries.

4444^. This law was enacted concerning the idolatrous

nations, lest by marriages [with them the Israelites]

should turn aside to idolatrous worship from worship
truly representative ; for, when they became idolaters,

they could no longer represent the celestial and spiritual

things of the Lord's Kingdom ; but the opposite things,

such as are infernal
; for in fact they then called forth

from Hell some devil whom they worshipped, and to

whom they applied the Divine representatives . . .

4449^. As (the sacrifices) had become idolatrous with
the gentiles . . . they were revoked . . .

4580^. But M-hen ... (in the Ancient Church) they
began to hold external things as holy and Divine, and
thus to worship them idolatrously, they then erected
statues for the several gods : and as the posterity of
Jacob were very prone to idolatrous things, they were
forbidden to erect statues, or to have groves, or even to
have any worship on mountains and hills ; but they

were gathered to one place ... at Jerusalem ; otherwise

each family would have had its own externals and idols

which it would have worshipped ; and thus the repre-

sentative of a Church could not have been instituted

with that nation. 6435".

4680^. In process of time (the Ancient Church) turned

aside to idolatrous things.

^. This (Hebrew Church) also Ijecame idolatrous.

4825. 'She added yet, and bore a son (Shelah)'=
what is idolatrous . . . for those born first = falsity and
evil ; hence it follows that the third is what is idolatrous •

for . . . falsity and evil produce it, and are in it.

. The Jewish nation was very prone to idolatry

. . . For what is idolatrous is not only to worship idols

and graven things, and also to worshi[) other gods ; but

it is also to worship external things without internal

ones : in this idolatry was that nation continually . . .

-. This idolatrous with that nation had derived

its origin from their internal idolatrous ; for they were
in the love of self and the world . . . and they who are

in (these loves) are in internal idolatry ; for thej- worship

themselves and the world . . .

4826. There are a number of idolatries, the external

and the internal ; and both in general are the worship)

of what is false and evil.

4847". For if a holy internal is conjoined with an

idolatrous external, it becomes profane ; hence internal

things were not disclosed to that nation.

5323-. The king attributed nothing of the royalty to

himself . . . knowing that adoration from any other

source than . . . that of the law in him was idolatry.

6846. The rituals . . . were restored, 1)ecause with

other nations they had become idolatrous.

6860. 'The Hivites and the Jebusites'= what is

idolatrous in which there was something of good and
tnith . . .

8301". Above all other nations they adore external

things, thus idols.

8739. They sit there like idols . . .

8904'-. 'To commit adultery' . . .=to worship idols

and other gods by means of such things as are of tlie

Church ; consequently, external and internal idolatrous

things.

8932^. 'The silver and gold which are idols' (Ps.cxv.

4)= falsities and evils.

8941®. A religiosity which is hatched from Own in-

telligence, and not from the Word, is meant by 'idols,'

'strange gods,' 'molten things,' and 'graven things;'

for the things which are from proprium are nothing else

:

in themselves they are dead, and yet they are adored as

if they were alive.

8943. Therefore, if Divine worship takes place from

the proprium, that worship is nothing else than as it

were the worship of an idol ... in which there is no

life.

9020^. This reigns especially in Christian Gentilism,

where the idols of sanctified men are exposed for adora-

tion ...

9146-. 'Idols' (Hos.viii.4) = worship from falsities

and evils.
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939 r. The reason the sons of Israel made themselves

a golden calf . . . was that the Egyptian idolatrous

things had remained in their heart . . . Among the

chief idols in Egypt were calves of gold . . . (for) when
the representatives of heavenly things had been turned

there into idolatrous things, then, there as elsewhere, the

effigies themselves, wliich represented, were made into

idols, and began to be worshipped. Hence the idolatries

of the ancients. P.255,Ex.
^'*. The delight of the natural man separated from

the spiritual ... is in itself idolatrous.

^^. (By these words) is signified idolatrous wor-

ship, which is that of rites, statutes, judgments, and

precepts, solely in the external form . . .

14_ i^Q make their silver and gold into idols'

(Hos.viii.4) = to pervert the scientifies of truth and good

from the sense of the letter of the AVord in favour of

their own cupidities, and still to worship them as holy

tilings : although, being from Own intelligence, they are

devoid of life. For ' silver ' = the truth, and 'gold' = the

good, which is from the Divine . . . and 'idols' =
doctrinal things from Own intelligence, which are

worshipjjed as holy, and yet have no life in them.——6. The Jewish nation . . . was in externals with-

out an internal, and thence in idolatrous worship ; for

he who is in externals without an internal is in idola-

trous worship ; because his heart and his soul, when in

worship, are not in Heaven, but in the world ; and he

does not worship the holy things of the AVord from

heavenly love, but from earthly love. This state of that

nation is (here) described.

9424*. The doctrine here represented by Aaron and
Hur . . . being from the external sense of the AVord

alone without the internal, was merely idolatrous ; and
therefore it is said of Aaron . . . that he had made that

idol, that is, the golden calf. Such doctrines are also

described in the Word by 'idols.' HI.

. 'The idols of the house of Israel' (Ezek.viii. 10)

= doctrines from the external sense of the AVord alone
;

not liy illustration from the Lord, but by Own intelli-

gence ; thus falsities.

". 'Idols of silver' (Is.ii.20; xxxi. 7) = falsities of

doctrine; and 'idols of gold'= evils of doctrine.

^. 'Idol,' 'graven thing,' and 'molten thing'

(Is. xlviii. 5) = doctrinal things from Own intelligence.

9777*^. By 'idols' are signified doctrines of falsity,

which are from Own intelligence.

9972. I saw Spirits from the same Earth (the Second)

in a place below the former ones . . . but they were

idolaters ; for they worshipped an idol of rock ; like

a man, but not beautiful. . . All who come into the

other life, at the beginning have a worship like their

worship in the world ; but they are successively removed

from it. Ex. . . They (said) that they know that God
is alive and not a rock, but that they are thinking about

the living God while they are looking at a rock like a

man ; and that otherwise the ideas of their thought

cannot be fixed and determined to the invisible God.

It was then given to say to them that the ideas of their

thought can be fixed and determined to the invisible

God, when tiiey are determined to tlie Lord, M'ho is the

visible God . . .

10149^. If they worship (external things) as essentially

holy . . . they are not far from those who worship stones

and wood, as do idolaters . , .

10399- 'Make gods who shall go before us'=falsities

of doctrine and of worship, thus idolatrous things.

. What is idolatrous is to worship externals

without internals. Ex.

^. This worship (of the Israelites), relatively to

them, was . . . idolatrous.

10407^. The Egyptians were such more than others ;

and, being in the knowledge of correspondences . . . they

made for themselves various idols ; as is evident from

the Egyptian idols which are still extant ; but the

primary idol M'ith them was a calf , . . (and) the Is-

raelitish nation brought with them from Egypt that

idolatrous thing . . .

10503. Four kinds of idols are mentioned in the

AA''ord ; namely, of stone, of wood, of silver, and of gold.

The idols of stone= worship from falsities of doctrine
;

those of wood, worship from evils of doctrine ; those of

silver, the worship of falsity in both doctrine and life
;

and those of gold, the worship of evil in both doctrine

and life. Thus the idols of gold= the worst worship of

all : they who wei'e in this worship not only falsified

truths, but also adulterated goods ; for they called evils

goods, and thence falsities truths : all those are in this

worship who are in the love of self, and still believe in

the AVord ; for they apply the sense of the letter ... in

favour of all things which they think and which they

do ; thus to the worship of self.

105536. This Holy (of that nation) is an idolatrous

Holy originating from the love of self . . .

10603-'. That nation was at heart idolatrous . . .

10643-. AVhen the representatives . . . were partly

turned into idolatrous things . . . such things were

abrogated, especially with the Israelitish nation, which

was idolatrous at heart. Hence, by 'statues' is signified

idolatrous worsliip from falsities. So it is with all

worship when the man becomes external . . . for then

all the things of worship . . . become idols, because the

externals are worshijiped without the internals . . ,

J. 55'*. (The idolatries of the Papists. Enum.)

61''. (The Papists) of the dark ages as to a part were

idolaters like the Gentiles.

C J. 73. No others make the last circumferences than

those who are complete idolaters, and have adored the

sun and moon.

S. 22. AVhen the representatives ... in course of time

were turned into idolatrous things . . .

23. That the idolatries of the gentiles in ancient

times derived their origin from the knowledge of corre-

spondences . . . The Ancients who were in the know-

ledge of correspondences made themselves images which

corresponded to heavenly things ; and they were

delighted with them because they signified such things

as are of Heaven and thence of the Church ; and there-

fore they placed them not only in their temples but also

in their houses ; not for the sake of adoration but of

remembrance of the heavenly thing which they signified.

Hence in Egypt and elsewhere there were images of
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calves, oxeu, aud serpents ; also of childieu, old men,
and virgins . . . "When the knowledge of correspondences

had been obliterated, their descendants began to worshi[>

as holy, aud at last as deities, the images set np by the

Ancients, because they were in the temples and near

them. In like manner Avith other nations ; as, with
the Philistines at Ashdod, Dagou ... De Verbo 7^

P. 154-. They who confinn with themselves the

apjiearance and not at the same time the Truth, are all

interior idolaters ; for they are worshippers of self and
of the world . . .

245. Solomon was permitted to establish idolatrous

worships . . . that he might represent the . . . Church,

together with all the religiosities in the universal world.

254'. There are many who worship idols and gi'aven

things, even in the Christian world. This is indeed

idolatrous, but not with all ; for there are some to whom
graven things serve for exciting thought about God . . .

255'-. That it may l)e fully known that the Jloham-

medan religiosity was raised \i\i of the Lord's Divine

Providence to destroy the idolatries of many nations,

it shall be told in some order ; and, tirst, concerning

the origin of idolatries. Previous to this religiosity,

the worship of idols was general in the whole world.

The reason was, that the Churches before the Lord's

Advent were all representative Churches . . . And with

the Ancients there was the knowledge of correspondences

. . . Therefore . . . they made sculptured horses, oxen,

calves, lambs, also birds, and fishes, and also serpents
;

and at home and elsewhere they placed these in order

according to the spiritual things ... to which they

corresponded . . . They placed like things in their

temples, to recall to recollection the holy things which
the}' signified. After a time, when the knowledge of

correspondences had been obliterated, their posterity

began to worship the graven things themselves as holy

in themselves ; not knowing that their ancient parents

had not seen anytliing of what is holy in them . . .

Hence arose the idolatries which filled the whole world
;

lioth the Asiatic with its circumjacent islands, and the

African and European. In order that all these idolatries

might be extirpated, it came to pass of the Divine Pro-

vidence that a new religion should arise, accommodated

to the genius of the Orientals . . . This was done through

Mohammed . . . M.342. T.832.

R. 114. 'To eat idol-sacrifices and to commit whore-

dom' (Rev.ii. I4) = by which the worship of God in the

Church is defiled and adulterated.

^. To eat of the sacrifices of other gods, or
' idol-

sacrifices, '= the defiling and profanation of what is

holy.

135. 'To eat idol-sacrifices' (ver.2o) = the consequent

defilement of worship, and profanations.

459. 'And idols golden, and silver, and brazen, and
stone, and wood' (Rev. ix. 20)= that thus they are in

worship from mere falsities.

. By 'idols' in the Word are signified the falsities

of worship . . . Even the materials, the forms, and the

garments of the idols Avith the Ancients represented the

falsities of religion from which was their worship.

Golden idols= falsities about Divine things ; silver idols,

falsities about spiritual things ; brazen idols, falsities

about charity ; stone idols, falsities about faith ; and
wooden idols, falsities about good works. . . All these

falsities are in those who do not . . . shun evils as sins

against God. 111.

^. By 'idols' are jiroperly signified the falsities of

worshii> from Own intelligence. How a man fashions

them, and afterwards accommodates them, so tliat they

may appear as truths, is fully described in Is.xliv.9-20.

601®. The idols and graven things with the ancients

were images of their religiosity ; and therefore by them
are signified the falsities and evils of doctrine.

800. Their wicked arts ... by which they have led

awav ... to the profane worship of dead men and idols.

Sig/

892"-. 'Idolaters' (Rev.xxi.8) = those who institute

worship, or are in worship, not from the Word, aud thus

not from the Lord, but from Own intelligence.

M. 76. I asked the Angel . . . Are these idols ? He
said. Not at all ; they are figures representative of

various moral virtues and spiritual Truths . . .

'. (Then) marriage would become only external,

to which idolatry, and not the Church, corresponds.

78^. We saw round the walls (of one of the temples of

the people of the Iron Age) idols in various forms ; and

a crowd on their knees adoring them . . . The Angel

said . . . that with the Ancients, who lived in the

Silver Age . . . were images representative of spiritual

Truths and moral virtues ; and that when the knowledge

of correspondences was . . . extinct, those images for the

first time became objects of worship . . . Hence came

idolatries.

**. He replied ... As to the idols, we do not adore

them ; but we are not able to think of the God of the

I universe except by means of shapes presented before our

eyes ... I asked him . . . Are not your idols of different

. . . forms ? How then can they excite the vision of one

God 1 To this he replied. This is a mystery to us

;

there lies hidden something of the worshi[i of God in

each form.
". He said . . . The Ancient One from the east

. . . admonishes us not to worship idols ; but only to

look at them, as images representative of the virtues

which proceed from the one God . . .

T. 7. Everything theological is to them but as an

idol of gold enclosed in a shrine . . .

121-. The reason the Hells had grown to such a

height, was that at the time when the Lord came into

the world, the whole world had entirely alienated itself

from God, by idolatries and magic . . .

291. In the natural sense (of the first commandment)

there is proximately meant that idols are not to be

worshipped . . . Because before this time, and after it

down to the Lord's Advent, there was idolatrous worship

in a gi-eat part of Asia. . . The cause of this worship was

. . . The Israelitish nation was also in such worship

when in Egypt . . .

678-. Without the Christian sign . . . some Spirit

from the idolaters might apply himself to new-born

Christian infants, and also to children ; and breathe

into them an inclination for his religion . . .
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Ad. 3/2042. As to the representations of tlie evil

angels, they do almost the same . . . Hence idolatries in

imitation of the sacrifices in the Jewish Church , . .

D. 392. That idolaters, as the Africans and tlie like,

after the life of the body are ruled by wonderful phan-

tasies, and are thus devastated. Des.

393^- Thus they completely forget their former idola-

trous life in the world ; and are instructed . . . 201 7a'^.

2017a. They have veneration for (the dragon) as for

an idol.

4281. A place where ... a great many Souls were

flitting about, who had lived from ancient time, 2000,

3000, 4000 years ago, and had been vastated. They
were from those who being of the Church had become
idolaters ; so that they had been daughters of the

Church who had become idolaters. Their speech was

that of those who had very little life remaining ; it was

as it were pipy, of one tone
;
just like organs through

which others spoke ; and then they felt themselves to

have something of life. . . They can serve for some use,

for the anus . . .

42S2. They become such who have been sons or

daughters of tlie ('liurcli, and have become idolaters.

They said that they had known and had cared nothing

about God ; and had lived evilly in marriages ; believing

there will be nothing except the life in the body. There-

fore, after death, after vastations of so long a time, they

have become such. Such, also, at last, after ages, become

those who are in the Church, ' and become interior

idolaters ; for their life, although it appears human,
from the fact that they excel in cleverness of social

intercourse and decorum, is nevertheless animal life
;

and thus, after ages, they retain little spiritual life ;

and at last they can serve for the vilest uses . . .

4976. There were very many (of the Catholic religion)

who were in the worship of idols ; and of the higher

clergy who persuaded that a stone was alive ... by

which the simple were seduced and had become complete

idolaters. Hence it was, that everywhere in the

churches, and in the ways, there were simple people on

their knees before statues ; and they kissed stones ; and

thus were altogether in idolatrous worship ; and althougli

their more intelligent higher clergy saw this, still they

tolerated it, merely for the sake of acquiring gain . . .

5651. Visitation was made upon tliose mountains . . .

where were those who were from lower Italy ; and it

was found that when left to their interiors they betook

themselves completely to idolatrous worship ; and made
themselves idols of various kinds, from such things as

are in the sea, on the [earth, and in the sky ; and they

began to worship them ; saying that the ancients in the

Earth did so ; and the Gentiles also with whom it is

well ; and by various worships they found out the

worship of the idol which succeeded more ; and that

which succeeded they preferred. . . They passed by the

saints, whom they had worshipped in the world, having

found that they can render no help. Such worship is

innate in them, from the worship of images on earth.

"When, therefore, it was found that they were complete

idolaters, worse than the idolaters on earth, in that

they have denied the Divine, and have believed that

such things can help them, because [they act] by means

of correspondences, then the Last Judgment came upon
those mountains. Des.

5662a. (I said) that this is evil, because thus they

want to make one Church out of mere idols and graven

things ; for when only the things of intelligence are

accepted, and not the things of the will, then the mau
appears like ebony, or like a stone . . . But it is other-

wise if they want to have life in them, and thus to have
not idols but men, who shall constitute the Church . . .

Such is the Lord's Church in the universal world ; from
which are cast out those Avho are only idols . . .

6007. Englishmen who said that faith alone saves,

and had lived in the life of evil, were permitted to make
an idol in the form of a man . . .

D. Min. 4724. That the Lord had come into the

world . . , without miracles . . . would never have been

received by any such as worshiii idols . . . hence idolatry

would have been the worship . . .

E. 131^. 'The idols which the hands have made' (Is.

xxxi. 7)== falsities from Own intelligence.

141. 'To eat idol-sacrifices, and to commit whoredom'
= that they are imbued with evils and the derivative

falsities. . . 'Idol-sacrifices,' which are things sanctified

to idols, = evils of every kind. Ex.

. As the feasts from the things sanctified to

Jehovah= the appropriation of good, hence the feasts

from the sacrifices which were for the gods of the

gentiles, and were called idol-sacrifices. = the appropria-

tion of evil.

141'". 'Idols' = the falsities which are from Own
intelligence.

161. 'To commit whoredom, and to eat idol-sacrifices'

= falsifications of truth and adulterations of good. Ex.

237. 'Idols,' and 'graven things' = falsities of doctrine.

283i«.

279''. ' Idols '=:W'Orship from the doctrine which is

from Own intelligence.

376^^. 'Ephraim Avho is associated with idols' (Hos.

iv. i7) = those who [act] from Own intelligence; and

'the idols' with which he is associated = the falsities of

religion.

386-*. In the "Word . . . there is described the forma-

tion of a religion and a doctrine of falsity by 'idols,'

'graven things,' and 'molten things;' which = the

falsities of religion and of doctrine which originate from

Own understanding and from Own love. Refs.

391-*'. (This)= to destroy all idolatrous worships by

means of falsities and evils ; for idolatrous worship*

destroys itself by means of these things . . .—-. 'Idols' = the falsities of worship iu general.

410^. Their worship from evils and falsities is signified

liy 'the idols which they have made for themselves to

bow themselves to the moles and to the bats' (Is.ii.20).

AVorship from sucli things as are from Own intelligence

are signified by 'the idols which they have made for

themselves to bow themselves' . . .

411'^. The falsities which favour their principles and

their loves are signified by 'idols of silver, and idols of

gold.' That they are from Own intelligence, is signified

by, 'which your hands have made for you.'
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[E.] 483". 'Idols' =a false religion.

555^^ 'Idols'= falsities of doctrine.

585^. 'A wooden and stone idol' = the evils and falsi-

ties of religion and doctrine which are from proprium.

^ 'The idols of silver and the idols of gold which

they will reject in that day' (Is.xxxi.7)= the falsities

and evils of religion and of worship which they call

truths and goods.

587^. The sons of "Israel brought with them from

Egypt, and also from the surrounding nations, the filthy

custom of worshipping idols ; and as they were merely

external men, they had that worship implanted in them
from natural inclination also, as may be evident from

the idolatries of so many of the kings of Judah and

Israel . . . But still the idols which they made for them-

selves, and which they worshipped, where they are

mentioned in the Word, in the spiritual sense= false

doctrinal things which are from Own intelligence, from

which, and according to which, there is worship.

^. This signification of idols derives its cause

from the Spiritual World also. There, the evil Spirits

who have invented for themselves falsities of doctrine,

appear as if they were forming idols, and engraving

them with various things, until they appear as if they

were in the human form. They also take up things

from various representatives and adapt them so that

they cohere, and thus counterfeit that form in externals.

It has been given me to see the formation of such idols

by the clergy, who have persuaded themselves that

falsities are truths ; and as they excelled in cleverness,

they knew how to connect and afterwards to invest the

several things ... I have seen such an idol made by

Englishmen ; by which they represented faith alone to

be the essential of salvation, and producing the goods of

charity without any co-operation of man. The reason

idols are formed in tlie Spiritual World by those who
are in the falsities of doctrine which are from Own in-

telligence, is that Divine truths . . . induce the human
form on the Angels . . . Hence it is that falsities of

doctrine, which are confirmed from the Word, are pre-

sented as idols in the human form. The' truths of the

Word, which are falsified, and bj^ which are confirma-

tions, induce that form ; but as the truths are falsified,

they present an idol, which has not any life. 780-.

*. That 'idols,' 'graven things,' and 'molten

things' = the falsities of doctrine, of religion, and of

worship. 111.

^. 'Their idols silver and gold ' = external wor-

ship without internal confirmed from the sense of the

letter . . . not understood, and also from the fallacies of

the senses,

^^. These (representatives) the Jews did indeed

worship idolatrously . . .

594-*. ' Idols ' = falsities.

624'". ' I will cut ort' the names of the idols out of the

Land, that they shall not be remembered any more'

(Zech.xiii.2) = the abolition of idolatrous worship ; that

is, merely external worship without internal.

724^^ 'Idols' = the falsities of doctrine and of wor-

ship which are from Own intelligence.

811^. 'The idols being broken' (Ezek.vi.4) = that all

the worship from the truths of that good will perish.

^°. 'Their idols are wild beasts and beasts' (Is.

xlvi. i)= that their falsities are infernal falsities and the

derivative evils.

827'*. From these things it may be evident whence it

is that 'idols* in the Word = the falsities of religion.

1153^. 'To give these things to idols for an odour of

restfulness' (Ezek.xvi. 19) = idolatrous worship, into

which the true worship of the Church was afterwai'ds

turned,

1186-. By 'a molten thing,' and by 'an idol,' is sig-

nified worship according to the doctrine which is from

Own intelligence.

Coro. 43. How the representative Church was turned

with them into an idolatrous one . . . All spiritual things

. . . wore presented before them in visible and tangible

forms . . . taken fronx the subjects of the three kingdoms
of nature . . . They placed these typical forms in their

sanctuaries, in the interior recesses of their houses, and
in their public places and streets ; and they ordinated

them according to their significations. ]>ut a following

age, after the knowledge of correspondences had been

obliterated . . . began to view and to acknowledge these

objects as so many Divine and holy things ; and then to

some they bowed the knee ; to some thej' made offerings

of kisses ; and some they . . . decorated with chains,

ointment-boxes, and leg-bands
;
just as infants do their

dolls ; and as Papists do their images. Nay, of some
they made household gods ; of some tutelar demi-

gods ; and of some Pythons ; some of minute forms they

carried in their hands ; some they cherished in their

bosoms ; caressed them ; and whispered petitions to

them ; and so on. Thus they converted heavenly types

into infernal types ; and the Divine things of Heaven

and the Church into idols.

51^. The worship of (the Israelites) was not repre-

sentative, but idolatrous.

^. Idolatrous worship is like one who venerates a

king . . . merely from the pomp of his courtiers, the

magnificence of his chariots, etc. (Other comparisons

made.)

54. That the third state of (the Israelitish) Church

was its decline from true representative to idolatrous

worship ; and then its vastation, or evening. Gen. art.

. Vastation is nothing else than a deviation, de-

clension, and falling away from representative into

idolatrous worship . . .

Ignatius. Ignatms.

D. Min. 4571. Ignatius was in front, above; the

father of the Jesuits ; he was subtle ; but I could not

perceive otherwise than that he had been good ; he was

not willing, nor was it his intention, that they should

be such. He shunned adoration, making himself filthy

even to a swine.

J. (Post.) 67. Ignatius was in front, above ; he was a

good Spirit. He said that he was averse to his sanctifica-

tion ; making himself filthy ; he detested their making

of saints. He knew about the Jesuits, and calls them

atheists ; and says that he shuns them,

IgniS-fatuuS. Ignis-fatuus.

A. 8739, See Fire, here.
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T. no. Once in the Spiritual "World I saw an ignis-

fatuus in the air ... It was a meteor . . .

Ignoble. Jgnohilis. A. 74416.

Ignominy. See under Reproach.

Ignorance. IgnoranHa.

Ignorant, To be. Ignomre.
See North.

A. 1 7. Hence . . . ignorance of all things which are

of faith . . .

540. Almost all who come (there) are ignorant what

. . . 547.

593. They who are in ignorance can be in a certain

species of innocence . . . 1043^.

661. Those who live in complete ignorance cannot

. . . profane holy things . . .

1043*. All ignorances of truth are clouds . . .

1 109. They who have completely confirmed themselves

in false principles are reduced into plenary ignorance

. . . and after a time . . . are imbued with the truths

of faith.

1158-. The Angels are ignorant what islands are.

•'. 'Islands' . . .= the gentiles . . . who have lived

in ignorance, simplicity, and probity.

1 1 88-. ' Nineveh ' = falsities from fallacies . . . and

from ignorance . . .

1292^. Those who are in ignorance, that is, outside

the Knowledges of faith and charity, but still in

charity. Tr.

1295. Falsity from ignorance of truth is not so

hurtful as falsity from cupidities. (Continued under

Falsity, here.)

®. Those who . . . are ignorant that it is falsity,

and live in charity : in their ignorance there is inno-

cence . . .

1416^ It treats of . . . all who are in ignorance and
live in charity, who are 'the nation,' because they are

of the Lord's Kingdom.

1458-. 'The north' = those who are in ignorance.

1 551". 'He who hath no silver' = him who is in igno-

rance of truth, and yet is in the good of charity.

1557^. Ignorance never takes away holiness when
there is innocence in it ; for holiness dwells in the igno-

rance which is innocent. (Continued under Holy,
Jiere.)

1 667-. Ignorance excuses.

1712. It is called a state of shade when one is igno-

rant whether . . . They who are in ignorance cannot

know otherwise than that the good which they do is

theiis, and that the truth which they think is theirs.

——-. If this is done from ignorance not confirmed,

these evils and falsities are easily dispelled.

2280". Goods of three kinds are meant by remains
;

namely, goods of infancy, goods of ignorance, and goods

of intelligence. . . The goods of ignorance are when he

is being instructed, and is beginning to know some-

thing. . . The good of ignorance is from (the tenth) to

the twentieth year of his age.

*. It is the good of ignorance which is signified

by 'twenty,' because those who are in the good of igno-

rance do not come into any temptation . . .

*. As by 'twenty' are signified those who have

this good, which is called the good of ignorance, hence

it is that all those who went out of Egypt were num-

bered 'from a son of twenty years and upwards ;' and,

as it is said, 'everyone that went forth into the army,'

by whom were meant those who were no longer in the

good of ignorance.
''. The good of ignorance is indeed good ; but as

there is little of intelligence in it, it cannot be called a

good of wisdom.
^. The good of ignorance is predicated to be not

only with those who are within their twentieth year . . .

but also with all who are in the good of charity, and at

the same time in ignorance of truth . . .

. Because they are ignorant what falsity and evil

are : and the life of charity has with it that the falsity

and evil of ignorance can be easily bent to truth and

good,

2383. 'Blindness' is (also) predicated of those who are

in ignorance of truth.

^. With those who do not know what is the

truth . . . ' blindness' = ignorance of truth: these are

blameless.

''. That then those who are in ignorance of truth

will be instructed. Sig.

2592®. They could not admit the things which con-

firm ; as do those who are ignorant.

2598^. In his ignorance there was innocence . . . and

when (this is present) all things of faith are received as it

were spontaneously . . .

2671. That they are reduced even to ignorance ; that

they know nothing of truth (the second step in reforma-

tion). Tr.

2682". In this verse it treats of the second state of

those who are being reformed, which is, that they are

reduced to ignorance, so that they know nothing of

truth, and this even to despair. The reason why they

are reduced into such ignorance, is tliat persuasive light

may be extinguished . . . They who are being reformed

are reduced into ignorance even to despair ; and then

they have comfort and enlightenment. . . At the ap-

proach of the light of Heaven, instead of this (persuasive)

light, there comes darkness, in which there is all igno-

rance of truth. This state is called that of the desolation

of truth with those who are being reformed ; and it is

much treated of in the internal sense . . .

2694-. That those who are being reformed are reduced

into ignorance of truth, tliat is, into desolation, even to

grief and despair ; and that then first they have comfort

and help from the Lord, is at this day unknown . . .

2702^. 'The land of the north ' = ignorance or desola-

tion of tiuth.

*. It here treats of the regeneration of those who

are in ignorance of truth ; that is, of the gentiles.

2910'^. When the Church is consummated . . . the

Lord always raises up a new one somewhere ; but rarely,

if ever, from the man of the former Church ; but from

the gentiles, who had l)een in ignorance. Tr.
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[A.] 2917. 'Dead' — a state of shade or of night ; that

is, of ignorance.

2959. It is tlie other kind (of vastation) when those

who are of the Church are reduced into a state of igno-

rance, and also of temptation ; in order that the evils

and falsities with them may be separateil, and as it were

ilispelled . . .

2960-. For the clouds of ignorance are [only] succes-

sively dispelled.

2986^. Thus the Gentiles, being in ignorance, and

without offences, are in a better state for receiving truths

tlian tliose who are of the Church . . .

3384'-. 'They who dwell in the shadow of death' — the

state of those who are in ignorance of good and truth.

3488^. That they may not make their having been

ignorant a pretext. 8ig.

35I9\ 'A sin by error' = the sin of ignorance, in

which there is innocence.

^ By 'the wool of she-goats' is signified tlie ulti-

mate or outermost of innocence, which is in ignorance

such as there is with the gentiles.

3708'. Those who are in ignorance of good and truth.

Tr. 'From the rising and from the setting' = those who
are in ignorance of good ; 'from the nortli and from the

sea' = those who are in ignorance of truth. Of those

who are in ignorance of good it is predicated that 'they

wandered in the desert
;

' of those who are in ignorance

iif truth, that they wandered 'in the solitude of the way ;'

and of the ignorance of both, that 'they found no city

(if habitation.'

^^. 'Many from the east, even from the west'=
those who are in Knowledges and a life of good, and

those who are in obscurity and ignorance . . .

4136^. As this (prelate) had lived an evil life, he was
in such stupid ignorance about good and freedom . . .

As there is such ignorance even with those who are

styled learned . . .

e. On account of . . . the ignorance about

lieavenly things in wliicli man is at this day, and also

wants to be.

4289. That they are kept in ignorance lest they pro-

fane. Refs.

-. In order that they might be reduced into this

ignorance, they were kept in Egy[)t for some hundreds
(if years . . .

4302'*. 'The lame ' = those who are in good ; but not in

genuine good, on account of their ignorance of truth . . .

*=. 'One wlio is lame,' in the proper sense, = those

who are in natural good, into which are admitted general

truths ; but, on account of ignorance, not particulars

and singulars.

4334''- That the men of the (Christian) Church . . .

iiu account of the evils and falsities in which they are,

will be ignorant what is the good of love to the Lord
and the good of charity towards the neighbour, and also

what is the truth of faith . . . Sig.

4459^. As such ignorance reigns at this day . . .

4468<^. He who is in goodness of life . . . says in his

lieart, that ignorance can condemn no one, if they live

in innocence and mutual love ; as infants, who also are

in ignorance when they die.

4503"-'. By 'the she-calf, by whicli laljour was not to

done' is signified the innocence of the external man
which is in ignorance.

4532. They who believe that they understand good
and truth of themselves . . . when yet they are in igno-

rance of good and truth ... in the other life are some-

times let into a state of darkness . . .

4844'". The internal (of charity) was, from affection

to instruct those who were in ignorance . . .

4881. The elevation which is signified by 'to arise,'

is . . . fi om an obscure state into a clearer one ; as, from
a state of ignorance into a state of intelligence . . .

4923-. In such ignorance are they who are of the
Church, that . , .

4943*^. As they have (placed merit in works) from
ignorance, in which there was something of innocence,

Angels are sometimes sent to them to comfort them.

5037-. Those who are in ignorance of good and truth,

and wlio are in the longing to know and imbue them.
Sig.

5759. They who do truth and good, and from igno-

rance or simplicity attribute them to themselves, are not

condemned ; but . . . are delivered by a method of

vastation.

". But the case is otherwise with those who do
this not from ignorance and simplicity . . . Neverthe-

less, as they do what is good, the Lord of mercy reserves

with tiiem something of ignorance and simplicity.

63236. As man is born not into order, but contrary

to his order, therefore he is born into ignorance of all

things.

6405^. That which saves them, is the intention to do
what is good ; and something of innocence in their

ignorance.

65S8-. 'To be visited *= the exsuscitation of a new
Church, and the enlightenment then of those who were

in ignorance of the truth and good of faith . . .

6669<^. The reformation of man, who is born in igno-

rance of truth. Rep.

6784'-. Falsity . . . from ignorance of truth is not

such . . . Nay, if in the ignorance there is something of

innocence, this falsity is accepted by the Lord as truth
;

for they wdio are in such, receive the truth.

6988. .'The dumb '= those who cannot confess the

Lord . . . from ignorance . . .

. ' The desert ' — a state of no Knowledges of faith,

from ignorance.

78876. "When (falsities) inflow into good, which is the

case when a man lives according to them, from igno-

rance, and in this there is innocence ; and when the end

is to do what is good ; then those falsities are regarded

by the Lord ... as things like truth ; and, according to

the quality of the innocence, are accepted as truths.

90426. 'One blind '= those who are in ignorance of

truth, and yet receive truth when instructed.

9182'. The Lord's . . . 'compassions' are predicated

towards those who are in ignorance, and yet are iu

longing for truth.

9192'^. They Avho are ... in falsities from ignorance,.
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and are yet in good, and tlience in the affection of

knowing truth. Sig. ".

9209. The instruction of tliose who are in ignorance

of truth, and yet are in longing to learn, Sig. ^.

9253. That no favour is to be shown to the falsities

in which are they who arc in ignorance of truth. Sig.

9260. The non-destruction of the little truth with

those who are in ignorance. Sig.

9262''. By this whole [)rocess was represented . . . such

a crime done without blame, because from ignorance in

which was innocence . . .

9301-. The state of innocence which dwells in igno-

rance, such as is with infants and children, is to believe

that all things tliey know, think, and . . . will, are in

themselves ; and that all things which they thence

speak and do, are from themselves.

9642^ 'Darkness and thick darkness ' = ignorance of

truth and of good.

993S-. Innocence is the good of love to God, and

dwells in ignorance, especially with the wise at heart.

Ex.

9960". By 'nakedness' is also signified ignorance of

truth.

10132^'^. 'Sin by error' = sin from ignorance; and if

in the ignorance there is innocence, purification is

effected.

10225. The first state is from birth to the fifth year

. . . this state is a state of ignorance, and of innocence

in the ignorance ; and is called infancy.

^. When only (the most external things, which

are of the sensuous man) are open, there is ignorance.

'. For he who knows that of himself he is

ignorant of all things ; and that whatever he knows is

from the Lord, is in the ignorance of wisdom ; and also

in the innocence of wisdom.

1 03 1 8. For man is born into mere ignorance . . .

103 19. That the evils of the love of self and of the

world induce such ignorance about the things of eternal

life, is evident from . . .

^. Hence it is again evident how great the igno-

rance would be, if there were no revelation.

H. 183'-'. The Angels said that they know that . . .

such ignorance reigns in the world . . . most especially

within the Church . . .

202. Therefore man's Internal is closed from his

birth ; which is the reason why man, differently from

animals of every kind, is born into mere ignorance.

526-. Hence comes the ignorance in which the Church

is at this day . . .

J. 55". In place of (the light of Heaven) there is

ignorance ; which, the denser it is, the more acceptable

it is to (the Papists).

S. 1
5'^. That those who are in falsities from ignorance,

and have not suffered themselves to be seduced by the

evil, will accede to the Lord. Sig.

Life 69. The means of reformation which the Lord

has provided, are these : that man is born into mere

ignorance . . .

F. 8. The chief safeguard of the Papal religion was

ignorance of truth ; and therefore the reading of the

Word was also forbidden . . .

9. They who sejiarate (faith and charity) cannot but

be in ignorance of truth.

-. AVith the Reformed, ignorance is the safe-

guard of their dogmas ; for so long as ignorance reigns,

and the persuasion that theological things transcend,

they can speak and not be contradicted.

W. 350^. Ignorance does indeed excuse ; but it does

not take away a confirmed falsity . . . M.422'-'.

P. 143. That no one is reformed in a state of igno-

rance, is because all reformation is effected by means of

truths and a life according to them . . .

275-. If man were born into the love (of the neighbour),

he would not be born into the thick darkness of igno-

rance . . . liut into a certain light of knowledge and the

derivative intelligence, into which he would also come

in a short time . . .

M. 134^. These things could not have been done,

unless it had been provided by the Lord that man
should be born in total ignorance.

350^. The Lord leads [such] in their ignorance . . .

T. 476. In the north (there), are those who are in

ignorance.

D. 262. That tliere are tranquil spheres in the third

Heaven, which are to be called spheres of ignorance.

. I was led . . . into the Heaven of ignorance

. . . and at last into another Heaven of ignorance . . .

s. The Heaven of ignorance, in the interior

Heaven, corresponds to innocence in the more interior

and inmost ones.

3431^. There is hope of him, because ignorance

excuses.

3493. When those things which in themselves are

manifest . . . come into discussion, they then come into

obscurity or ignorance ; and from ignorance or obscurity

into doubt . . .

3904. He had been reduced into a state of obscurity

or ignorance . . . from the fact that in the other life

Knowledges are confirmed . . . For although anyone is

in the light of Knowledges, if his life is repugnant, he

does not love the things confirmatory . . . and when

there is such a combat, it follows that he is in . . .

ignorance ; into which state I too was reduced, before

it was granted to speak with Spirits and Angels.

4010. From which it is given to conclude, that it is

better to be ignorant of all things ; and simply to

believe that the Lord's life inflows . . .

4051. The life of persuasion is thus vastated, in order

that he may lie reduced into plenary ignorance
; so that

he knows nothing.

E. 386I". That 'hunger' . . . - ignorance of the

Knowledges of truth and good ; such as there is with

those who know that they exist, and thence long for

them. in.

-^ That those who are in ignorance of the

Knowledges of truth, and yet arc in longing to know

them, will be greatly enriched. Sig.
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[E.3S6J". Chaiity . . . towards those who are in igno-
rance and at the same time in longing to know truths.

Sig. -«.

. ' Darkness '= the ignorance of the spiritual

mind; and 'thick darkness,' the ignorance of the
natural mind.

D.Wis. i^ When I was in natural light only, I was
in ignorance of spiritual tilings.

Can. Tiin. i.\. S. Ignorance excuses.

Ignorance. I/isdtia.

Ignorant. Insdus.
A. 7 750-'. As man is born . . . into the loves of self

and the world, he cannot but be born into all ignorance
and ignorance.

8513^. The intelligent of the world especially are in

tliis ignorance,

W. 365*^. The cause of this inscience you may see

above.

402-. On account of the ignorance as to what love
is . . .

R- 455*- ' Rider ' = ignorance from these things, by
which it perverts truths.

456". That there is such ignorance and stupidity with
those who have once embraced faitli alone . . .

T. 523. If these sin from ignorance ... it is not im-
puted to them.

E. 1058'^. Such are atheists ; some open, some clan-
destine, some ignorant.

Ignorance. Jiuditas. a. 8149-^.

Ignorant. I^mm/s. A.1641.

Ijim. //w.

A. 1326^ "Ijini,' etc. (Is.siii. 21^ = the interior things
of their worship

; for such things are of the love of self,

that is, of the proprium.

R. 45S-. By 'ijim,' etc. are signified various coucu-
l>iscences.

M. 264-». There appeared direful birds of night, which
are called ochim and ijim. Hying round them. The
images of their phantasies were thus seen.

T. 456. Over their huts fly doleful birds, and wail.
The 'ochim,' 'tziini,' and 'ijim,' mentioned in the pro-
pheticals of the "Word, where it treats of the love of
commanding from the love of self, are nothing else. III.

E. 586^. These corporeal concupiscences are signified
by 'the ziim and ijim.' (Is.xxxiv.14).

5S7'". 'The ziim and ijim' (Jer.l.39) = infernal falsities

and evils.

714'^. By 'the ijim' (Is.xiii.21) are signified adulter-
ated and profaned truths.

1029". ' Ijim'= infernal falsities; 'ochim'= infernal
evils.

Illegitimate, niegitimus.
See Unlawful.
A. 49S9. -Lie with me ' = desire of . . . illegitimate

conjunction. . . Hence it is that illegitimate conjunc-

tions are described by meretriciousness.

91S2. The law of illegitimate conjunction. Ex.

. Hence it is manifest what illegitimate conjunc-

tions involve . . .

. In these two verses the subject of illegitimate

conjunction is treated of, which afterwards either be-

comes legitimate, or is dissolved. Illegitimate conjunc-

tion which afterwards becomes legitimate, is treated of

in this verse ; and illegitimate conjunction which is

afterwards dissolved, is treated of in the following

vei"se.

-. Illegitimate conjunction is that which takes

place not from any conjugial affection, but from some
other afl'ection ; as from the affection of beauty, of gain,

of dignity of person, and also of lasciviousness. These

conjunctions are illegitimate in the beginning, because

it is external things that conjoin, and not at the same
time internal things ; but still there can afterwards

take place legitimate conjunction from these things as

means . . .

9183. 'And shall lie with her ' = illegitimate con-

junction.

91S4. Illegitimate conjunction in the spiritual sense

is conjunction of truth with afTection from the delight

of gain or the delight of honour, in which afl'ection are

they who learn the truths of the Church for the sake of

these delights ; but this conjunction does not injure

those who are afterwards regenerated by the Lord ; since

these afl'ections remain with them, but subordinated

under the affection of truth for the sake of the good of

use and of life. . . In this way from illegitimate con-

junction there takes place legitimate conjunction.

91S6-. In order that illegitimate conjunction may
become legitimate, the good which flows in through the

internal man from the Lord, must conjoin with itself

the truth which enters through the external man.

Examps.

Illuminate. lUuminare.

Illumination. lUuminatio.

A. 10. The fourth state is when he is . . . illuminated

with faith.

^i-. The illumination of the irentiles.

'his

Tr.

eyes212. Jonathan . . . said that

illnminated ' (i Sam. xiv. 29).

1584. That the external man is illuminated by the

internal. Sig.

1604. 'To lift up the eyes and see' = to be illumin-

ated, and to perceive.

2714. 'Paran' = illumination from the Lord's Divine

Himian.
. 'Resplendence and light ' = illumination.

2715. The obscurity (of the spiritual man) is illnmin-

ated by the Lord's Divine Human. Tr. 2716. 2718.

2718. From this illumination there comes forth iu

his Rational the affection of truth ; and in his Natural

the affection of knowledges.

2776^ i^Thus) the Lord, from the Divine Human, can

illnminate minds even more remote from the celestial

things of love . . .
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— . The light of Heaven is such, that when it

illuminates the sight of Spirits and Angels, it also at

the same time illuminates their understanding . . .

. It is the Lord's Divine Human which illumin-

ates both the sight and the understanding of the

spiritual . . .

4283'-". His Intellectual is illuminated. Sig. and Ex.

5270'-". The Natural is then illuminated from the in-

terior . . .

5668. The general influx of trntli is the illumination

which gives the faculty of apperceiving and under-

standing truth. This illumination is from the light of

Heavfu . . .

5937^. He who would have perception in spiritual

things must be in the affection of trutli from good ; and

must continually long to know truths. Hence his In-

tellectual is illuminated ; and when the Intellectual is

illuminated, it is given to him to perceive something

inwardly in himself.

6032-. In order that the eye may see, it is necessary

that there be light which may iUumine it. . . So . . .

it is necessary tliat the light of Heaven . . . should

illumine (the intellectual niin<l) ; and when this (in-

ternal) eye is illuminated hy that light, it then sees the

things which are around it . . . But when this light does

not illumine it ... it sees nothing . . . The light which

illumines the intellectual mind is truly light.

6294. "When spiritual good is in illumination from

such influx . . .

6400. Good is like a flame . . . and when it meets any

truth, it not only illuminates it, but also introduces it

into its own light . . .

6608. Tlie (intellectual) light itself has been per-

ceived as an illumination, which enlightened the sub-

stances of the interior sight . . . This general illumina-

tion causes the objects of the things to appear ; as do

the objects of the Earth to an illumined eye . . .

6610'^. Generals are infilled with particulars ;
and

these with singulars ; thus with new truths, from which

the illumination increases.

6865-. Hence it is that they are illuminated and

clever in the things of the workl ; but dimnied and dull

iu the things of Heaven.
•'•. These believe themselves to be illuminated

when tliey have confirmed with themselves the doctrinal

things of the Church . . .

7078^. The right eye corresponds to the intellectual

sight not only in so far as it is illuminated l)y truth,

l)ut also in so far as it is illuminated by good. Thus

does the Lord look at man from good ; and illuminate

him through good.

8108. 'And by night in a pillar of fire to illuminate

tliem' (Ex.xiii.2i) = that when there is a state of ob-

scurity it is tempered by means of illustration by

good.

8197. 'To illuminate the night ' = the illustration of

truth from good.

9407^''. The light (there) illuminates not only the

sight, but also their minds. . . This is meant by . . .

'that was the true light, which illuminates every man
that Cometh into the world' (John i.9). T.59''.

9409'5. Hence it is that they have no illumination

when they are reading the Word.

9429*. 'Illuminate, because the light hath come . .
.'

(Is.lx.i).

9571. 'It shallilluminate overagainst its faces' (Ex.

xxv.37) = from the Divine good of the Lord's Divine

Human. 'To illuminate ' = the Divine truth proceeding

from the Lord's Divine good ; for this is what illumin-

ates Heaven, and the Angels themselves there ; also the

Cliurch and the men there who are in faith from good.

The illumination thence is the illumination of the

mind, whence come intelligence and wisdom iu the

truths and goods of faith. The mind is illuminated by
means of the Word . . .

9709. These are in the light of Heaven ; thus in

illumination from the Lord : but the former are . . .

in the light of the world ; thus in illumination from
self. They who are illuminated from self, and not from
the Lord, see falsity as truth, and evil as good.

N. 37. Tins light with them is illuminated by the

light of Heaven.

44. They with whom the internal spiritual man is

open . . . are in . . . illumination from the Lord.

'^. As these are solely in the light of the world,

and in illumination thence, they believe in nature as

Divine . . .

S. 41. For the light of Heaven . . . illuminates the

Intellectual of man . . .

W. 256-. Thus the higlier degree acts from within

into the exterior natural one, and illuminates it . . .

M. 380*. The candle was seen to be carried round
about, and to illumine ; and as it had not been snuffed,

it illumined little.

T. 40. The (spiritual) light inflows continually ; and

as it illumines, it also vivifies the understanding of

man.

59-, For, as the eye is illumined by the light of the

natural sun, so the understanding is illumined by the

light of the spiritual Sun ; nor is it only illumined . . .

134. It illuminated better than if there had been

windows at the sides.

377. Truths illuminate charity and its exercises.

That they illuminate, the Lord teaches. 111. -.

D. 2476. If the revelations were innumerable, they

would not confuse, but illuminate . . .

<-'. These are never confused, but are illumin-

ated . . .

2604". Thus can Divine Truths be confirmed, to the

illumination of the human mind . . .

2785". It at once appears to those who are illumin-

ated by the Lord . . .

E. 274-. 'To illumine the lamp' (Ps.xviii.2S) — to

illustrate the understanding by means of Divine truth.

288". The illumination of the gentiles. Tr.

2941^ Their first illumination is signified by, 'the

Spirit of God moved upon the faces of the waters ; and
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God said, Let there be light, and there was light.' • To

move upon the faces of the waters' = illustration.

[E.] 391^*. 'God Jehovah who illuminates us' (Ps.

cxviii.27). 'To illuminate '=: to illustrate in truths.

412". 'Illumine Thy faces upon Thy servant' (Ps.

xxxi. 16). 'To illumine the faces' = to illustrate with

Divine truth from Divine love. Ex. '.

Inv. 2. (Man thus) becomes more illumined and in-

telligent in the things of the Church.

Illusion. Illitsio.

Illude. Illudere.

Illusive. Jllushms.

A. 1967. Visions whicli are illusions. Des. D. 1752.

1755-

46236. Let them beware when they come into the

other life lest they be illuded ; for evil spirits know
how to present various illusions before those who are

fresh from the world . . .

D. 1999. The idea is like an image which illudes . . .

3108. They said that they were illusions . . , They

supposed it was an illusion . . .

3523®. Perhaps these were the illusions of Spirits

concerning things to come.

3797. Such a phantasy may be called an illusive

phantasy . . .

<=. Such are tlie illusions of these Spirits . . .

D. Min. 4693. The man then supposes that it is . . .

either an illusion or a vision.

Illustrate. See Enlighten.

Illustrious.
T.i;:^

lUustrins. See next word at

Illustrious. Inciutus.

T. 137*. He said, lam consociated with an illustrious

man, a leader of the illustrious-<7/M.s<?7'H//i-bands from

the army of the Church. . . I said . . . Inspire your

illustrious man . . .

J. (Post.) 6. Until it has been continued by an

illustrious leader.

Image. See Resemblance.

Image. Imago.

A. 12. As he then begins to act simultaneously from

faith and also from love, he becomes a spiritual man,

who is called 'an image.' 48^.

50. "What the ]\Iost Ancient Church understood by

'an image of the Lord' Ls more than can be said . . .

51. As to 'an image,' 'an image' is not 'a likeness ;'

but it is 'according to a likeness ;' and therefore it is

said, 'Let us make man in our image, according to our

likeness.' The spiritual man is 'an image ;' but the

celestial man is 'a likeness,' or effigy. . . The spiritual

man, who is 'an image,' is called by tlie Lord 'a son of

light' . . . He is also called 'a friend' . . .

53. 'God created man in His image, in the image of

God created He him' (Gen.i.27). The reason 'image' is

here said twice, is because the faith which is of the

understanding is called 'His image;' but the love

which is of the will, 'the image of God,' which in the

spiritual man follows, but in the celestial man precedes.

62. Up to the sixth day, on which he becomes 'an

image.

'

454". Thus (the Angels) are images of the Lord . . .

473. 'An image of God '= the spiritual man . . . For

'an image' is towards-(if?- 'a likeness.'

481. A new Church, which, being not very unlike the

Most Ancient one, it is said that it was born 'into his

likeness, and according to his image' (Gen.v.3) ; but, 'a

likeness' regards faith ; and 'an image,' love. This

Church is called 'Seth.' 484,

904-. He is nothing loss tlian [lie is] an image (of tlie

Lord).

911. "When man is being regenerated, he then becomes

an image of Heaven ; but before he has been regenerated,

extei'nal things dominate over internal ones, and he is

then an image of Hell. . . "When order has been de-

stroyed, he is an image of Hell ; and therefore order is

restored by the Lord through regeneration ; and when it

has been restored, he becomes an image of Heaven.
-. Every regenerated man is . . . an effigy oi'

image of the universal Heaven.
®. As order is thus destroyed, they cannot be

otherwise than images of Hell.

1013. 'Because in the image of God made He man'

(Gen.ix.6) = charity, which is 'tlie image of God.'

. "What 'the image of God' is, scarcely anyone

knows at this day. They say that the image of God
was destroyed in the first man ; and they say that the

image of God was in him ; which image they say was a

certain integrity ; what, they do not know . . . The
^lost Ancient Church . . . was 'a likeness' of the Lord.

After this Church had perished, the Lord created a new
one. which was not a celestial Church, but a spiritual

Church. This Church was not 'a likeness,' but 'an

image' of the Lord. 'An image ' = spiritual love; that

is, love towards the neighbour, or charity. That this

Church, from spiritual love . . . was 'an image' of the

Lord, is evident from this verse : and that charity itself

is 'the image' of the Lord, from the fact that it is said,

'because in the image of God made He man ;' namely,

that charity itself 'made him.' That charity is 'the

image of God,' is most clearly evident from the very

essence of love or charity. Nothing except love and

charity can make a likeness of anyone, or an image of

anyone. It is the essence of love and charity, that out

of two it makes as it were one . . .

^ Love to the Lord makes man one with the

Lord; that is, 'a likeness;' charity, also, or love

towards the neighbour, but 'an image.' 'An image' is

not 'a likeness ;' but it is towards 'a likeness.'

*. The celestial Angels are 'likenesses;' the

spiritual Angels are 'images.'

. The parts, or single Angels, must be likenesses,

or images which are towards likenesses . . .

6_ Consequently, every regenerated spiritual man,
from the love or charity which is from the Lord alone,

is 'His image.'
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1505^. The sphere (of a Spirit) is as it were his image
extended outside of him ; and is indeed the image of

all the things which are in liim.

1 590*^. The three Heavens are images of the Lord's

external man . . .

e. The Indefinite of Heaven is an image of the

Infinite of the Lord.

1640-. There is no need for (a Spirit) to be explored
liy many tilings ; for in every word and idea there is his

image.

I737<^. Hence, also, all these are called 'sons of God'
. . . and become His images.

i860. Still less does he believe that he himself becomes
a devil and a horrid image of Hell.

18716. At last (the Word) is presented before the

Lord as the image of a man . . .

2209-. Every affection of man ; nay, every idea of his

thought, is his image . . .

2466-'. 'Images of a male' (Ezek.xvi. 17)-- that they

appear as truths.

2732. The Angels said that there is an image and a

likeness of the one (married partner) in the mind of the

other . . .

2882. AVho, from the integrity in which he was, was
called 'a likeness and image of God.'

3342. For, wonderful to say, all spiritual things what-

ever can be presented representatively by a species of

images, which are incomprehensible to man . . .

3513. If the singulars ... of celestial good and
spiritual truth are what form the general in the Natural

... in a certain image there is represented, in the

singles of the general, something of Heaven. But . . .

then in an image there is represented, in the singles of

the general, something of Hell.

-. Then the man becomes, in particular and in

general, an image of Heaven, and therefore an image
of the Lord. . . Then the man becomes, in particular

and in general, an image of Hell.

3691-'. The interior goods and truths . . . present

there an image of themselves . . .

^. Corresponding in an image to the three

Heavens . . .

•''. The things in a higher degree present them-

selves in an image in those which are in the next lower.

In love to the Lord, there is the nearest image of the

Lord, which is called 'a likeness' ... In charity there

is also an image of the Lord, but more remote . . . and
therefore they who are in it are called 'His images.'

But they who are in the atlection of truth, and thence

in a certain species of charitj" . . . are also images of the

Lord, but still more remotely.

3739. Such an order has been instituted by the Lord,

that higher tilings inflow into lower ones, and there

present an image of themselves in general . , . Hence it

is, that the nearest image of the Lord is the Inmost

Heaven . . . This Heaven, because nearest to the Lord,

is called His 'likeness.' The Second Heaven ... is an

image of the Lord, l)ecause in that Heaven, as in a

certain general, are i)rosented the things which arc in

the higher Heaven.

image must vanish when the effigy

404 1
e. Thus there has been impressed on man an

image of Heaven . . .

4162^. The simple made for themselves so many re-

presentative images of that Divine.

42 1 1^. They who are outside the Church . . . have an
idea of the Divine from no other source than from
images, which their eyes see . . .

42672. Good is then jiresented in tiuth as in an
image.

4279-. For man has been created to the image of the
three Heavens . . . 6013-.

4302-. That the things of Heaven may appear as in a
mirror, or in a certain image, in the things of natural
light.

4379. These arcana are open ... as to some rude
image, to those who are in the light of the world . . .

45246. Hence, also, the spiritual man is an image of
the Lord.

4625. Each Society is an image of the whole ; for

that which is unanimous is composed of so many images
of itself . . .

4904-. For tht

itself appears.

49466. In every idea of good and truth there is an
image of the whole Heaven, because it is from the
Lord . . .

5102. Hence the face ... is nothing but a repre-

sentative image of the interiors.

5208-. Thence all truths there become images of their

general, and correspond.

601 3-. As to his exteriors . . . man has been formed
to the image of the world . . .

6, ^g man's external senses have been formed to

the whole image of the natural world, so his internal

senses . . . have been formed to the whole image of

Heaven . . .

605 7-. As the external has been formed to the image
of all things of the world, so has the internal man been
formed to the image of all things of Heaven, that is, to

the image of the celestial and spiritual things whieli

proceed from the Lord . . .

6605. For the image of the universal Heaven inflows

into the Societies ...

66206. jij every idea which is from the Lord there is

an image of the whole Heaven, because it is from Him
who is Heaven.

7272^*. "When men . . . approach the dead as holy . , .

and even their images, the evil of this worship is the

evil of falsity.

7821. In proportion as a man looks lielow himself . . .

he is ... an image of Hell ; and in projiortion as he
looks above himself . . . he is . . . an image of the Lord.

8370-. It is said. For an image of tlie man in whom
they are, because the image of the sjnrit of a man . . .

is exactly according to the ordination of the truths from
good with him. Kxanqi.

8547. Men are men in proportion as tliey are images
(of the Lord) ; that is, in proportion as they love Him,
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and love the neighbour ; thus in proportion as they are

in good ; for the good of love and of faith is the image

of the Lord.

[A.] 8773®. They cause that . . . the man is as it were

a Heaven in a little image ; that is . . .

8904*. ' Images of a male '= appearances and likenesses

of truth.

9279-. The externals of man have been formed to the

image of the world ; but the internals to the image of

Heaven.
^. (These things) form Heaven, thus in an image

the Lord, with him ; for Heaven is the image of the

Lord.

92S3'-. With a sincere and just man, tlie internal man
is formed to the image of Heaven ; and the external to

tlie image of the world subordinated to Heaven. But

with an insincere and unjust man, the internal man is

formed to tlie image of Hell, and the osternal to the

image of Heaven subordinated to Hell . . .

9334-. For an evil man is an image of Hell ; and a

good man is an image of Heaven.

9503. They who receive the Divine truth in good

from Him are His images.

9688'. 'To cover the images with which she has

committed whoredom' (Ezek.xvi. 17, 18) = to confirm

falsities.

9706. ilan has been created to the image of Heaven,

and to the image of the world ; the internal man to the

image of Heaven, and the external to the image of the

world . . . loisd-*.

9846'-". For a regenerated man is a Heaven in a little

image.

9879*^. The cause is that the goods and truths which

proceed from the Lord . , . are effigies and images of the

Lord.

lOisS"*. When a man suff'ers himself to be elevated by

the Lord, then Heaven is opened with him . . . and

then the man knows for the first time what good is and

what evil is . . . This is what is called ' the image of

God' with the man.

10200. For the things which come forth in the

world are the images of the things which are in the

Heavens . . .

10730. For the regeneration of man is an image of

the glorification of the Lord . . .

10731^. For unless the interiors have been disposed

liy the Lord to the image of Heaven, there is no con-

junction with Heaven.

H. 57'-. Man has in common with an Angel, that his

interiors are equally formed to the image of Heaven
;

and that he also becomes an image of Heaven, in pro-

[lortion as he is in the good of love and of faith. Man
has more than the Angels, that his exteriors are formed

to the image of the world . . .

202. ^lan has been created to the image of Heaven

and to the image of the world ; his Internal to the

image of Heaven, and his External to the image of the

world . . . Whether you say. To the image, or, Aecord-

iui; to the form, it is the same. But as man . . . has

destroyed with himself the image of Heaven, thus its

form, and in place of it has introduced the image and

form of Hell, his Internal is closed from birth . . . But

in order that the image or form of Heaven may be

restored to him, he is to be instructed . . .

J. 13. Hence there is everywhere a certain image of

the Infinite . . .

206. 'To create into the image of God, and into the

likeness of God' = to confer upon man all things of

Divine order from primes to ultimates ; and thus to

make him an Angel as to the interioi's of his mind.

S. 23. See Idol, here.

W. 41-. (It is) the image of the object which enters

the eye, and affects its substance and form.

52^. (Thus) the created universe is an image repre-

sentative of God Man ; and it is His love and wisdom
which in the universe are presented in an image. ^.

56. Every created thing . . . by means of this con-

junction is as it were an image of God in a mirror.

59^. As the created universe is from God, His image
is in it ; as the image of a man is in a mirror ; in which

the man does indeed appear, but still there is nothing

of the man in it.

61. That all things which have been created, in a

certain image have relation to man. Gen. art.

144^. Tliey regard others as if they were images.

273. That the natural mind ... is a form and image

of Hell. Gen. art.

288*^. Because the Angels . . . are recipients of love

and wisdom from the Lord ; and recipients are images.

298. Thus that the created universe, regarded as to

uses, is His image.

313. That in all fonns of uses there is some image of

creation. Gen. art.

e. This image of creation lies hidden in their

endeavours.

317. That in all forms of uses there is some image of

man.
. Hence that man is the universe in a certain

image ; and, conversely, that the universe, regarded as

to uses, is man in an image.

318. That in all forms of uses there is some image of

the Infinite and the Eternal. Gen. art.

319. That all things of the created universe, regarded

from uses, have relation to man in an image ; and that

this testifies that God is a Man. Gen.art.

P. 5. That this One is in a certain image in every

created thing. Gen.art.

8. V. In proportion, therefore, that Heaven and the

Chm-ch in general, and an Angel of Heaven and a man

of the Church in particular, are in this union (of love

and wisdom), that is, in the marriage of good and truth,

they are an image and likeness of the Lord ;
because

these two are one in the Lord ; nay, are the Lord.

1 6. For thereby man is man ; for he is then an image

of the Lord.

. This division destroys that image, and thus the

man.
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56-. The image of the Iiilhiitc and the Eternal in the

variety of all things . . .

^ The image of the Inlinite and the Eternal in

the fructification and multiplication of all things . . .

60. That an image of the Infinite and the Eternal

stands forth in the angelic Heaven. Gen. art.

67. Now, as man from creation is a Heaven in the

least form, and thence an image of the Lord ... it

follows that it is the Continual of the Divine Providence

that man should become a Heaven in form, and thence

an image of the Lord ; and as this is done by means of

the affection of good and truth, that he should become

this affection.

123. That men from creation are images and like-

nesses of God . . .

'. It follows that it is the Continual of the Divine

Providence ... to conjoin man to Himself and Himself

to man ; and thus to cause that he is His image . . .

The reason , . . He cannot make him an image of

Himself unless man as of himself removes sins in the

external man, is . . .

1636. (Thus) Heaven, because in itself it is a man, is

the image itself and the likeness itself of the Lord.

202.

322. For all are born men, and thence the image of

God is in them. The image of God in them is, that

they can understand truth, and that they can do what

is good . . . This power is the image of God, which

remains with a sane man, and is not eradicated . . .

328\ That all religion decreases and is consummated

by the inversion of the image of God with man. Ex.

. Man, therefore, is an image of God, in that he

is a recipient of the Divine Wisdom ; and he is a like-

ness of God, in that he is a recipient of the Divine love
;

and therefore the receptacle which is called the under-

standing is an image of God ; and the receptacle which

is called the will is a likeness of God.

^. The image of God and the likeness of God are

not destroyed with a man ; but they are as it were

destroyed. They remain implanted in his two faculties

which are called freedom and rationality . . . They

become as it were destroyed when man makes the

receptacle of the Divine love, which is his will, a

receptacle of the love of self ; and the receptacle of the

Divine wisdom, which is his understanding, a recejttacle

of his Own intelligence. By this he inverts the image

and likeness of God ; for he turns away these receptacles

from God, and turns them towards himself . . .

R. 21. Thus images of His Divine wisdom, and of

His Divine love. Sig.

430. The appearances and images of those who have

confirmed with themselves faith sejiarated from charity.

Sig.

601. 'The image (of the beast)' (Rev.xiii. 14) = the

doctrine of that Church. 660.

-. From this it follows that the doctrine of a

Church is the image of it. . . Conseciucntly, it is the

doctrine and the life according to it which makes the

image of the man of the Church ; the image of a beauti-

ful man, if the doctrine and the life according to it are

from the genuine truths of the Word ; but the image of

VOL. III.

a monstrous man, if they are from the truths of the

Word falsified.

*. Like things are signified by 'images' in the

spiritual sense. 111.

e_ TJie i(\ols and graven things with the ancients

were the images of their religiosity ; and therefore by

them are signified the falsities and evils of doctrine.

634. 'To adore the image of the beast' (Rev.xiv.9) =
to acknowledge and receive that doctrine. 679. 834.

M. 58<^. The primitive love of marriage . . . presents

(love truly conjugial) in a certain image.

1 32-. (A discussion there as to) what is the image ol

God, and what the likeness of God, into which man
was created.

'^. Those who sat towards the north said that the

image of God and the likeness of God are the two lives

breathed into man by God, which are the life of the

will, and the life of the understanding . . .

. These things were favoured by those who sat

towards the west
;
yet they added . . . that man, as he

is a receptacle, is an image and likeness of God.
*. They who were seated towards the south said,

The image of God, and the likeness of God are two

distinct things ; but in man they are united from

creation ; and we see, as from an interior light, that the

image of God can be destroyed by a man, but not the

likeness of God . . .

'. Those who sat towards the east . . . said that

the image of God is a receptacle of God ; and as God is

love itself and wisdom itself, the image of God is the

receptacle of love and wisdom from God in him : but

that the likeness of God is the perfect likeness and full

appearance as if love and wisdom were in man, and

thence altogether as his . . •

^. All said, Let a conclusion be made from these

things ; this :—Man is a receptacle of God ; and a

receptacle of God is an image of God ; and as God is

love itself and wisdom itself, man is a receptacle of these

things ; and a receptacle becomes an image of God as

it receives. And man is a likeness of God from this,

that he feels in himself that the things which are from

God are in him as his ; but still, from that likeness, he

is only so far an image of God, as he acknowledges that

love and wisdom . . . are not his own in him . . . but

solely . . . from God.

173. That thus the wife receives into herself the

image of her husband . . . Gen. art.

'. (Thus) the image of the husband is formed iu

the wife ; from which image the wife perceives, sees, and

feels in herself the things which are in her husband . . .

300". In these (pledges) there is some representative

image of the lower minds of the bridegroom and bride.

380^. While he was writing we saw images in various

forms flying from the table to the walls . . .

T. I1-. See iMAGE-siJWuZacrMm, here. 205.

20. That ... in proportion as (Angels and men) are

in Him, and He in them, they are images and like-

nesses of Him. Gen. art.

33. That . . . the Infinite is in . . . men as in its

images. Gen. art. 34, Ex.

41-. Therefore, in proportion as . . . good . . . and
2
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truth . . . are conjoined in a man, the man becomes an

image of God . . . and, on the contrary, in proportion

as these two are divided by a man, he becomes an image

of Lucifer and the dragon . . .

[T.] 65. The reason man was created a form of Divine

order, is that he was created an image and likeness of

God ; and, as God is order itself, he was created an

image and likeness of order.

^. From which it was evident, that Heaven in

the complex is an image of God ; and an image of God

is a form of Divine order.

66. When the inmost sight (of the Angels) is opened,

they recognise their own image in (the surrounding

objects). . . Therefore, images of tlieir affections are

thus presented.

459^^. Ho, therefore, who loves justice from the Lord,

and does it Avith judgment, is charity in its image and

likeness.

500. It is the Primary of order, that man should

become an image of God . . .

767^ For all evil is in a certain form the image of

its reigning love ; and the falsity thence presents this

image as in a mirror.

D. 1999. Like an image in mirrors, which is supposed

... to be tlie person himself . . . The idea is like an

image which illudes . . .

2895. There was seen ... an image, shining. Ex.

3258. It is a memory of particulars ; but of things,

not of images ; for a memory of particulars contains

visual images, which are of the imagination, thus the

images of earthly and corporeal things . . . 3265.

351 1. Therefore (the Dutch) tolerate in their temples

no statues, images, or pictures . . .

3627. "When a man is thinking that he is in another

city . . . and his image is represented outside of himself

. . . the Spirits . . . suppose it to be just so . . . nay,

they have followed my image, not knowing otherwise

than that I was there.

4287. That the thought is the image of the man.

4288. Every idea is an image of the man ; it is an

image of such a Society in general . . . one is an image

of this Society ; another is the image of another . . .

4408. That is, that the image, nay, the likeness of the

husband is in the mind of the wife ; and the image and

likeness of the wife is in the mind of the husband . . .

5651. Such a worship is innate in them from the

worship of images on earth.

6056^. So that there is an image of Heaven in each

thing.

E. 195". 'She took garments of broidered work, and

covered images of a male '= that they applied the truths

of the sense of the letter ... to confirm falsities even to

the appearance.

242^^. 'The images with which she committed whore-

dom '= the fallacies of the senses, which appear as truths

to those who are in falsities. (= the falsities which by

means of perverted interpretations they have made to

appear as truths ; thus truths falsified. E. S^^^^.

)

410^. 'Ships of Tarshish and images of longing' (Is.

ii. 16) = Knowledges and }>erce]itions of falsity from evil.

( = false doctrinal things which favour the delights of

earthly love. 514".)

725'". 'Images of a male ' = appearances of truth, and

yet they are falsities.

774"*. The integrity (of Adam) consisted in a fuller

reception of good and truth, and thence of intelligence

and wisdom from the Lord, than his descendants

[possessed]. This, also, was the image of God ; for an

image is one who receives the Lord ; and he is an image

in proportion as he receives.

827. 'The image of the beast' = the doctrine of faith

separated from good works, and the worship thence,

confirmed from the sense of the letter ... by reasonings

from the natural man. Hence, by 'to make this image'

is signified ... to ordain that men shall teach and

believe exactly so. (831) .. . The reason 'an image '
=

these things, is that all spiritual things can be presented

to view by means of images . . . and by them can be

efiigied the singles of the doctrine . . . Hence it is that

'images,' and 'idols,' in the Word=such things.

. That with those who were of the Ancient

Churches there were made images representative of their

doctrine and the derivative worship ... is evident from

the Word. ".

-. Therefore (the Israelites) were so severely for-

bidden to make for themselves graven things, images,

and figures . . .

*. That 'idols'. . . = falsities of religion; and

'images,' doctrinal things. Ex.

^. 'Images of the abominations of detestations'

(Ezek.vii.2o) = all things of the Church; thus the

doctrinal things of which the goods and truths liave

been profaned . . .

^. 'To make thence images of a male '= to make

doctrinal things from falsities which appear as if they

were from truths.

^. 'The images of the Chaldeans' (Ezek.xxiii. 14)

= doctrinal things which propitiate these loves.

969-. Man has been so created that he is an image of

Heaven and an image of the world. . . ilan is an image

of the world as to his natural mind, and an image of

Heaven as to his spiritual mind.

984-. Man has been so created that he is spiritual and

celestial love, and thus an image of God and a likeness

of God. Spu-itual love, which is the love of truth, is an

image of God ; and celestial love, which is the love of

good, is a likeness of God. All the Angels in the Third

Heaven are likenesses of God ; and all the Angels in the

Second Heaven are images of God.

. (Thus) man becomes a form of love, and thence

a form of Heaven, which is the image and likeness of

the Lord, by means of marriage.

^. For marriage is an image of Heaven ; and love

truly conjugial is an image of the Lord : and adultery is

an image of Hell ; and the love of adultery is an image

of the devil.

J. (Post.) 10. In the Spiritual World, images and

many other things can be formed from ideas of thought

;

and can be presented to view . . . Therefore the same

English priests set about forming an image in the like-
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ness of a man from the ideas of tlie tlioiights concerning

faith alone . . . which image, when made, appeared

monstrons, and not iTnlike Dagon . . . and therefore it

was cast into a certain lake.

D.Wis. iv". To the end that he may become a like-

ness of the Lord as to love, and an image of Him as to

wisdom,

C. 121. In a word, the image of the man is in each

and all things of him.

Conv. 8. (To act and think in spiritual things as

of himself) is the image of God in man.

Can. God ii. 2. Men and Angels are spiritual essences,

substances, and forms ; that is, images and likenesses

;

in proportion as they derive from that real and only

Divine Essence, Substance, and Form.

13. Conjunction with Him makes on man His image.

iii. 12. In the proportion and in the way in which a

man or an Angel acknowledges . . . tlie Unity and Infinity

of God, in the same proportion and in tlie same way, if

he lives well, does he become a receptacle and an image

of God.

Coro. 25. The reason the rise or morning (of the

Most Ancient Church) is described by its having been

made or created 'in the image of God,' is that every

man when first born and when an infant is interiorly

'an image of God ;' for there is implanted in him the

faculty of receiving and of applying to himself the

things which proceed from the Lord ; and as, exteriorly,

he is also formed 'dust from the earth' , . . therefore, if

he remains an external or natural man, and does not

become at the same time an internal or spiritual one,

he destroys the image of God, and puts on the image
of the serpent which seduced Adam. On the other

hand, the man who endeavours and labours to become

'an image of God,' masters the external man in himself,

and becomes spiritual interiorly in the Natural . , . and

this is eftected by means of a new creation . . . This

man is 'an image of God,' because he wills and believes

that he lives from God, and not from himself. On the

other hand, a man is an image of the serpent, when he

wills and believes that he lives from himself, and not

from God. What is a man but 'an image of God,'

when he wills and believes that he is in the Lord, and
the Lord in him ? and that he can do nothing from

himself? AVhat is a man but 'an image of God,' when,

by a new generation, he becomes 'a son of God' ? "Who
does not know that the image of the father is in the

son ?

Image. Sinmlachj'um.

A. 830-. Like images of death sitting in torment.

2304. They could be confirmed by the images ... in

the churches. H.340.

7507^. The things of faith with these . . . are images

with no life . . .

90086. They who are in evils and falsities . . . thus

act as images of life.

928 1-. They become like images of death.

10276*. Like the external of man separated from his

internal, which is an image with no life.

C. J. 44. I saw a kind of image made liy clci-gy from

England, which represented faith alone ... It was not

unlike Dagon . . . T.810. J.(Post.)2i5.

Life 109. Before the Angels (a natural moral man) if

in good, appears like an image of wood ; and if in truths,

like an image of marble, in which there is no life.

P. 311*. Man's Own prudence appears as an image

. . .The reason they are such images, is that evils and

falsities are not alive . . . and as they know this from

their rationality . . . they possess a vital human in

their images.
''. He is an image who is a man only exteriorly.

T. 9. The reason there are those who . . . worship

images as gods, is . . .

II-. Therefore. . . they formed for themselves images

of gold, etc. . . in order that under these, as objects of

sight, they might adore God. And others, who rejected

images from religion, fashioned for themselves [ideal]

iniages-wna(/«/e.«-from the sun, moon, and stars, and

from various things upon the earth.

187". Instead of the womair, I saw hanging in that

house an image, Des. R.926.

205. Their descendants . . . began to worship as holy

the ima-gcs-imagines, and images set up by the

Ancients , , ,

803-, The dogma of predestination , , , is like an

image in the human form set up on a rock in the

sea , , ,

825, They no more hear than their images by the

wayside,

D. 501 1. (CharlesXII.) was almost lik'e an image . . .

E. 783^. By imaginative things and images of corre-

spondences . . .

1096'', AVhen a man is in intellectual thought alone

aliout God ... he appears to the Angels as an image of

ebony or of marble . . .

J. (Post.) 15. The Dutch ... love a naked religion,

without images . . . Not from images-imaginibus.

Coro. 28. Without this free-will, man . . . would be

only a type and an image . . ,

Imagination. Imagiiiatio.

Imaginary. Imagmarius.

Imaginative. Imaginativus.

A. ISSS<=. Which . . . surpass every idea of human
imagination. 3220*^. H.412.

2588^. Imaginative things present tliemselves as not

unlike visual ones.

3020-. To the exterior or corporeal memory belongs

all the imaginative, which is the interior Sensuous with

man, and which is vigorous especially with children

and in the first age of adolescence. N.48^

3337"' Tlic imagination of man is nothing except the

forms and shapes of such things as he has taken up with

the si"ht of the body, wonderfully varied, and, so to

speak, modified. But his interior imagination, or

thought, is nothing except the forms and shapes of such

things as he has drawn in -with the sight of his mind,

still more wonderfully varied, and, so to speak, modified.

Tlie tilings which come forth thence in themselves are
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inanimate, but they become animate from the inilux of

life from the Lord.

[A.] 4214^. Such persons may still be in no enlighten-

ment, although they are in the imaginative and perceptive

faculty. This faculty is twofold ; one which comes from

the light of Heaven ; the other, which comes from

fatuous lumen. In the external form both appear alike
;

but in the internal they are completely different . . .

4408. The objects of the world . . . enter througli the

eye, and store themselves up in the memory, and this

evidently under a shape like the visual one ; for the

things which are reproduced thence are seen inwardly.

Hence the imagination of man ; the ideas of which are

called by the philosophers material ideas. When these

objects appear still more interiorly, they present thought.

5128''. When sensuous things are subject to the

Rational, then sensuous things, from which is the first

imagination of man, are enlightened by the light which

comes through Heaven from the Lord . . .

6814. For the thought, which is above the imagina-

tion, requires for its objects things which are abstracted

from material things.

6987^. The Angels have a speecii from intellectual

ideas . . . but Spirits have a speech from the ideas of

tlie imagination, which are called material ideas . . .

7441-. The things there are for the most part imaginary

things and fallacies.

8630''. The Spirits and Angels who are from the

Earth Jupiter, relate in the Grand Man to the imagina-

tive of thought, and thus to an active state of the

interior parts : but the Spirits of our Earth relate to

the various functions of the exterior parts of the body,

into which, when they Avant to exercise dominion, the

imaginative of thought cannot inflow.

8733. As the Spirits of . . . Jupiter relate in the

(irandWan to the imaginative of thought, they speak

little, and think much . . .

10236'. Sensuous good ... is that which is called the

jileasure and delight which affects the imaginative

thought, which thought is from such things as are

merely earthly, corporeal, and worldly . . .

H. 304^. ]\Ian's exteriors which are in the natural

world are all things which are of his . . . external

memory, and which are thence of thought and imagina-

tion . . .

N. 48^. That to the natural man, regarded in himself,

belongs the material imagination . . . Ref.

. But that the genuine Cogitative and imagina-

tive is from the internal . . . man, when the natural

man sees, acts, and lives from it. Refs.

W. 361^. But thought separated from common per-

ception falls into the imagination, [which comes] from

sight and from proprium.

P. 250-. What is dignity ... in itself but a kind of

imaginary thing ?

300. All who are in Hell are nothing but concupi-

scences of evil and the derivative imaginations of

falsity . . .

301 s. All the imaginations of falsity are from Own
intelligence.

R. 449. That it was then disclosed that their reason-

ings . . . about faith alone were imaginary and visionary.

Sig.

451. 'The heads '= the imaginary and visionary things

with them concerning faith alone.

-. That their argumentations for faith alone are

imaginary and visionary . . .

'^ Faith without charity is an imaginative en'i

rationif . . .

865. Then the Lord dispersed those imaginary

Heavens.

M. I. Jlany will believe that (these things) are in-

ventions of the imagination.

4-. Every man who has longed for Heaven ... is after

death introduced into the joys of his imagination.

267^. Those are in the phantasies of their concupi-

scences who think interiorly in themselves, and indulge

their imagination too much . . .

T. 109-. From this he concludes many things wliich

are nevertheless imaginary.

335^. As (infants) learn to prattle . . . there arises

something obscure, of phantasy ; and as this grows

clearer, there is born what is obscure of imagination
;

and thence, of thought.

517. This is imaginative, and thence is of the lungs.

591-. That this faith ... is not possible, and there-

fore is imaginary.

Ad. 643''. To this lower mind, which man has in

common with brute animals, is attributed imagination
;

and its ideas are called material ones ; while the opera-

tion of the intellectual mind is called thought.

925. The exercitations themselves or what are excited

into act, are that which is called imagination.

-. From this is born a second substance, which is

that in which these changes are carried on which are

thoughts : and from this again a third substance, in

which come forth the changes of state which are called

imagination : this is the memory itself.

D. 152. The activity (of Spirits), which forms a

sphere, answers to every thought and imagination of

man, and thus acts.

192. (On various kinds of imaginations
; that is, re-

presentations. )

679. There are also imaginations of the more interior

and of the inmost Heaven ; but as this imagination is

not like the Sensitive of sight, but like the Sensitive of

the understanding ; therefore, for the sake of distinction,

the word imagination may serve for interior things
;

speculation for more interior things ; and thowjht for

inmost things.

682. Does not understand whence come the ideas of

imagination, which in like manner consist of myriads of

more interior things . . . (For) an imaginative idea is

not in itself an intellectual one, but comes forth such

from intellectual ones.

987. With some the thoughts are exactly as in man,

together with his speculation and imagination . . , The

whole of this composite idea, or imaginative representa-

tion, is wont to be communicated to Spirits.
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1752. Then the Spirits keep his mind, and thus his

imagination, in the representation of some thing . . .

and so long as his imagination is kept in things of this

kind, he is persuaded that he sees such things . . .

1753-

17706. To whatever sound Spirits . . . direct their

hearing, together -with their imagination . . . the speech

is heard in like manner . . .

1905a. So that Spirits could see the several objects in

the world ; and those in the imagination ; and those in

tlie thought.

2037. For the possessions ot goods in the world is

nothing but v/hat is imaginative ; and when the ima-

gination possesses them to the full and in its eye, it

then possesses them as in the world . . .

2350. Their phantasies are turned into pleasant

shapes of representations, which are imaginative . . .

These representations are such phantasies as are turned

into beautiful imaginative ideas . . .

2449. Such so-called imaginations are real, because

they have real things in them : and therefore it was

then given to say . . . that I am willing ... to bestow

on others all the gold and silver I possess in the world,

if I am allowed to possess such imaginative wealth,

only retaining (the necessaries of life).

2649. The region of the heel consists of those who
enjoy the like imaginations . . .

2903. So, there remain and return passim in the other

life the imaginations taken up from sight ; as beautiful

lawns, gardens, palaces, and the like, with which they

had been delighted in their life. Souls are introduced

into the like after death . . . until they come into better

ones.

2917. Thither their imagination and interior man
leads tliem ; namely, to the ultimate of order, which is

the body.

2994. I spoke with Spirits about pertinacity, that it

is of imagination . . .

3172. "What phantasies are, and what imaginations.

3173. We afterwards spoke about angelic representa-

tions, that they are not, although they ajjpear. . . Such
things are imaginations, or imaginative representations

. , . Therefore they are not phantasies . . .

3258. For the memory of particular things contains

visual images, which are of the imagination.

3265. From which memory is speculation, which is as

it were . . . the imagination of things : of its imagina-

tion is thought, which is their speech.

3320^. When I was writing in imagination . . .

4722. As the imaginative force wliieh (Polhem) liad

in the bod)'', still remains . . .

-. By means of imagination and phantasy (all

others) can present tlie like . . .

5589. This memory is imaginative, formed from tlie

visible things in the world . . .

D. Min. 4670. I have sometimes been in a certain

light, in which the imagination was as it were with-

drawn in a lively manner . . .

E. 355^"- As the natural man . . . has not any under-

standing ; but only thought from the memory, which is

a species of imagination from the objects of sight and

hearing . . .

644"'. 'An inundating rain,' and 'a wind of storms'=
false and imaginary things rushing in in abundance,

which cause that nothing of truth can be seen, and thus

destroy the man. -''.

650". The Church which . . . seizes imaginary things

for spiritual truths. Sig.

654**2. The imaginary things which are from the

fallacies of the senses are signified by 'the horses of

Egypt on which they lean.'

. 'The horses of Egypt' = imaginary things which

in themselves are dead, because they are fallacies.

*^. By imaginary things which are from fallacies

. . . Sig.

*>. 'The horses of Pharaoh '= imaginary things,

because fallacies, which are scientifics from a perverted

Intellectual applied to confirm falsities.

•^. ' Horses ' = falsities which are imaginary things.

J. (Post.) 315. Man can . . . easily be carried into

falsities completely opposite to truths, by means of con-

tinual conclusionsTrom an adopted principle of imagina-

tion, that is, an imaginary one.

C. 1236. This perception ... is phantasy or imagina-

tion.

Imbibe. Imbibere.

See under DRAW-Art«ri/'e.

H. 354-. Such (there) receive . . . every falsity, which

they imbibe as a sponge does water.

515. Because they have not imbibed falsities . . .

Imbue. Imbuere.

Imbuement. Imbuitio.

A. I032''. The gentiles . . . are easily imbued with

faith.

iot;o". The states of innocence . . . with which he be-

comes imbued from infancy.

105 1. That his Intellectual could no longer imbue

such a persuasion . . . Sig.

1 106. There are many who . . . from simplicity . . .

have imbued falsities . . .

iio9<=. They are (then) imbued with the truths of

faith.

i66ie. Tlie goods and truths with the Lord were (then)

imbued with hereditary things from the mother . . .

1679*. From the imbuement of such things from in-

fancy . . .

1774. For they are unwilling to imbue the Know-

ledges of truth . . .

1802*. Because (infants) are imbued with no jjrinciples

of falsity.

1893. As they are imbued with Knowledges . . .

1906. Thus man, while lie is an infant, is imbued

with such things.

20516. They who are within the Cliureh can form

principles of falsity contrary to the truths of faith, and

be imbued with them.
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[A.] 2088. That they shall be imbued and endowed
with the goods of faith . . . Sig.

24S0. Whatever tliey have imbued by means of lan-

guages . . .

3203^. By habit the man so imbues it, that . , .

3762-. In proportion as they are . . . imbued in the

life . . .

. But still they are not acknowledged, believed,

and imbued, unless the life is according to them.

3982-. Tlie man is . . . afterwards led to imbue (goods

and truths) ; and when the man has been imbued with

them, the former things are given to oblivion.

4243. That he imbued the good signified by 'Laban.'

Sig.

. 'To tarry' , . . here, =to imbue.
'^. Thus who have imbued it in faith and life.

4776-. Unless he has lived in the good of charity, and
has thus imbued its affections.

. No one can ever receive the truths of faith
;

namely, imbue and appropriate them to himself, except

him who is in the life of charity.

^. Thus they can never imbue them and appro-

priate them to themselves ; but the things they imbue
. . . are negatives of truth.

6. From charity they are in the potency to re-

ceive and imbue all truths.

4884-'. Let him consider . . . whether a man can im-

bue anything, except what he acts from will.

5032^. "Wherewith they imbued their internal man.

5094-. In proportion as he has imbued from the

Rational, he is rational . . .

5126-'. In proportion as he imbues goods by means of

truths . . .

6559. If evil Spirits do any evil . . . above what they

have imbued from their life (here) . . .

^. In their own Hell the one chastises the other

according to the evil which they have actually imbued
in the world . . .

8772^. Because he has been imbued with truths, and
has them in himself.

9 1 88-. Some of them have imbued these things, and
made them of their faith.

9256^. By which they are in a state ... to be imbued
with intelligence and wisdom . . .

9407*=. Tlien he is led by the Lord to apperceive and
imbue those things which are suitable to himself . . .

9730". So far he can be imbued with wisdom, faith,

and love.

H. 321. The Gentiles

are imbued with them.

322®. Because in the life of the body they had not
imbued such things as are becoming . . .

3246. In the state in which he was, he could be im-
bued with all things of faith, and receive them with
interior affection.

327, They had been imbiied with the goods of faith,

and still they fell away.

easily receive truths, and

469. They who from simple good have been in some
trutli, are imbued with Knowledges ; and, through
these, with intelligence.

482^. In place of (truths) they are imbued with all

the falsity which agrees with the evil of their life.

5 1 7. The memory of Spirits is in their life ; for they
receive and imbue all things which agree with their

life ; and they do not receive, still less imbue, the

things which do not agree.

577". He turns himself to infernal Spirits, and is thus
imbued as to his s[)irit with the like wickedness.

P. 279". All the changes and variations of state in

organic substances are such that once imbued they re-

main permanent. Thus are the lungs imbued to produce

various sounds . . . and when these organics have once

been imbued, they are in them, and can be reproduced.

Can. Redeemer viii. 2. Jehovah God assumed the

liuman . . . and successively imbued the Divine wisdom
and the Divine love.

Imitate. Imitari.

Imitation. Imitatio, Iinitamen.

A. 4050^ In imitation of tliis lymph.

8873. It is a gesture in imitation of those who are in

true worship.

10284, No imitation from the studying of man. Sig.

and Ex.

-. (For) the good and truth in imitation of it by

man is not good and truth. Ex.
^ Among Spirits there are very many who imi-

tate Divine things by study and art . . .

10286. The imitation of Divine things from art. Sig.

. . . The reason imitation from art is signified, is that

all the imitation of Divine things from man is effected

from art.

. Spirits who attribute all things to fortune, and

to their Own prudence, and nothing to the Divine . . .

know how by various methods to imitate Divine things.

Des.

-. The case is the same with the imitation of

good and truth with those who live evilly . . .

10309. The imitation of Divine worship by means of

affections of truth and good from proprium. Sig. and Ex.

. 'To make '= to imitate.

-. Tliere are many such in Hell who are present

with and inspire the like men, especially preachers who
imitate Divine worship by means of affections of truth

and good from proprium ; which is also permitted by
the Lord, because they thus perform a use . . .

10603. 'According to the former two tables '= in

imitation . . .

-. It is said in imitation, because the internal

sense remained, and the external sense was changed.

H. 458. From custom (hypocrites) have contracted

the habit of composing their interiors in imitation of

good affections . . .

D. 1634. They can so well imitate genuine things,

that . . .
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1 742-. Man's evils . . . imitate the circle made by the

salivary water . . .

1761-, By means of induction and imitation, which

are familiar in the World of Spirits . . .

2558. The moment anyone wants to imitate from

himself what is spiritual and celestial . . . what is called

artificiall}', as the magi did by means of their sorceries,

the interior way is at once closed, and there is only

what is dead in external or outermost things . . .

4910^. They want to possess nnd to lead man, by
imitating his nature and the things which are of his

life.

5640-. (Devils who make themselves angels of light)

hide their own affections by art, but do not dare to

imitate good ones.

5731-. He imitated friendship by art . . .

D. Min. 4793. There was a certain one . . . who in

the life of the body had impressed on himself to imitate

my father in voice, accent, and speech, which he had

the skill to do so dexterously that he very often excited

him . . .

Immaculate. Iimnacuiatus.

See Spot.

A. 7837. Unspotted innocence. Sig.

. AVithout a blemish, thus iinspotted ; because

every blemish = something false or evil, in the Spiritual

World.

R. 625. 'They are unspotted before the throne of

God' (Rev. xiv. 5)= because they are in truths from good

from the Lord. By 'the unspotted' are signified those

who are not in falsities ; conse(|uently, those who are in

truths; lor ' spots ' = falsities
;

properly, falsities from

evil. 111.

E. 867. 'They are unspotted before the throneof God'
= that they are without falsities from evil in the sight

of the Angels.

. The reason they appear unspotted in the sight

of the Angels, is that they are led by the Lord, and the

Lord constantly provides against anything false entering

their will . . . Hence it is that those who are led by the

Lord are immaculate. Ex.
*. As to what is immaculate, it = wliat is entire

and without blemish ; but, in the spiritual sense, what
is without falsities from evil . . .

Immanuel. Immanud.
A. 2184. Where it treats of the Lord, who is 'Im-

manuel' (Is.vii. 14).

Imm.aterial. hninatcrialis.

See under Idea.

A. 1533- The phantasy of the leai'iied concerning
what is immaterial . . . from which no other conception

can be had, than that, being immaterial, it is either so

obscure that it cannot be appiehemletl by any idea, or

that it is nothing ; for what is immaterial involves such
[an idea] ; when yet it is exactly the contrary.

3891. As there are few who have any other idea about

Angels and Spirits than as of what is immaterial ; and
thence that they are only thoughts . . .

Immediate. Lnmcdiatus.

Immediately. Immediate.

See under Influx, and Mediate.

A. 317. Some are taken up into Heaven immediately

after death.

.

1802. The Lord's life inflows . . . also immediately

into all the Heavens.

1850*. There could not then be an immediate com-

munication of the Lord's Kingdom in the Heavens with

any true Church on earth ; an<l therefore there was

effected a mediate communication by means of repre-

sentatives.

1902-. Man's faculties . . . cannot be reduced into

corresponding forms by an immediate influx of celestial

and spiritiral things from the Lord.

3563-. The good of the Rational inflows . . . into the

good itself of the Natural, thus immediately . . . 3573.

3616.

3969-. Concerning this immediate and mediate con-

junction. Refs.

4015. For the Lord inflows . . . not through good

immediately, until man has been regenerated.

4809-. For all the influx of Divine truth is effected

through Heaven : immediate influx cannot be received

by anyone.

6027. That there might be signified the communica-

tion which is immediate of good with good ; namely of

the external good which Judah represents, with the in-

ternal good which Joseph represents.

®. For communication is not given Avith truth

immediately, but mediately through good.

6058. Thus the Lord rules everyone . . . immediately

from Himself ; and also mediately through the Spiritual

World. 6063-.

6148'-. The faculties of receiving truth and good are

immediately from the Lord with man.

6405. For the light of truth from the Lord inflows

into the Intellectual through good, and thus into truth
;

but not into truth immediately . . .

7004^. Into this truth the Lord flows also imme-
diately ; and thus leads Angels and men both mediately

and immediately. . . Hence it is evident that the Divine

inflows also immediately into each and all things . , ,

^. That there is an immediate influx of the Lord

where there is also a mediate one ; thus into tlie ultimate

of order equally as into the first of it, has been told me
from Heaven . . . and also that the Lord by means of

immediate influx simultaneously leads Heaven ; and
that b}' means of it He keeps all things there in their

connection and order.

7268®. 'Aaron' is here called his 'prophet' . . . that

is, one who utters adequately to the understanding the

Divine truth which proceeds from the Lord immediately,

and which transcends all understanding.

7270. 'To command ' = immediate Divine influx into

the Divine Law.
• -. ]\Ioses represents the truth which proceeds

immediately from the Divine ; and Aaron, the truth

which proceeds mediately. . . The truth which proceeds
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immediately from the Lord . . . cannot be received by
any living substance which is finite . . .

[A. 7270]*. For the Divine truth which proceeds im-
mediately from Divine good, inflows successively . . .

*. But it is to be well known, that the Divine
truth . . . inflows also at the same time without succes-

sive formation down to the ultimates of order ; and there,

from the First, immediately also rules and provides each
and all things. Thus are the successives held together
in their order and connection.

7756. The good of charity . . . inflows from the Lord
immediately

; but tlie truth. of faith througli the Word
mediately.

8443-. Truth Divine in the first degree and also in the
second is that which proceeds immediately from the
Lord : this is above the angelic understanding.

85296. For the Divine influx is eff"ected through the
truth which proceeds immediately from the Lord into

the truth which proceeds mediately.

8685-. In the first (state of regeneration, man is led)

by means of immediate influx ; but in the second one,

by means of influx both immediate and mediate. Rep.

8690-. AYhen man is in the former state, the Lord
inflows and inleads immediately ; but the immediate
influx of the Lord does not come to perception, because
it is in the inmosts of man ; whereas the influx of the
Lord which is immediate and at the same time mediate
comes to his perception, and gives aff"ection . . .

8701. The immediate influx of truth Divine is in the
first state of man during regeneration ; but tlie im-
mediate and mediate influx is in his second state . . .

when tlie influx is immediate, the Lord does indeed in-

flow with good and truth, but the good and truth are

not then perceived . . . But when the influx is at tlie

same time mediate, good is perceived; for mediate influx
is into the external Sensuous of man.

8704. The truth proceeding immediately from the
Lord. Sig.

8705. The reason is . . . that Divine truth proceeds
immediately from Him.

8706. That from the truth which is immediate from
the Lord are the external and internal goods and truths
of the Church. Sig.

8707. It is predicated of the understanding which the
man of the Spiritual Church has from the immediate
influx of truth from the Lord ; from which there is not
the apperception of truth, but the light which gives the
faculty of understanding.

87172. The Lord's disposition [into order] is im-
mediate by Divine truth from Himself; and is also

mediate through Heaven. But the mediate disposition

through Heaven, is also as it were immediate from Him-
self ; for . . .

8719. Because the Lord does each and all things
from Himself immediately, and mediately through
Heaven . . .

6. That the Lord inflows not only immediately,
but also mediately . . , Refs.

8721. Because, if truth inflowed only immediately
from the Divine, and ot mediately through Heaven,

the man of the Spiritual Church could be led only

through truth, and not through good.

10129-. Through celestial good the Lord inflows im-

mediately into the Heavens ; but mediately through

spiritual good.

H. i^. The reason there is such an immediate revela-

tion at this day . . .

26. The Lord inflows immediately into the will of

man ; and mediately through his will into his thought ;

or, what is the same, tlie Lord inflows immediately into

good, and mediately through good into truth.

37. Tlie Lord conjoins all the Heavens by influx im-

mediate and mediate ; by immediate influx from Him-

self into all the Heavens, and by mediate influx from

one Heaven into another . . . 208.

280-. (The celestial Angels) receive the Divine trutli

which they hear either immediately from the Lord, or

mediately through the Word and preachings, immedi-

aktely-statim-mto the will, and do it , . .

297. This influx of the Lord is called immediate

influx ; the other influx, which is efl'ected through

Spirits, is called mediate influx ; the latter subsists

through the former. Immediate influx, which is of the

Lord Himself, is from His Divine Human, and is into

tlie will of man ; and through his will into his under-

standing . . .

521. That no one comes into Heaven from immediate

mercy. Gen. art. r.279^, Ex.

W. 249. Not by immediate revelations.

343. Influx immediately from (the Heavens and Hells)

jiroduces such things . . .

T. 109. Since His Advent He is present with the men
of the Church immediately . . .

4736. ]\Ian alone receives heat and light, that is,

wisdom and love, immediately from the Lord.

D. 1509. That many things on earth and in the

Heavens take place immediately from the Lord.

. With the apostles. . . the inspiration was im-

mediate.

5545. It is the understanding with man which is

enlightened by the Lord when He is reading the W^ord.

Nothing comes immediately.

E. So6^. The Divine operation of the Lord through

the Human assumed in the world, is called His im-

mediate influx down to ultimates.

815". The spiritual sense, by which there is given

immediate communication with Heaven.

1 136. ix. God does not teach man truths immediately

;

neither from Himself, nor through Angels ; but . . .

ii73-,Ex. 1 177, Ex.

De Verbo 13. How much the mediate revelation

which is efl'ected through the Word excels the immediate
revelation which is effected tlirough Spirits. Gen. art.

Immediately. Adutum.
H. 302'-. He woul.i immediately fall down dead.

P. 50. He is at once presented present.
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Immediately. Statim.

A. 5006*. Immediately after death man is in the

other life . . .

5078^. Man rises again immediately after death . . .

H. 280^. See Immediate, here.

348. Those (in Heaven) are in good -who imniit Divine

truths immediately into life . . . But those are called

the intelligent who do not imniit Divine truths im-

mediately into life . . .

491. But some . . . immediately after death are either

taken up into Heaven, or cast into Hell . . .

Immensity. Inunensitas.

Imm.ense. Immensus.

Immensely. Immensum.
A. 794. Falsities . . . with the Antediluvians increased

immensely.

. Persuasions immensely increase when . . .

1610. Multiplication to what is immeasurable. Sig.

and Ex.
-. Cannot be described except by what is im-

measurable and unspeakable.

. Hence . . . Heaven is immense. Of its im-

mensity . . . elsewhere. 18 10.

1807. When he sees the immensity of the heavens,

he does not think of tlieir immensity ; but of the im-

measurable and infinite power of the Lord.

1 8 10. The Lord's Kingdom is so vast . . . tliat it

cannot be expressed except by immeasurable.

2289^. How immense is the Heaven of the Lord from

infants alone.

2699". To some it is given to apperceive tlie im-

mensity of Heaven . . .

36316. (Thus) the Heaven of tlie Lord is immense;
and so immense as to exceed all faith,

6698. That the visible universe is so immense . . .

6. Moreover, the angelic Heaven is so immense,

that . . .

10784. How immense is the Heaven of the Lord . . .

H.4I7.

H. 415. On the immensity of Heaven. Gen. art.

J. II. Tliat the extension of Heaven ... is so im-

mense, that it cannot be filled to eternity.

T. 27. On the Infinity, that is, the Immensity and

Eternity, of God. Gen. art.

-. The Immensity of God has relation to spaces . . .

31. That the Infinity of God, relatively to spaces, is

called Immensity . . . yet there is notliing of space in

His Immensity. Ex. Can. God iii. 5,6.

-. But in Heaven by the Immensity of God is

perceived His Divinity as to Esse . . . and also, by His

Immensity, His Divinity as to love . . . Can. God iii.

7. 9.

49. As Infinity, Immensity, and Eternity pertain to

the Divine Esse, so . . .

295. The celestial sense of the (first) command-
ment is, that Jehovah God is Infinite, Immense, and

Eternal . . .

Immerse. Immergere.

Immersion. Immersio.

A. 570. They immersed the truths of the Church . . .

in their cupidities. 571. 581. 582. 586. 794". 8636.

972. That care ought to be especially taken that he

does not immerse the goods and truths of faith in

cupidities ; that is, that he does not confirm evils and

falsities by means of the goods and truths which are of

the internal man. Tr.

4857^. They who are immersed iu coii)oreal and

earthly things . . .

5089-. For they have immersed their thoughts in

such things as are of the world . . . Their thought is

kept . . . immersed in terms . . .

62026. When he is too much immersed in worldly

and corporeal things . . .

6663. They are immersed no deeper in their evils a^id

falsities than . . .

6853. Foresight as to how much they would be im-

mersed in falsities. Sig.

. ' Griefs ' = immersion in falsities. For those

who are in good, when they are immersed in falsities

. . . are tortured.

^. These are perpetually immersed in falsities.

. In the other life immersion in falsities appears

like one who is immersed iu waves . . . The immersion

which takes place with the Avicked appears like a misti-

ness more or less dusky . . .

7877*. Their immersion in the sea Suph.

8125. It treats of the immersion in Hell of those who

are in faith separated from charity . . . 8137". 8138.

8232.

. Hell is signified by the sea Suph in whicli the

Egyptians were immersed.

8227. That they immersed themselves in falsities

from evil. Sig.

82776. That tliey immerse or enclose themselves.

Refs.

95776. For man at this day is so immersed in the

body . . .

975515. 'To be immersed iu tlie sea' = to be immersed

in scientifics from worldly antl earthly things even to

the denial of truth Divine. 111.

H. 465. Nor to immerse his Rational . . .

532. He is immersed in what is corporeal . . .

535". The love of self, in wliich they have immersed

these things.

561. It is immersed in tlioughts about self . . .

N. 209*. That the total washing wliich took place by

means of immersion in the waters of .Jordan= regenera-

tion itself, in like manner as baptism. Refs.

P. 233^-. He who continually immerses his thoughts

in his proprium . . .

M. 495*. Because they have immersed the love of

their will and the understanding together with it in the

uncleannesses of scortatory love . . .

496. The corporeal immerse all things of the will and

thence of the understanding in the body . . . But the
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seusuous immerse all things of the will and thence of

the undeistanding in the allurements and fallacies of

the senses.

T. 37. As they immersed their minds in worldly and
corporeal things . . .

68^. He cannot but be immersed in Hell, and sub-

merged.

405-. They immei-se their wills and thoughts ... in

]iropriuni.

D. 1883. On the penalty of some who are immersed
as it were in deep mists,

E. 1032^ Then the man immerses the interiors of his

mind ... in his own proprium ; and when a man is

immersed in his own proprium he thinks and wills from

Hell.

1093S. He is condemned by means of the immersions

of his thoughts in Societies of Hell.

Imminent, To be. Imminere.

R. 393. "When dangers are imminent.

D. 1235. "When death is imminent.

E. 702^ Then the Last Judgment was imminent.

Can. Redeemer vii. 6. Universal damnation (then)

threatened the angelic Heaven.

V. At the end of the Church total damnation threatens

men on earth, and the Angels in the Heavens.

Immit. See Let in.

Immoderate. Immoderatus.

M. 456. Lest, by immoderate and inordinate fornica-

tions . . .

E. 781^'. It was not done by Elisha from immoderate
anger . . .

Immodesty. Impudicitia.

M. 252^. Immodesty (a cause of legitimate separation).

429. All in Hell are in the lust, lasciviousness, and
immodesty of scortatory love.

440*^. "Wliich in the spirit become the gushings uj) of

immodesties.

Immortality. Immortalitas.

Immortal. Imviortalis.

A. 2863. The gentiles . . . acknowledged the immor-
tality of tlie soul.

6313. Hence (the Sophi) concluded concerning the

immortality of the lower mind.

S9442, Thence came to (the Greeks and Romans)
Knowledges concerning . . . the immortality of the soul.

10099^. Thence they perceived that their soul was
immortal . . .

H. 432. The soul of man, concerning the immortality

of wliich many have written, is his spirit ; for this is

immortal as to all things of it.

N. 35. (The reason of man's immortality.) -'.

J. 25-*. The reason why many of the intelligent, so

called, in the Christian world, do not believe in the im-

mortality of then- own life ... is that at heart thev

deny the Divine, and instead of the Divine acknowledge

nature . . .

S. 115^. Can you believe that the ancient Sophi . . .

who . . . wrote about the immortality of the soul, took

it first from proprium. No ; but from others who had

it by tradition from those who first learned it from the

(Ancient) Word. T.273. De Verbo 6^.

P. 96^. That without these two faculties, man would

not have immortality and eternal life. Ex.

. By means of conjunction (with the Lord) man
has immortality ; and by means of reformation and

regeneration he has eternal life. . . Therefore every man
has immortality . , .

274^*. It is from this Knowledge implanted in everyone

that some aspire to an immortality of fame . . .

324^. In order that man may live to eternity, that

which is mortal with him is taken away . . . Thus his

Immortal is laid bare, which is his mind, and then

becomes a Spirit in a human form . . .

. It descended from Heaven into their general

perception that God is wisdom itself, of wdiich man is a

partaker, and God is immortal or eternal.

333. The freedom of his will cannot be taken away

for him to be a man and thence immortal.

R. 224*. Concerning the immortality of the soul (the

Angels) said, Man lives to eternity because he can be

conjoined with God by love and faith. This everyone

can be. And that this ability makes the immortality

of the soul, you can understand if you think a little

deeply about it. M.132'. T.621.

M. 182^. The wise ones of Greece said . . . While we
were in the world we believed in the immortality of the

souls of men, from the inductions which reason supplied

to us.

315". All you are Souls, about whose immortality

you have heard so many things . . . and because you are

forms of love and wisdom from God, you cannot die to

eternity.

532'*. The Angels are glad that it has pleased the

Lord to disclose such things, to prevent man from being,

from ignorance, any longer in doubt concerning his own
immortality.

T. 79'^. Whence are your souls, which are immortal ?

D. 2147. On the immortality of the soul.

. I began to think that there are men who affect

an immortality of fame . . . from which it might be

evident that something has moved them to a longing for

immortality ... as was also the case with the Romans,

of whom it is known that they affected immortality

more than others ... of whom many scarcely thought

aljout the immortality of the soul . . .

2148. I perceived that the reason is, that the Lord

infuses into everyone a perception of immortality . . .

and that this is a general influx into all . . .

D. Wis. viii^. (Why animals and plants are not im-

mortal, and men are. Ex.

)

Coro. 28. That the life of man after death, and the

immortality of Ids soul, are fiom the gift of this free

will . . .
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Immutable. ImnmtabUis.
See Unchanged.

W. 776. The reason the Divine in (the greatest and
least things) is the same, is that the Divine is not vari-

able and mutable . . . but is invariable and immutable.
Hence it is everywhere and always the same.

Impart. Indere.

Implanted. Indihis.

A. 2679. For it is imparted to them by the Lord,

that they think much about eternal life . . .

10336^. To impart the Divine truth to the will. Sig.

H. 260". The Angels know this writing without art

or a master ; it is implanted in them . . .

517^. The life itself. . . is implanted by means of

Knowledges.

522-, By means of these things the Lord imparts to

him the life of Heaven . . . But He can impart the life

of Heaven to no one except him who abstains from evil.

526. By which the Lord imparts Heaven to man.

527. The reason it is impossible to impart the life of

Heaven to those who . . .

W. 216. Unless . . . charity and faith put themselves

into works . . .

315. The heat, light, and atmospheres of the Sun . . .

bear this image with them, and put it into the forms of

uses of the vegetable kingdom.

340. Not knowing that no force is implanted in

nature . . .

P. 3^. Force is indeed imparted in every such created

thing ; but the force does not act anything from itself

;

but from Him who has imparted the force.

201^. (The idea that) God . . . implanted in nature

that it should produce all things from itself.

324!^ Thus He has implanted in every man the

faculty of willing good, and the faculty of understanding

truth. Now, as these two faculties of man have been

implanted by the Lord from birth . . .

R. 224^". They asked the Angel, whether to act as of

himself has been implanted in man from creation. The
Angel replied, It has not been implanted . . . but it is

being given continually . . .

M. 37. Now, as this Conjunctive (between the sexes)

has been implanted from creation ... •

57. The quality of conjugial love, when, together with

life, it was implanted in man by God.

T. 340. It follows, that by means of these things man
can provide eternal life for himself from the [lower

imparted and given to him by God.

491. That God has imparted freedom not only to

man, but also to every beast . . .

Im.patience. Impatientia.

Im.patient. Impatiens.

A. 3827. When a man is in a state of heavenly love

or atfection, he is then in an angelic state, namely, as it

were not in time, if there is no impatience in that affec-

tion ; for impatience is a corporeal affection ; and in

proportion as a man is in it, he is in time ; but in pro-

portion as he is not at the same time in it, he is not in

time.

4050^. (The lower sort of those who belong to the

province of the infundibulum) are . . . prone to sus-

picion, impatient ... D.915.

5766. Impatience. Sig.

D. 4587. They thus add impatience, which creates

the greatest pain, and induces such a weakness of body
that [the man] can scarcely raise himself from his bed.

Impede. See under Hinder.

Impel. Impellere.

Impulse. Impidsio.

A. 7712. One who is feeling about in thick darkness,

and . , . strikes against everywhere. Therefore in Isaiah

thick darkness is called 'thick darkness, struck against'

(viii.22).

9348^". 'A stone of stumbling' (ver. i4) = scaudaliza-

tion.

E. 316^^. 'To thrust with side and with shoulder'

(Ezek.xxxiv.2i)= with all force and endeavour.

35726, 'They that stumbled' (i Sam.ii.4) = those who
have been kept down by the falsities of ignorance.

646^. As it is according to Divine order, that where
there is attraction there must be impulse ; for attraction

without impulse is not given ; therefore it is according

to Divine order that with man too there is impulse,

which, although it is there from the Lord, still appears

as if it were from the man ; and the appearance causes

that it is as of the man. Tliis impulse as it were from

the man, corresponding to the attraction from the Lord,

is acknowledgment, thus reception from the acknow-

ledgment and confession of the Lord, and from a life

according to the Lord's precepts . . .

Impenitent. Impaefiiteiis.

R. 450'-^. An impenitent man is in mere sins.

T. 509. What is an unregenerate man but an im-

penitent one ? And what is an impenitent man except

like one who is in a lethargy, and knows nothing about

sin, and therefore cherishes it in his bosom . . .

524. The sins retained in an impenitent man [may be

com[iared] to various diseases in him . . .

Imperceptible. Imperceptibilis.

Imperceptibly. IinpeneptibiUter.

Imperceptibility. Impeneptibilifas.

A. 88850. At the same instant he wills evil, and also

imperceptibly thinks it.

928 1-. The internal respiration, which is tacit and

imperceptible to him while he lives in the world . . .

9828^. The spiritual things which are of the truth of

fiiith and good of love, imperceptible to the merely

natural man, enter.

H. 401. So long as he lives in the body, he feels

from them . . . only an almost imperceptible bliss . . .

e_ But this . . . almost imperceptible bliss . . .

is then turned into the delight of Heaven . . .
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W. 239''. The things lie tlien spoke were impercep-

tible to a natural man,

T. 439. In the placing of merit in works . . . there

lies hidden . . . total ignorance and imperceptibility of

the delight of heavenly love . . .

D. 34S2. Occurs. 3750.

Imperfection. Imperfectio.

Imperfect. Imperfedus.

A. 2477'-. They were then in a like imperfection to

that in which they had been before when they were

men.

W. 204". The lowest things, which are more imper-

fect as they are distant.

346-. See Animal, here.

M. 133®. Thus the imperfection of man's birth be-

comes his perfection ; and the perfection of the birth of

a beast is its imperfection.

T. 52^. The perfection or imperfection of the state

results from the order.

D. 3484. By means of the removals of imperfec-

tions . . .

Imperious. See CowsiXND-ij/iperium.

Impetus. Impetus.

A. 905. The influx of Hell . . . comes with the force

and impetus of domineering.

R. 791. 'Thus with violence shall Babylon be cast

down' (Rev.xviii.2i) = that that religiosity shall be cast

headlong into Hell.

Ad. 916. Animals are carried to ends, but by a certain

natural impetus. 919.

921. The}' are all born into their natural impetuses.

Impious, Wicked. Impius.

Impiety, Wickedness. Impieias.

Impiously. //////>.

A. 1974*^. How much the wicked are tortured by mere

envy . . .

2250. 'Wilt Thou destroy the just with the wicked V
(Gen.xviii.23) = the Lord's grief from love towards the

human race, and His intercession, because there was still

good adjoined, although there was evil.

. 'The wicked' = what is opposite to 'the just;'

that is, opposite to good, thus evil.

2256. 'To cause to die the just with the wicked, and
thus the just be as the wicked' (ver.25) = that good can-

not die, because evil can be separated from it. . . 'The
wicked' = evil.

P. 229. In the most general sense, by profanation is

meant all impiety
; thus by profauers are meant all the

impious who at heart deny God, the holiness of the

"Word, and the derivative spiritual things of the Church,
which are holy things themselves, and about which they

also speak impiously.
e_ Y,yxt in the impious, who deny the Divine and

Divine things, there is not anything holy which they

can profane.

249. That every worshipper of self and of nature con-

firms himself against the Divine Providence when he

sees so many impious people in the world, and so many
of their impieties . . .

. All impieties . . . are permissions . . .

250. (Also) when he sees the impious promoted to

honours . . . and abounding in wealth . . .

•*. The impious at heart or the evil, can perform

uses equally with the pious or good . . . Therefore the

Lord rules the impious at heart ... by the reputation

of their name . . .

M. 2416. That an impious person holds his consort

cheap, is known : and all who are devoid of religion are

impious.

252*=. Impiety (a cause of legitimate separation).

530. A man impious in will and understanding ; that

is, who has no fear of God, or love of the neighbour,

and consequently no reverence for any holiness of the

Church, after death becomes guilty of all the crimes

which he has done in the body . . .

T. 517. Every man can exclaim this, both an impious

one and a devil . . .

64i-\ If any impious person is intromitted into

Heaven . . .

691-. I have sometimes seen the impious so terrified

by the descent (of an Angel with the sphere of love from

the Lord around him) that . . .

.'(Ps.E. 238-''. 'The wicked make bare the sword

xxxvii.14).

304-^ 'With the breath of His lips will He slay tiie

wicked' (Is.xi.4).

539". 'The wicked shall jterish, and the enemies of

Jehovah shall be consumed as the glory of lambs' (Ps.

xxxvii.2o) . . . Those are called 'the wicked' who are

in falsities ; 'enemies,' who are in evils.

556''. 'To break in pieces the teeth of the wicked'

(Ps.iii.7)=to destroy exterior falsities . . .

659**. 'The wicked whom He will give to the

sepulchre' (Is.liii.9) = the evil who will be east into

Hell.

22. 'He will deliver the wicked to the sword'

(Jer. XXV. 31) = that the unfaithful will perish by means

of their own falsities.

661. ^Nothing is more delightful to the wicked-m-

7>?-o&t6-and the impious than to destroy the goods of

love and the truths of doctrine . . .

727''. Destroying the falsities of evil ... is signified

by . . . 'to slay the wicked.'

". 'To break in pieces the staff of the wicked'

(Is.xiv.5)= to destroy the power of falsity from evil.

^^ 'The staff of wickedness' (Ps.cxxv.3) = the

power of falsity from evil.

741'-^. 'The wicked' (Is.xiii. 11) = those who are in

falsities.

1 1
76-. That impiety reigns . . .

Implant. See under Engraft, and under

Impart.
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Implant. Implajitare.

Implantation. Implajitatio.

A. 97S. In tlie interior man conscience lias been
implanted.

984. Goods . . . and truths . . . have been implanted

in his conscience ; and as they have been implanted

through faith . . .

1 548''. Knowledges, which ought to be implanted in

the celestial things bestowed from infancy.

1555^ Truths and goods are implanted liy means of

Knowledges in his celestial things . . .

i6l6\ As the Lord has implanted Knowledges in his

celestial things, so he has perception. Sig.

1737"' The conjunction of men with the Lord is

effected through . . . the implantation of faith into

love. Unless faith is implanted in love . . .

186S-. In their place, truths and goods . . . are im-

planted. Rep.

1901-. Knowledges, which . . . are implanted in the

memory.

2o88^ Charity was implanted by means of truth.

2625®. Celestial . . . and spiritual things . . . are not

simultaneously but successively implanted in them by
the Lord . . .

2643. That by His Own power the Lord had implanted

the Human in the Divine. Sig.

. 'To suckle ' = to implant it.

2657^. Which affections (of truth and good) are

wonderfully implanted by the Lord in the truths of the

prior Rational.

2675. 'He gave it to Hagar' = implantation in its

life.

. With those who are becoming spiritual, good

and truth are implanted by the Lord in the affection of

knowledges . . .

2679^^. In the goods and truths to be afterwards im-

planted by the Lord.

2715. With the celestial, good itself has been im-

planted in their voluntary part . . . But with the

spiritual . . . good is implanted by the Lord in their

intellectual part. 2718.

2915''. The quality of good is according to the state

of innocence, love, and charity in which the truths of

faith have been implanted or can be implanted.

3762^. In the same proportion (charity and love) are

implanted in the Natural of man, in which they are as

in their soil. They are first implanted there by means
of instruction . . . afterwards from one's Own reflection,

but are thereby only stored up in the natural memory
. . . But in proportion as the man uomes into the

affection of truth from life, they are implanted in His

Natural as in their soil. The things which are not

implanted thus are indeed with the man, but only in

his memory . . .

4018-. (Thus) all the implantation of truth ... is

effected by means of affection.

^. But truths cannot be implanted and conjoined

with good, except by means of the affections of truth

and good.

4205-. (Thus) no truth can ever be implanted with
genuine affection, and rooted interiorly, unless the man
is in good . . .

4266. So long as (doctrinal things) . . . are not yet
implanted in the spiritual . . . man. Sig.

4301^ (Tims) the objects of the external sight are

implanted according to the . . . delight of the affections.
e. Thus good is that in which truths are insemin-

ated and implanted.

5044'^. The truth which has been implanted and in-

rooted in the interiors of man has been implanted and
inrooted by means of affection . . .

5835s. These two faculties are to be conjoined ... by
means of the implantation of truth ... in good . . .

6154. Good . . . and truth . . . which are to be im-
planted. Sig.

. ' To sow ' = to implant.
e_ But when truth and good have been implanted,

'ground' no longer^a receptacle, but that which is of

the Church.

6539. Before Knowledges . . . can be implanted in

good . . . there is pain. Sig.

6574". Thus (by temptations) the truths . . . and
goods . . . are more interiorly implanted . . .

6635. The consequent implantation and confirmation

of truth from good. Tr.

7290". The internal things of worship . . . must be

implanted in freedom . . . The things which are im-

planted in compulsion remain ... in the external man.

8351-. Faith could never be implanted in those of the

Spiritual Church except by means of temptations ; thus

neither could charity.

. In proportion as the external man is reduced to

obedience under the internal, faith and charity are

implanted.

<=. (Regeneration) is effected by the implantation

of faith and charity . . .

8367-. Because, by means of temptations, truths and

goods are implanted.

8452. All are perfected by means of the implantation

of faith and charity in the external . . . man ; for,

unless these are implanted there, good and truth cannot

inflow . . .

S521-. The good of truth ... is implanted in the

intellectual part . . .

8753. The state of good in which the truths of faith

are to be implanted. Sig. 8754, Ex.

8754. For truths cannot be implanted until he is in

good. They are indeed known before, because they are

in the memory . . . Afterwards, when the man receives

new life . . . the truths of faith are implanted . . . This

good, in which the truths of faith have not as yet been

implanted, is here meant by 'the wilderness of Sinai.'

8805''. (The state) when they are in the good in which

the truths of faith are to be implanted, (is) an inter-

mediate state . . . The truths which arc being implanted

in good are contained in the things whicli were pro-

mulgated from Sinai.

8S09-. They are not in any Conjugial until the truth

with them has been implanted in good . . .
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[A. 8809]". It treats in tins chapter of the good into

which truth has not as yet been implanted ; and, in the

following ones, of its implantation.

8859. It treats in this chapter of the trnths Divine

which are to be implanted in the good with tliose of the

Spiritual Church.

8889. ' The seventh day is the Sabbath . ,
.

' = good

implanted, and thus a marriage.

. Thus is good implanted through truths . . .

8893^. As soon as the good of love has been implanted,

combat ceases . . .

8966. Temptations conduce to confirm the truths of

faith, and also to implant them, and to insinuate them

into the will . . . For the man . . . fights from the

truths of faith . . . and . . . when he conquers, he con-

firms himself in them, and implants them.

9246, That then are implanted the truths of doctrine

and the goods of life. Tr.

9286. 'The feast of harvest '= the implantation of

truth in good ; and 'the feast of ingathering,' the im-

plantation of the good thence . . . 9294-.

9294. Worship of the Lord and thanksgiving on

account of the implantation of truth in good. Sig.

. ' Harvest ' = the fructification of truth ; thus the

implantation of it in good.

-. But the truths which are being inseminated

are to be implanted in good, because they have no

cTound elsewhere . . . They are implanted in good when

the man wills truth . . .

3, Wlien truths have been implanted in good,

man ... is led by good . . .

9295^. The plenary implantation of truth in good

even to the first of a new state. Sig.

9296. Worship from a grateful lower mind on account

of the implantation of good thence . . . Sig.

-. What the implantation of good is. Ex.

9334'- When a man is being regenerated, which is

effected through the implantation of spiritual truth

and good . . .

. In proportion as goods and truths have lieen

implanted in their order, and interiorly.

3. That I'egeneration, or the implantation of the

life of Heaven with man, begins from his infancy, and

lasts ... to eternity. Refs.

9335-. Because, by means of a successive implantation,

goods and truths must remove (evils and falsities).

1002 1'-. When man is being regenerated, he is con-

ceived anew, born, becomes an infant, grows up ; which

is effected by means of truth implanted in good . . .

10057''. In proportion as a man is purified from evils

and falsities, the truths of faith are implanted . . .

10124. The implantation of good by the Lord, and

the reception of it . . . Sig.

. In both Kingdoms, good is implanted by means

of truth ; but with those who are in the Spiritual

Kingdom, good is implanted by means of truth in the

intellectual part ; whereas with those in the Celestial

Kingdom, good is implanted by means of truth in the

voluntary part. The implantation of good by means of

truth with those in the Spiritual Kingdom is effected in

a different manner than with those in the Celestial

Kingdom ; with (the former), truth is implanted in the

external , . . man, and there first becomes knowledge

. . . Whereas with (the latter), truth does not become

knowledge . . .

10127*. 'To propitiate' . . . therefore involves the

implantation of good and truth . . . because in propor-

tion as a man is purified from evils and falsities, good

and truth are implanted . . .

10128^. The implantation of truth and good by the

Lord is the reception of Him, thus sanctification.

^. 'To infil the hand '= to implant good and

truth . . .

10143^. The implantation of good and truth is to

think and will good and truth, and to speak and do

tlrem . . .

10669. -^s to the implantation of truth in good, and

its reception. Sig.

-. The reason 'ploughing' =the implantation of

truth in good, is . . .

H. 293. As man is in e(iuilibriuui , . . good can be

implanted in him . . .

^. The good which man receives in freedom is

implanted in his will . . .

330*^. Innocence is such that all things of Heaven can

be implanted in it . . .

T. 23-. To implant in an infant or child the idea of

three Divine Persons . . .

597. In the place (of concupiscences) are implanted

affections of good and truth . . .

7266. Then the Lord implants in his midst charity

and faith, and makes both spiritual.

E. 476. The implantation of Divine truth by the

Lord. Sig. and Ex.

706^^ The regeneration of (the Celestial Church) is

effected by the Lord by means of the implantation of

celestial good ; afterwards, by means of the implanta-

tion of spiritual good, which in its essence is the t) utli

of celestial good . . .

Implore. Implorare.

Imploration. Imploratio.

See Sui'1'LicATE.

A. 6801. 'They cried '== imploration. 6852,

6852, They who cry to and implore Him for them-

selves alone, and thus against others, as the evil are

wont to do, these, too, the Lord hears, but does not

render them aid, and (therefore) it is said that he 'does

not hear.'

H. 525. For they implore immediate mercy, r.221.

Life si*^. Every man . . . can shun evils as of himself

by the Lord's power, if he implores it. 1046. P. 278.

P. 28 1"*. Unless he also acknowledges God, and

implores His aid . . .

296<^. The Lord provides the rest, if He is implored.

Importune. Fiagitare, Efflagitare.

A. 8847. Importunes to l)e intromitted into Heaven.
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T. 165. Still, faith importunes that three Gods

should not be. mentioned . . .

E. 991'. If the woman importunes . . .

D.Love xvii^. "Who then importuned Heaven from

merit.

Im.pOSe. Imponere.

Imposition. Impositio.

A. 10023. 'Aaron and his sons shall lay on then-

hands upon the head of the bullock' (Ex.xxi.K.io) = a

representative of the reception of good and truth in the

natural . . . man. 'To lay on the hands ' = to communi-

cate that which is one's own to another. The reason it

also = reception, is because that which is communicated

is received by the other.

, By the imposition is signified communication

relatively to him who lays on ; and reception relatively

to him, or to that, upon which it is laid on. (Con-

tinued under Hand, here.

)

10043. 'Aaron and his sons shall lay on their hands'

(ver. I5) = the communication of power. 10058,

W. 220. See Hand, here. M.396^. £.79^

R. 55. 'He laid on His right hand upon me' (Rev.i.

1 7) = life then inspired by Him. The reason the Lord

imposed His right hand upon him, is that communica-

tion is etfected by the touch of the hands . . .

D. 4827. He could . . . put on other caps ; and

according to the putting on of various ones there took

place perceptions and credulities of those on whom they

were put.

E. 706". 'They .shall lay on hands upon the iutirm,

and they shall be well' (Mark xvi. 18) ... That the

infirm were well by means of the laying on of hands,

was because by means of communication and conjunction

with Heaven . . . they recovered from spiritual diseases

. . . The laying on of the hands of the disciples corre-

sponded to communication and conjunction with the

Lord, and thus to the removal of iniquities by means of

His Divine power.

730*^. The laying on of liands by Aaron upon the

liead (of the he-goat), and the confession of sins, refjre-

sented communication and transfer.

Im.possible. ImpossiMHs.

Im.pOSSibility. Impossibilitas.

A. 128. To be instructed about heavenly and Divine

things from sensuous ones, is as impossible as . . .

4747". (To receive these truths after the man has

confirmed himself against them) is impossible. Ex.

5 1 16*. To see such things from an inverted state is

impossible . . .

8700. That it is an impossibility if a change is not

made. Sig.

-. And everything which is contrary to Divine

truth, being contrary to order, is impossible . . . Hence
it is impossible tliat he who has lived well should be

sent into Hell, and that he who has lived evilly shouhl

lie elevated into Heaven : consequently, it is impossible

that they who are in Hell can ... be saved . . . (This)

is impossible, liecause it is contrary to order ; that is,

to the Divine which is order.

^. (Thus) it is impossible to compel a man to

salvation.

''. To take such things away is impossible, because

it is contrary to order.

^. From these ''examples it is evident that all

that is impossible A\hich is contrary to order.

87656. If they are told that . . . Hell cannot be turned

into Heaven with a man, and that this is impossible,

because contrary to order, and therefore to truth Divine,

thus contrary to God Himself, Avho is order . . .

10568'^. It is impossible for any material idea to enter

Heaven . . .

H. 487. To know one's own reigning love is impossi-

ble to those who are in the love of self . . .

J. 24^. A faith in impossible things is not given
;

that is, a faith in such things as the man thinks to be

impossible.

W. II. Tlierefore, to think otherwise about God is

impossible to the Angels.

P. 321*. To believe and think that all evil and falsity

are from Hell appears impossible . . .

B. 986. To take any (theological truth) from any

other source than the Lord, is as impossible as it is to

sail from England ... to the Pleiades . . .

T. 84^. To work redemption without the Human,
was as impossible for God, as . . .

176^. To approach Jehovah the Father in His own
light, is as impossible as . . .

341^. As it is impossible for God to condemn anyone

who lives well, and lielieves rightly ; so, on the other

hand, it is impossible for God to save anyone who lives

evilly, and thence believes falsities . . .

640. That the imputation of the merit and justice of

Christ is impossible. Gen. art.

D. 1760. From tlieir natural mind . . . before which

nothing but impossibilities are objected.

6. Then . . . the impossibilities disappeared.

3465^. I maintained that it was impossible . . .

3466. I told them that it was impossible for them to

come into the sphere of the Angels . . . .

5554-. In proportion as anyone's love is held back,

which takes iJace through various causes which ar(^

called things impossible ... it does not act.

E. 20oe. To believe in a Divine . . . which cannot be

thought of under any shape, is impossible.

Im.pOStor. Impostor. T.320.

Imposture. Impostura. Coro.22''.

Impotence. Impote7iiia.

Impotent. Impotens.

Sec WEXK-imbecUlis.

A. 8216. Resistance and impotence. Sig.

M.I 53-. Abstain from adidteries . . . from impotence.

254. That the third cause of legitimate separation is

impotence before marriage. Ex.
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[M] 5146. (Seducers ill Hell)areimpotences themselves.

T. 71. vi. It is a law of order that man . . . should

not stand in the faith of impotence, and wait . . .

503. They were all full of confirmations of man's

utter impotence in spiritual things. 630-. 647''.

E. 991^. Ice succeeds, either with impotence, or with

aversion . . .

<'. Hence it is that the man feels impotence if

the woman wills, and still more if she importunes . . .

10036, The ultimate lot (of adulterers) is, that from

the extreme impotence into which they at last reduce

themselves, they become devoid of all the fire and light

of life ... De Coiij.9<=.

1009-. He who abstains from adulteries (merely) . . .

from impotence ... is still an adulterer interiorly.

Impoverish. Depauperare. £.724-'. 91 1".

Impregnate. Impraegnan-.

Impregnation. Impraegnatio.

A. 8847-. May serve for the impregnation of the

are impregnated with the most

, impregnate their blood witli

ovule.

W. 310-. Seeds . .

subtle substances . . .

420^ That men . .

like things . . .

P. 277^. In the seed there is the soul ; for from it the

impregnation is effected.

T. 375. Like birds impregnated with eggs, and

without nests . . .

435. In the same proportion, tlu- good he does is

impregnated with that evil.

470-\ No seed could (then) be impregnated from its

iuniosts.

499". From this sphere the inmost of every seed is

impregnated.

D. 61 lo'''^ This is . . . how (tlie seed) produces im-

pregnation.

"^ That it is allowable to love an impregnated

wife.

E. 1084''. In certain places in the bosom of the earth

there are minerals impregnated with gold, silver, copper,

and iron.

Impress. Impnniere.

Impression. Impressio.

A. 892. He has caught impressions that . . .

1435. The things which are impressed on the memory
from sensuous things.

2487. According to the impressions from (the objects

of the senses) . . .

404 1
e. Thus there is impressed on him the image of

Heaven.

61 12^. For (falsities and evils) when once impressed

on any scientific, remain.

6930. A paper . . . which appeared as if printed with
types.

7298-. The truth so impressed becomes persuasive

truth.

7475*=. (After death) from the idea impressed, they

remain like themselves.

7935-. "When the truths of faith have been thus im-

pressed . . . they . . . become familiar . . .

8243. As this idea has been impressed on them, it is

permanent . . .

9386. Impression on the life then. Sig.

. 'To write ' = to impress on the life.

. Truths Divine impressed on the life by the

Lord. Sig. . . Truths are said to be impressed on the

life when they become of the will and thence of the act.

So long as they stick merely in the memory, and so long

as they are only regarded intellectually, they are not
impressed on the life . . .

-'. The reason 'to write ' = to impress on the life,

is that writing is for the sake of recollection to all pos-

terity : the same is the case with the things impressed

on a man's life. Ex,

9842. On which are impressed the truths and goods

of the S}iiritual Kingdom . . . Sig.

. 'To engrave on stones '= to impress on the

memory.

Ad. 943''. See whether it is allowable to insert tliese

things when the time comes for printing.

D. 2090. The impression made on Spirits ... by
singing and music.

2780. That in the other life impressions about others

are eradicated with very great difficulty.

2790. Impressions such as it was insinuated into me to

say, are either insanities . . . which are easily expelled ;

but the impressions in which anyone has confirmed

himself . . . remain so . . .

3043^. Therefore those words ought to be in constant

use, on which an idea has been once impressed.

4263, He who is in charity and in true conscience . . .

has each and all things (of the Decalogue) as it were

impressed on him, so that he has no need to learn

them.

4611. The Angels especially inflow into his truths of

faith and into his goods of charity, which have been

impressed on him . . . 4620.

4828. In the world they had . . . spoken about others,

and had given an impression . . .

D. Min. 4793. See Imitate, here.

Imprisoned, To be. Incarcerare.

p. 140'=. For then the mind is as it were imprisoned

in the body.

R. 442^. They are sent down into Hell . . . and are

imprisoned.

Imprudence. Imprudentia.

D. 1771. (On the vastation of tliose who have done

evil from imprudence. ) 1774.

Impudence. Impudentia. A. 8295.

Impudence. Protei-vUas. R.484--. T.i6r'.

Impulse. See Impel.
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Impure. Imp^ims.

Impurity. Lnpnritas.

A. 1986'. That the conjunction cannot come forth

excejit in what is impure of man. Tr.

2053. The conjunction of the Lord with man in liis

impurity. Sig. and Ex.

2362^. When these things are read . . . nothing but

what is impure enters the ideas . . .

2459<=. After there is no longer any affection of truth,

a certain impure good, the good of falsity, infuses itself.

3089^. Man's first affection of truth is very impure.

Ex.

5182-, Everything discordant is . . . impure, and is

to be rejected. This Impure from discord is represented

Ijy what is impure with the blood and in the blood,

from which it is to be defecated.

6388-. Thought about recomjiense . . . renders this

love impure. Ex.

6427". (Thus) the good of the Spiritual Church is im-

pure ; and, as it is impure, the spiritual cannot be

admitted into Heaven, except by Divine means . . . But
as the good with them is impure, they cannot but be

infested by evils and falsities, and thus be in combat.

Ikit the Lord provides that by means of these combats
what is impure with them is by degrees purified. Sig.

6663. Before they can be elevated into Heaven . . .

they are infested by the evils and falsities with them,

to the end that they may be removed ; for there are

impure things which they have contracted in the life

of the body, and which cannot possibly agree with

Heaven . . .

7225. 'I am of uncircumcised lips '= that to them I

am impure ... as to the things of doctrine.

". As everything impure is from impure loves,

which are the love of the world and the love of self . . .

^. Hence the truths of doctrine are apperceived

l>y them no otherwise than as impure : heavenly loves

also appear to them as impure . . .

7244*^. That the Divine Law is impure to those who
are in falsities. Sig. 7245.

7245-. For the worship with that nation Mas impure.

Ex.

7343'-. To the impure all things are impure.

8S09. ]Marriages with the Lsraelitish nation were im-

pure, because their interiors were filthy . . . Hence 'not

to approach a woman ' = to abstain from what is impure.

10239-. He who is not regenerate ... is always
impure . . .

W. 419. Man's corporeal naturallove , . . has become
impure from the separation from it of heavenly love

with the parents. This love cannot be separated from

its impurity, uidess . . .

Impute. Iinputare.

Im.putation. Impntatio.

Imputable. Impntabilis.

Imputative. Imputativus.

Imputatory. Imputatorius.

A. 948<^. Whatever they do then is not imputed to

them.
VOL. III.

1327='. To the man who does evil, but does not think

evil, the evil which he does cannot be imputed . . .

1813. 'He imputed it to him for justice' (Gen.xv.6) =
that in this the Lord was first made justice.

2280'*. All over twenty . . . died in the wilderness . . .

because evil could be imputed to them.

2946, That, if good and truth are (not from) them-

selves, nothing could be imputed to them for justice.

3400. That 'guilt'=blame, or the imputation of

sin. 111.

38 1 2-. Hence it is, that . , . the good ... is not im-

puted to him.

6324", Then . . . evil could not be imputed to him.

(See Evil, here.

)

8700-^ They impute their torments there to the

Divine . . .

8740. They impute justice to themselves . . .

9009^. (What evils are imputed, and what are not

imputed. See Evil, here.)

97 1
5-. The Lord's merit and justice are imputed to

man, when he acknowledges that nothing is from him-

self, but everything from the Lord.

H. 302-. Evil would not then be imputed to man.

L. 18. That the imputation of the Lord's merit is

nothing else than the remission of sins after repentance.

Gen. art.

2. The dogma of the imputation of the Lord's

merit . . .

. Then it can be seen that the imputation of

merit is a word with no meaning, unless by it is meant

the remission of sins after repentance ; for not anything

of the Lord can be imputed to man . . .

". The Lord's merit and justice can never be im-

puted to man ; for, if they were imputed, they would

be the Lord's merit and justice appropriated to man as

his ... If imputation were possible, an impenitent and

impious man could impute to himself the Lord's

merit . . .

. Those have the faith of man who do not perfoi'm

repentance, and still think about imputation.

Life 1056. If there were not what is reciprocal with

man, there would be no imputation.

P. 176. Without this appearance . . . there would be

no imputation to man.

254''"'. They know no otherwise, and therefore this is

not imputed to them as sin. Sig.

294*. If he knows evil, and does not shun it, the

blame is then imputed to him . . .

R. 776^. Sin is not taken away in baptism by the

imputation and application of the Lord's merit.

M. 350C. The Lord withdraws from the imputation

of guilt those who, from religion, shun evils as sins . . .

452''. Intention is the soul of all actions, and causes

. . . imputations after death.

485. That there are four degrees of adulteries, accord-

to which . . . after death their imputations take place.

Ex.
2, Imputations are made by the Lord, according

to the state of the man's mind.
2 P
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[M.] 486^. After death these adulteries are imputed
from the presence, quality, and faculty of their under-

standing in their will.

489. That the adulteries committed by these are im-

putatory, as the understanding afterwards favours them,
or does not favour them. Ex.

". By imputatiou is liere meant accusation after

death, and thence adjudication, which takes place ac-

cording to the state of the man's spirit . . ,

493. That the adulteries committed by these , . . are

imputed to them as evils of purpose . . . Ex.

523. On the imputation of both loves, scortatory and
conjugial. Gen. art.

^. Judgment concerning the spiritual life of a

man ... is meant by the imputation which is here

treated of.

524. That to everyone after death is imputed the evil

in which he is; in like manner the good. Ex. B. no,
Ex.

*. That then to an evil person is imputed the

evil of his life, and to a good person is imputed the

good of it. The imputation of evil is not accusation,

arraignment, incrimination, and adjudication, as in the

world ; but the evil itself effects it. Ex.
^ The imputation of good is effected in like

manner. Tliis takes place with those who in the world
have acknowledged that all the good in them is from
the Lord . . .

526. That imputation is a frivolous word, if by it is

meant such a transcription (of good). Ex. B. 112, Ex,
-. How can a panther man be converted into a

sheep man ... by any imputation, if by it is meant
transcription . . .

527. That evil is imputed to everyone according to

the quality of his will, and according to the ([uality of

his understanding; (in like manner good.) Ex.
^. The Angels charged these things against some

as evils of sin ; and to others they did not impute them
as evils.

529. Therefore, if he does evil from ignorance, or

from some prevailing concupiscence of the body, this is

not imputed to him, because he did not purpose it to

himself, nor does he confirm it with himself, T.523.
*^. From these things it becomes evident, who is

he to whom sin is not imputed, and who is he to whom
it is imputed.

530. That thus is scortatory love imputed to every-

one ; that is to say, not according to the deeds, such as

they appear in externals before men , . . but such as

they appear in internals before the Lord, and, from Him,
before the Angels, which is according to the quality of

the will and the quality of the understanding of the
man in them. . . Imputations after death do not take
place according to the external circumstances of the
deed, but according to the internal ones of the mind

;

and these are regarded according to the state of the
Church with each one. Examp.

3_ j^ow as with all in Hell there is the will of
evil . . . and as with all in Heaven there is the will of
good . . . imputations after death take place according
to the quality of each one's will and understanding. It

is the same with scortations . . . these are imputed to J

each one, not according to the deeds, but according to

the state of the mind in the deeds.

531. That thus is conjugial love imputed to each one.

Ex.

. Appearances in externals decide nothing con-

cerning imputation ; the only thing which decides is

the Conjugial which is seated in everyone's will . . .

-. Therefore conjugial love is imputed to each

one after death according to his spiritual rational life :

and for him to whom this love is imputed, a marriage

in Heaven is provided after his decease . . .

B. 19. Like things concerning the imputation of the

merit of Christ (with the Roman Catholics before the

Reformation). 21.

50. Imputation (in the Old Church) supplies every-

thing. Enum. . . What, then, is charity . . . but a mere
accessory ... to imputation and justification ?

104. The like would hapjten if anyone should embrace

the faith of the New Church, and retain the faith of the

Old Church concerning the imputation of the justice or

merit of the Lord ; for, from this, as from their root, all

its dogmas liave risen up.

105. That at this day the Roman Catholics know no-

thing about the imputation of the merit of Christ . . .

because it lies completely covered over by their externals

of worship . . . 107.

108. The first reason why the Roman Catholics can

be introduced into the . . . New Church before the Re-

formed, is that the faith of justification by the imputa-

tion of the merit of Christ ... is obliterated with

them ; nay, is to be completely obliterated ; whereas it

is seated in the Reformed as if it were engi'aved in them,

because it is the Principal of their Church.

109. The imputation of the justice or merit of Christ

at this day enters like a soul into the universal theology

in the Reformed Christian world. It is from imputa-

tion that faith . . . is said to be justice before God ; and

it is from imputation that man ... is said to be clothed

with the gifts of justice , , , Nevertheless, imputation

. . . effects nothing ; for it merely inflows into the ears,

and does not operate in the man, unless the imputation

of justice is also the application of justice by communica-

tion . . .

T. 72. Behold there was a company of Spirits reason-

ing about imputation and predestination. They were

Dutch and British. . . The point discussed was. Why
does God not impute the merit . , , of His Son to every-

body . . .

107^. For imputation is with those who know, and

not with those who are ignorant. Sig.

134'*. Is it not impossible to impute the justice of

redemption ... to man . . . (and) to remit sins . . . and

renew, regenerate, and save anyone, by mere imputa-

tion , . .

362-. Nevertheless, these things are imputed to man
as his, on account of the free will in which are his will

and thought, and on account of the Knowledges of good

and truth which have been given him . . .

371®. This operation of man from the Lord is imputed

to him as his, because he is constantly kept in free will

by the Lord.
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409*^. The Lord remits his sins to everyone . . and

does not even impute them . . .

457'*. When man does what is good from freedom as

of himself, it is imputed to him . . .

485. That -without free will . . . there would be no

imputation . . . Gen. art. 489,Gen.art.

48 7'*. Its doctrine ... of imputative faith. Sig.

489. They constructed an imputative faith of the

merit ... of the Lord . . .

626. On imputation. Chapter.

. That the faith of the present Church . . . and

imputation, make one. Gen. art.

627. Therefore, these three : faith, imputation, and

the merit of Christ, are in the present Church one, and

may be called a Triune . . .

^ The imputation of this faith is vain ; because

the merit of Christ is not imputable.

628. That the imputation which is of the present

faith is twofold ; one imputation is of the merit of

Christ, and the other is of salvation thence. Gen. art.

629.

. It is delivered in the universal Christian Church

that justification and the consequent salvation are

effected by God the Father through the imputation of

the merit of Christ . . . and that this imputation is

effected from grace . . . arbitrarily ; and that those to

whom the merit of Christ is imputed are adopted into

the number of the sons of God . . .

. Therefore, unless the error concerning imputa-

tion were now abolished, atheism would overrun all

Christendom . . .

^. For . . . the whole system of the theology of

the present day is dependent on tliis imputation . . .

And, as this imputation reigns everywhere . . .

629^. For it is taught that the imputation of the

merit of Christ is from arbitrary election ; and that to

these there is an imputation of salvation.

630. The imputation of the present day deprives man
of all power from free will . . ,

632. That the faith which is imputative of the merit

and justice of Christ . . . first arose from the decrees of

the Nicene Synod . . . Gen. art.

636. That faith imputative of the merit of Christ

was not known in the Apostolic Church . . . and is

nowhere meant in the Word. Gen. art.

640. That the imputation of the merit and justice of

Christ is impossible. Gen. art.

<^. For it is said that . . . this imputation—by
which is meant also ascription and application—causes

men not only to be reputed just and holy, but to be so.

To imputation, application, and ascription, add only

transcription, and j^ou will be a vicarious Pope.

643. That there is an imputation, but it is that of

good and evil, and at the same time of faith. Gen. art.

-. There was no other law of imputation at the

beginning of the Church, nor will there be any other at

its end. 111.

•*. From these passages anyone . . . may see that

there is an imputation of good and evil. The reason

there is also an imputation of faith, is that charity . . .

and faith . , . are together in good works , . . Therefore

James says ... It was imputed to him for justice.

644. The reason the prelates ... by 'imputation' in

the Word have understood the imputation of faith on

which the justice and merit of Christ have been in-

scribed . . .

645. Although the Word is full of . . . proofs that to

every man is imputed his own good or evil ; still . . .

they have not . . . seen . . . any imputation except that

of their own . . . faith.

646. That good . . . and evil . . . are imputed after

death, has been proved to me by all my experience.

Des. . . Imputation is thus made. That there is an

imputation of good to all in Heaven, and of evil to all

in Hell . . . (Shown by comparisons.

)

647. That the faith and imputation of the New
Church cannot possibly be together with the faith and

imputation of the former Church ; and that, if they are

together, there take place such a collision and conflict,

that everything of the Church with man perishes. Gen.

art.

•>. The faith of the former Church delivers the

imputation of the merit of Christ . . . ; whereas the

faith of the New Church teaches the imputation of good

and evil, and at the same time of faith ; and that this

imputation is according to the Holy Scripture, but the

former one is contrary to it.

649". For, if a man were to impute and apply these

to himself, he would be consumed . . .

e_ Therefore, let everyone beware of the tran-

scription of the imputation of the former Church upon

the imputation of the New one . . .

650. That the Lord imputes good to every man ; and

that Hell imputes evil to every man. Gen. art.

658. That thought is imputed to no one, but will.

Gen. art.

659. The reason why not any evil is imputed to man

which he thinks, is . . .

e_ Therefore, if the evils which man thinks were

to be imputed, reformation and regeneration could not

be effected.

660. As . . . many things in the world correspond to

wood . . . and imputation itself to the estimation and

price, it follows that the things which have been said

about imputation may be compared to all created things

. . . (Comparisons given.)

e. Will is essential, and thought is formal, and

no one can impute to the formal except what it derives

from the essential.

D. 498. On imputation.

950. That goods are not imputed when the man is

evil.

1868. On the imputation of justice through faith.

1869. To those who are in faith in the Lord evil is

not imputed . . . 1999. 2834. 2944. 2945.

2733. Then ... no efl'ect can be imputed to him, and

thus he cannot be reformed.

2776°. Therefore he imputed it to me.

E. 797''. The imputative merit of the Lord is not
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given, thus neither imputative life thence to man . . .

Therefore, to impute to one's self the merit of the Lord,
and not to live according to His precepts ... is blas-

phemy.

[E.] 805^ That imputation has no existence, and thus
not any imputation of the Lord's merit. Ex.

. What is imputative is contrary to the essence

of the Divine love, which is towards all ; whereas to

impute is to love one and not the other . . .

810*, I5y the imputation of the Lord's merit is meant,
by those who are in truths, merely imploration that the
Lord will have compassion . . .

1138^ Then nothing would be imputed to man;
neither good nor truth.

1148-. The reason evil is imputed to man, is . . .

Ath. 184. The purity of the imputation from the
Lord's merit can be understood by no one, if the man
lias not been purified as to the life . . .

In. In.

A. loio. Not in him but with-rt;;ruc?-him.

3261. It is not said 'in Beerlahairoi,' but ' with-c»?;i-

Beerlahairoi.' Ex.

3637^. They who are in the Heavens are said to be in

the Lord . . . Si 92-.

3638<=. All the Angels are not only \;\i\\-apml-W\G

Lord, but in the Lord ; or, what is the same, the Lord
is with-rtjn(r/-them, and in them . . .

3938^. AVhat proceeds from the Lord ... is not in

Him, but is from Him.

6948=^ Heaven and Hell . . . are in man.

9378. They who love the Lord are conjoined with
Him, insomuch that they are said to be in him, when
they are in Heaven.

H. 422". He then comes into Heaven, because . . .

this conjunction is Heaven with-ffj^HcMiim . . .

4236. That which is solely in the understanding is

indeed with-a/JutZ-the man, lout is not in him . . .

W. 44. Esse and Existere from itself involves a be-

ginning . . . but Esse and Existere in itself is from
eternity . . .

R. 574-. The sense of the letter ... in sum.

T. 21. That the Divine Esse is Esse in itself; and,
at the same time, Existere in itself.

. It cannot be said that His Esse is from itself,

because this . . . supposes what is prior . . . and also

another God, who is God in Himself. . . From the fact

that God is Esse in itself, it follows that He is love in
itself, wisdom in itself, and life in itself . . .

-. That God is not only Esse in itself, but also
Existere in itself. Ex.

In vain. Incassuvi. a. 7364. H.4793,

In vain. Irritus. A.6663. 5. 2059. E.2805.
5275.

Inanimate. Lmnimahts.
A. 9. He produces goods . . . which are inanimate,

because he supposes they are from himself.

29. This state is here represented by the inanimate
things.

30^. Scientific and intellectual faith is represented

(here) by the inanimate things.

4950. Something inanimate in which they believe.

9293. The deeds of a man . . . abstractedly from will

. . . are . . . inanimate. H.472C.

P. 137. Compulsory worship is . . . inanimate . . ,

D. 3215. The deceitful murderer then appeared like

an inanimate mass.

Inaugurate. Inaugurare.

Inauguration. Inauguratio.

A. 1502'. The Lord was inaugurated from child-

hood . . .

22946. Infants . . . are thus inaugurated ... to resist

falsity and evil . . . H.343^

2830-. Inaugurations into the priesthood were effected

by means of spiritual things ; for by means of spiritual

things man is introduced into celestial things.

5173. Inaugurations into gyres .. . D. 1015. 1015a.

1016. 1017. 1019. 1022. 1030. 1033.

5182. There are gyres into which novitiate Spirits

must be inaugurated . . .

5317^ From the rituals of ... inaugurations, in

which rings were put upon the hands ; by which is

signified what is confirmative of jiower.

6292-. To put the hand upon the head ... is in use

in inaugurations . . .

9474. The internal truths which are of the inaugurat-

ing good. Sig.

. ' Anointing ' = inauguration to represent

the things which represented . . . were anointed . . .

were thus inaugurated.

9954^. Therefore, inauguration to represent

effected by means of oil, which = the good of love.

^. All inauguration into what is holy . . .

means of the good of love . . .

9955. To inaugurate to represent the Lord as to

Divine truth. Sig.

9985. The glorification of the Lord ... is signified by
the inauguration of Aaron and his sons into the priest-

hood.

looio. Inauguration to represent this good. Sig.

10019. Inauguration to represent the Divine power
of the Lord . . . Sig.

. There were two things by means of which in-

auguration into the priesthood was effected ; anointing,

and the filling of the hands. By anointing there was

effected inauguration to represent the Lord as to Divine

good . . . and by the filling of the hands there was

effected inauguration to represent the Lord as to Divine

truth from Divine good, and thus power. 10076^.

10118.

10278. Inauguration to represent the Lord in both

Kingdoms. Sig.

W. 220^. Hence . . . inaugurations into the ministry

are effected by means of the laying on of hands. Ex.

; for

and

is by


